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ABSTRACT 
 

Incorporating individual small organic molecules into electronic circuits has the potential to 
enable smaller and more efficient devices, while also providing an excellent experimental platform 
for investigating the fundamental physics and chemistry of quantum transport. Key to advancing 
both of these goals is the continued development of structure-function relationships that 
predictively connect molecular design to observed transport behavior. Despite their apparent 
simplicity, single-molecule systems often display complex interactions between different physical 
effects, and so structure-function relationships that account for these interconnections are an 
especially important, and relatively understudied, need for the field. A second major challenge for 
single-molecule transport research is that modern experimental platforms tend to produce large, 
stochastic, and high-dimensional datasets. Methods to robustly extract meaningful information 
from such datasets are thus required to fully probe the range of behaviors occurring in single-
molecule circuits, and to understand how those behaviors relate back to molecular design.  

In this dissertation, I describe contributions to help address the need for both nuanced structure-
function relationships and sophisticated data analysis strategies for single-molecule quantum 
transport research. The experimental platform I used to measure single-molecule charge transport 
is described in detail, along with the type of data it collects and the subtleties of how those data 
are processed. Motivated by those details, I describe my overall approach to analyzing single-
molecule data and then introduce, validate, and utilize novel machine learning algorithms that I 
developed to address specific challenges. These include a novel segment clustering algorithm for 
reliably extracting molecular features and an original correlation-based framework for identifying 
meaningful rare events. Using some of these new tools, I then report single-molecule conductance 
measurements for two series of molecules that reveal previously unknown connections between 
different physical effects in metal/single-molecule/metal junctions. The first study focuses on 
energy-level alignment between the bridging molecule and the metal electrodes, and finds that 
linked effects determine the tunability of conductance for molecules with varying chemical 
substituents. Finally, in the second study I demonstrate how backbone conformation and 
metal/molecule electronic coupling, which are often approximated as independent, can in fact be 
strongly correlated in the case of fairly common structural components. Together, all of these 
advances in the collection, analysis, and interpretation of single-molecule transport data help to 
deepen our understanding of physical chemistry in nanoscopic systems.     
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 
 
Section 1.1: Why Study Molecular Electronics? 
 

My work in this dissertation is part of the emerging field of molecular electronics, and, in 
particular, single-molecule electronics. Nearly all of the circuitry in consumer-electronics devices 
on the market today is built from inorganic materials, mostly silicon-based.1 The idea of molecular 
electronics is to replace some of this circuitry with organic molecules, and in the case of single-
molecule electronics, to use individual organic molecules as useful circuit components such as 
transistors, diodes, etc.2,3 There are two main motivations for researching such single-molecule 
circuits: building better electronic devices, and investigating fundamental properties and 
phenomena in physical chemistry.  

The idea of better electronic devices is intimately connected to the concept of Moore’s law: 
the empirical observation that, over the last 50 years or so, companies have roughly doubled the 
number of transistors they can fit into a given area every two years.4 Shrinking the size of 
transistors (the key component of computer chips) provides three benefits at once: not only does 
it allow the size of the device itself to shrink, but by reducing the distance that electrical signals 
must travel between circuit components, it also decreases both power loss and computation time.5 
Moore’s law thus underpins the relentless increase in computational efficiency, and decrease in 
cost, that has supported nearly every technological advance during the last half-century, from 
smart-phones to drones to self-driving cars.4 However, while up until now Moore’s law has mostly 
relied on incremental improvements in silicon-based technology, there is widespread expert 
agreement that continuing the trend into the future will require alternative technologies and 
approaches.1,6 Single-molecule electronics are one such alternative, because while silicon-based 
transistors appear to be bottoming out at ~10 nm in size,5 typical organic molecules studied in this 
field are about an order of magnitude smaller. Molecular-based circuitry would also have 
additional advantages besides an opportunity for even-smaller components. For example, the 
modern silicon-based electronics industry relies on a wide array of transition and rare-earth 
metals,7 which are often toxic and can have vulnerable supply-chains.8 In contrast, organic 
molecules allow for near-infinite tunability based on just a few common elements (carbon, 
nitrogen, oxygen, etc.).9 In addition, because of their solution-processability, there is hope that 
molecular electronics could be fabricated at large scale and extremely low cost, for instance using 
roll-to-roll technology as in document printing.10 Finally, organic materials are typically much less 
brittle than inorganic ones, meaning that molecular electronic devices could be rolled and folded, 
a potential that is already being realized in the case of displays using organic light-emitting diodes 
(OLEDs) instead of traditional LEDs.10    

Turning now to the fundamental science perspective, one way to define chemistry is as the 
study of how electrons behave in the vicinity of molecules, and most important chemical 
processes—combustion, catalysis, etc.—involve charge transfer. Electronic circuits involving 
organic molecules—which inherently involve charge transfer to and from those molecules—thus 
provide a fascinating experimental platform for fundamental physical chemistry research. This is 
particularly true of single-molecule circuits, because at this scale the fundamentally quantum 
nature of electrons and molecules begins to bleed through. This is evident in the measurement of 
several inherently quantum behaviors, with no classical analogue, in single-molecule systems, 
such as the Kondo effect,11 destructive quantum interference,12 and spin-filtering.13 In addition, 
because organic materials are more likely to supplement than completely replace current materials 
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and technologies, most molecular electronics research—including this dissertation—focuses on 
hybrid devices which integrate organic molecules with metal and/or inorganic electrodes. Such 
devices necessarily contain interfaces between disparate materials, and these interfaces are of great 
interest in fundamental physical chemistry research because of the complex processes which can 
take place there.14 Again, this is particularly true for single-molecule electronics, which include 
essentially “one-dimensional” interfaces rather than the more commonly studied two-dimensional 
interfaces. The similarities and differences between the physics at one- and two-dimensional 
interfaces can yield valuable insight onto the relative importance of inter- and intra-molecular 
interactions.  

It is important to note that these two overarching motivations for studying molecular 
electronics—the potential application to real-world devices, and the ability to study interesting 
physical chemistry—are not separate, but linked. In order to rationally design useful molecular 
electronic devices, we will need structure-property relationships that allow us to choose the right 
molecules for each specific application. Because the rules and patterns governing charge-transport 
at the nanoscale are qualitatively different than those in larger systems, such predictive knowledge 
can only come from fundamental investigations of the physics and chemistry of these systems. 
Going the other way, each new and interesting fundamental discovery about molecular circuits 
presents an opportunity for new and potentially advantageous design strategies for useful 
electronic devices. Therefore, while the work in this dissertation is presented from the perspective 
of basic scientific research, in the big picture it also helps serve the goal of making possible a new 
generation of cheaper, more powerful, and flexible electronic devices in the future.   
 
Section 1.2: Systems of Interest 

 
Now that I have explained why molecular electronics are worth researching, I want to briefly 

describe the types of physical systems investigated in this field of research and which of these will 
be the focus of this dissertation. While there is some disagreement about exactly what is 
encompassed by the term “molecular electronics”,15,16 a common definition is to only include 
systems in which transport occurs across molecular (~a few nanometers) length scales.2,17–19 This 
definition excludes the related field of “organic electronics”, comprising thin-film (~10s to 100s 
of nanometers) devices such as organic photovoltaics or OLEDs, because transport mechanisms 
tend to be different at these larger scales.18,19 Within molecular electronics, it is common to make 
a distinction between single-molecule electronics and molecular ensemble electronics (Figure 
1.1).3,18 These two areas are best thought of as complimentary approaches, each probing 
overlapping but distinct physical phenomena and each with overlapping but distinct practical 
applications.18  

The typical molecular ensemble device consists of a monolayer of organic molecules 
sandwiched between two metal and/or inorganic electrodes (Figure 1.1).2 These monolayer 
systems are the oldest and most-studied systems in molecular electronics, with experimental results 
beginning in the early 1970s.19,20 Molecular ensemble devices are generally considered to be closer 
to incorporation into practical applications,3,18 and functionality such as tunnel junctions, diodes, 
switches, etc. has been demonstrated.2 For more information on molecular ensemble electronics, 
the reader is referred to recent reviews.3,18  
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Figure 1.1. Cartoon summary of different types of electronic systems involving organic molecules. 
“Organic electronics” refers to systems that typically combine thin organic films (>50 nm in 
thickness) with multiple metal and/or inorganic electrodes. In contrast, “molecular electronics” is 
usually restricted to mean systems in which transport occurs through either a single small (i.e., a 
few nanometers) organic molecule or an ensemble of such molecules in parallel. Within single-
molecule electronics, many different types of electrode materials and configurations can be used, 
but this dissertation is specifically focused on systems involving two atomically sharp gold 
electrodes.  
 

The topic of this dissertation, however, is single-molecule electronics. This is a newer area of 
the field, because while the concept of single-molecule electronics was first proposed in 1974 by 
Aviram and Ratner,21 reproducible experimental measurements only became common following 
the pioneering work of Xu and Tao in 2003.22 Since then, a variety of electrode materials have 
been used in the construction of single-molecule transport experiments, including indium tin 
oxide,23,24 graphene/carbon nanotubes,25–27 and a variety of metals.28–32 However, by far the most 
common material is gold because of its inertness and well-understood binding chemistry,33,34 and 
my work in this dissertation will focus on systems using gold electrodes. In particular, the gold 
electrodes in my work are atomically sharp, as this is a common strategy for ensuring that only a 
single molecule will bind in the gap between them (see Section 1.4.1 and Chapter 2 for details). 
The primary physical system of interest for this dissertation is therefore shown in cartoon form in 
the bottom right of Figure 1.1, and I will commonly refer to this type of system as a “single-
molecule junction”.  

The molecules placed into single-molecule junctions typically consist of a central “backbone” 
and a chemical “linker group” on either end for attaching to the electrodes,16,33,34 such as in the 
example in Figure 1.2a. It is fairly straightforward to construct an equilibrium energy-level 
diagram for the isolated components of this type of system (Figure 1.2b): the gold electrodes will 
each be described by a continuous band of electronic states, which at room temperature can be 
approximated as being filled up to the Fermi energy, 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹, and empty above it; and the molecule 
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will be described as a series of discrete energy levels, some filled and some empty. However, 
understanding how these isolated components come together to form a single-molecule circuit will 
require answering several challenging questions: How do the energies in Figure 1.2b change when 
the molecule and electrodes are coupled together? How does transport occur through such a system 
when a bias is applied between the two electrodes? How can we control this charge transport using 
molecular structure? And how can we perform transport measurements on such a system, and 
understand the resulting data? Contributing to the answers to these big-picture questions is the 
overall goal of this dissertation. To that end, the next section in this introduction will discuss the 
theory of single-molecule charge transport, in order to establish a conceptual foundation on which 
to later place my own research.  
 

 
Figure 1.2. Cartoon introduction to the focus of this dissertation. (a) Example of the type of 
molecular junction most commonly studied, in which the molecule consists of a central backbone 
(red box) and a chemical linker group on either side (blue box) for binding to the gold electrodes. 
(b) A qualitative energy-level diagram for the isolated components of the junction in (a), at 
equilibrium. Each electrode is described by a continuum of electronic states filed up to the Fermi 
energy, 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹, and the molecule is described by a set of discrete energy levels, some filled and some 
empty. How this diagram changes when the different components are coupled together, how 
transport occurs through this type of system, how to control it, and how to measure it, are the big 
picture questions addressed in this dissertation.  
 
Section 1.3: Theory of Single-Molecule Transport 

 
In this section, I will present some of the theoretical framework used by physicists and chemists 

to describe charge transport through individual molecules. The goal is not to provide a 
comprehensive review, but rather to introduce the primary concepts and tools that will be used 
later in this dissertation to interpret and rationalize my experimental results. Much of this 
background is adapted from Cuevas and Scheer19 and/or Datta35 and the reader is referred there 
for additional details.  
 
Section 1.3.1: Why Charge-Transport is Different at the Nanoscale 
 

As stated in Section 1.1, one of the reasons it is interesting to study charge transport at the 
single-molecule scale is that the rules and patterns governing nanoscale charge transport properties 
are fundamentally and qualitatively different from those governing macro-scale transport 
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properties. In this dissertation, I will primarily focus on the charge-transport property of 
conductance, G. The conductance of an object is simply the current passing through it normalized 
by the applied voltage used to create that current, G = I/V; equivalently, conductance is the inverse 
of resistance, G = 1/R.  

In a macroscopic object such as a metal wire, Ohm’s law states that: 

𝐺𝐺 =  𝜎𝜎
𝐴𝐴
𝐿𝐿

 
where 𝐿𝐿 is the wire’s length, 𝐴𝐴 is its cross-sectional area, and 𝜎𝜎 is a material-specific constant of 
proportionality.19 However, Ohm’s law is based on a diffusive picture of electron transport in 
which electrons act like billiard balls careening through an obstacle course composed of other 
electrons, phonons, atomic nuclei, etc. (Figure 1.3a). As we shrink our wire down to the molecular 
scale, this diffusive picture breaks down in two critical ways, thus invalidating Ohm’s law in such 
nanoscopic systems. 
 

 
Figure 1.3. Cartoons comparing three different transport regimes. (a) Diffusive transport, in which 
electrons flow via a random walk between successive inelastic scattering events. (b) (Classical) 
ballistic transport, in which electrons primarily travel elastically through the device without 
encountering scattering centers (because the device is smaller than the electron’s mean free path 
in the material). (c) Coherent quantum transport, in which an electronic wave-function 
encountering a potential barrier will be partially reflected, but will also partially coherently tunnel 
through the barrier.  
 

First, once the size of the wire is smaller than the mean free path of an electron in the material 
(~40 nm for gold36,37), the transport becomes ballistic rather than diffusive because electrons are 
unlikely to encounter scattering centers as they pass through our nanoscopic device (Figure 1.3b).19 
This qualitative shift from diffusive to ballistic transport is important because it means electron 
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transport at these length scales is primarily an elastic process. Second, electrons can only be treated 
as classical particles at length scales much larger than their de Broglie wavelength. However, the 
organic molecules considered in this dissertation are only ~0.5 to 2 nm in length, whereas the 
Fermi wavelength in gold (i.e., the de Broglie wavelength of the electrons involved in conduction) 
is 0.52 nm.38 The classical picture of ballistic transport in Figure 1.3b is thus still incomplete, 
because it does not account for the wave nature of electrons. Instead, we must treat ballistic 
transport in the fully quantum regime, where an electronic wave-function encountering a potential 
barrier can partially tunnel through it, in addition to being partially reflected (Figure 1.3c).19 If we 
use an independent particle description of electrons, then quantum transport can be classified as 
either coherent or incoherent, depending on whether the phase information of the electronic 
wavefunction is preserved as it passes through our nanoscopic device.39 I will focus on coherent 
transport as it is most relevant for small single-molecule systems (see Section 1.3.6 for details).  

In the remainder of this theory section, I will therefore build up a replacement for Ohm’s law 
for single molecule systems that is consistent with the ballistic, fully quantum nature of electron 
transport at these length scales. As the basis for this new picture of charge transport, I will first 
derive the Landauer formula, which connects single-molecule conductance to a concept called the 
transmission function (Section 1.3.2). Next, I will introduce mathematical machinery known as 
Green’s functions that can be used to calculate transmission functions for model molecular systems 
(Section 1.3.3). I will then demonstrate how calculating the transmission function for two simple 
systems provides insight into how molecular conductance relates to energy-level alignment and 
molecule/electrode coupling (Section 1.3.4) as well as molecule length (Section 1.3.5). In Section 
1.3.6 I will briefly discuss some of the limitations of the Landauer-based approach to single-
molecule transport, and finally in Section 1.3.7 I will summarize how all of these ideas are put into 
practice to computationally estimate molecular conductances.  
 
Section 1.3.2: The Landauer Formula, Quantized Conductance Channels, and the Central Role 
of the Transmission Function 
 

As stated above, the basis for the conceptualization of single-molecule transport that will be 
used throughout this dissertation is known as the Landauer formula. To heuristically derive this 
formula, I will start by considering an idealized version of a typical nanoscale device such as a 
single-molecule junction (Figure 1.4). Such a device consists of two macroscopic reservoirs of 
electrons (e.g., bulk gold electrodes) connected by perfectly conducting leads which are 
meso/nanoscopic in x and y (e.g., the narrow tips extending from each gold electrode) to a 
meso/nanoscopic sample in the middle (e.g., a single molecule).19 We will treat the electrons in 
the leads and reservoirs—or at least those near the Fermi energy, which are relevant for 
conduction—as a Fermi gas, which is a good approximation for a metal like gold.38  

Because electrons in the leads are unconstrained in the z direction, the z (or longitudinal) energy 
of a conduction electron will simply have the free-electron value: 
 

𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧 =
ħ2𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧2

2𝑚𝑚
 (1.1) 

where 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 is a (near)-continuously varying wave-vector for the z dimension. Conversely, the narrow 
boundaries of the leads in x and y produce quantization of the x-y (or transverse) energy, just as 
for a particle in a two-dimensional box. We thus represent the transverse energy as 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛, where n is 
an integer. The total energy of an electron is now 𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 + 𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧, and because Ez is always positive, 
for a fixed total energy E there can only be a finite number of transverse modes n.19 This is the 
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first key way in which the Landauer formula will differ from Ohm’s law: the narrow boundary 
conditions in the transverse direction means that conductance can only occur through a finite 
number of discrete channels. 
 

 
Figure 1.4. Cartoon of the idealized system used to heuristically derive the Landauer formula. A 
nanoscale sample (e.g., a single molecule) is connected by two perfectly conducting leads (e.g., 
narrow tips of gold electrodes) to two large electron reservoirs (e.g., bulk gold electrodes). The 
narrow confinement in x and y in the leads creates NL and NR transverse conductance channels in 
the left and right leads, respectively. We label these modes with a when we are talking about 
electrons propagating towards the sample, and b when we are considering electrons propagating 
away from the sample.  
 

The conductance channels defined by the transverse modes in each lead are not, however, the 
most convenient for our purposes. To illustrate this, let us label the nth transverse mode in the left 
and right lead as 𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛 and 𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛, respectively, when we are considering electrons moving towards 
the sample, and as 𝑏𝑏𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛 and 𝑏𝑏𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 for when electrons are moving away from the sample (Figure 1.4). 
If we now use the second quantization formalism to define creation and annihilation operators for 
electrons in these modes moving in each direction, then the outgoing and incoming annihilation 
operators can be related to each other through the scattering matrix, �̂�𝑆:19 

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛
𝑏𝑏�𝐿𝐿1
⋮

𝑏𝑏�𝐿𝐿𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿
𝑏𝑏�𝑅𝑅1
⋮

𝑏𝑏�𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

= �̂�𝑆

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎛

𝑎𝑎�𝐿𝐿1
⋮

𝑎𝑎�𝐿𝐿𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿
𝑎𝑎�𝑅𝑅1
⋮

𝑎𝑎�𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅⎠

⎟
⎟
⎞

 

This scattering matrix can be represented in block form as:19 
�̂�𝑆 =  ��̂�𝑟 �̂�𝑡

�̂�𝑡′ �̂�𝑟′
� 

These four blocks have intuitive definitions: �̂�𝑟 connects 𝑎𝑎�𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛 operators to 𝑏𝑏�𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛 operators, and thus 
represents electrons in the left lead that come towards the sample but then get reflected back off 
it; �̂�𝑡 connects 𝑎𝑎�𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛 operators to 𝑏𝑏�𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 operators, and thus represents electrons in the left lead that come 
towards the sample and get transmitted through it to the right lead; etc. To calculate the current 
passing from left to right, we thus need to focus on the matrix �̂�𝑡.* Because we have not made any 
                                                 
*It can be shown that in the absence of magnetic fields, �̂�𝑡′ =  �̂�𝑡, and so there is no loss of generality in focusing on 
left-to-right current.19  
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assumptions about the internal structure of our sample, we have no idea a priori how �̂�𝑡 will 
scramble the different transverse modes; in other words, the portion of 𝑏𝑏�𝑅𝑅1 that was transmitted 
through the sample can in general be a linear combination of all of 𝑎𝑎�𝐿𝐿1, … ,𝑎𝑎�𝐿𝐿𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿. However, �̂�𝑡†�̂�𝑡 can 
be diagonalized,* producing a set of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. These new eigenfunctions 
are called eigenchannels, and they are a much more convenient way to represent the finite 
conductance channels through our sample, because an electron entering a given channel will exit 
in the same channel. In real-world systems, eigenchannels approximately correspond to particular 
orbitals, e.g., π orbitals in a conjugated molecule or s orbitals in a monovalent metal like gold.40,41 
The eigenvalues are called transmission coefficients, Tn, each of which ranges from 0 (all electrons 
trying to enter this channel get reflected) to 1 (all electrons entering this channel are transmitted). 
It is important to recall that since the transverse modes were defined for a fixed total energy E, the 
scattering matrices and hence the transmission coefficients are functions of the electron energy, 
𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 = 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛(𝐸𝐸).  

Now that I have demonstrated the existence of quantized conductance channels and shown that 
each channel has an associated transmission function, I am ready to derive the Landauer formula. 
Because we have represented the conductance channels as eigenfunctions, it will suffice to derive 
the conductance through a single channel and then simply sum across the channels to obtain the 
total conductance. A conductance channel corresponds to a single quantum state, and so including 
spin degeneracy, the current passing in one direction through our device carried by electrons with 
momentum in the z-direction of ħ𝑘𝑘 is:

𝑅𝑅

† 

𝐼𝐼 =
2𝑒𝑒
𝐿𝐿
ħ𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚
𝑇𝑇(𝑘𝑘) 

where e is the elementary charge, L is the macroscopic z-dimension of the reservoir, ħ𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚 is the 
group velocity, and 𝑇𝑇(𝑘𝑘) is the transmission function at z-momentum ħ𝑘𝑘;19 in other words, the 
current in one direction equals the charge carried by two electrons times the rate at which electrons 
enter the device from one reservoir times the probability that each electron is transmitted through 
the sample. To get the total current passing through our sample from left to right, we sum over all 
quantum states k in the left reservoir; however, not all of these states will be occupied, and transport 
will only occur when the starting state is occupied and the ending state is unoccupied. We thus 
need to multiply by the blocking function, 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿(𝑘𝑘)[1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅(𝑘𝑘)], where 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿 and 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅 are the temperature-
dependent Fermi functions that give the probability that state k is occupied in the left and right 
reservoirs, respectively. The expression for the total left-to-right current is thus given by:19 
 

𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿→𝑅𝑅 = �
2𝑒𝑒
𝐿𝐿
ħ𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚
𝑇𝑇(𝑘𝑘)𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿(𝑘𝑘)[1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅(𝑘𝑘)]

𝑅𝑅

 (1.2) 

Because the reservoir is macroscopic, the wave vector k varies near-continuously and so the sum 
in equation (1.2) can be turned into an integral. Using periodic boundary conditions in z, the 
separation between k-values is 2𝜋𝜋/𝐿𝐿 and so the integral is:19 
 

𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿→𝑅𝑅 = �
2𝑒𝑒
𝐿𝐿
ħ𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚
𝑇𝑇(𝑘𝑘)𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿(𝑘𝑘)[1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅(𝑘𝑘)]

𝐿𝐿
2𝜋𝜋

𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘
∞

−∞

 (1.3) 

                                                 
*Because �̂�𝑡 is a matrix of annihilation operators and �̂�𝑡† is a matrix of creation operators, �̂�𝑡†�̂�𝑡 will be a matrix of number 
operators, and it is the number of electrons transmitted through the sample that determines its conductance.  
†Note that I have dropped the z subscript on k from equation (1.1) for clarity. 
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Next, we change variables from k to E. Using equation (1.1), the Jacobian is 𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑚𝑚
ħ2𝑅𝑅

 and so the 
integral simplifies to:19 

𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿→𝑅𝑅 =
2𝑒𝑒
ℎ

� 𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸)𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿(𝐸𝐸)[1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅(𝐸𝐸)]𝑑𝑑𝐸𝐸
∞

−∞

 

An analogous expression can be derived for the current passing through our sample from right to 
left, and so the net current will be the difference of the two. We thus arrive at the general expression 
for the single-channel Landauer formula:19 
 

𝐼𝐼 =
2𝑒𝑒
ℎ

� 𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸)[
∞

−∞

𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿(𝐸𝐸) − 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅(𝐸𝐸)]𝑑𝑑𝐸𝐸 (1.4) 

While the integral in equation (1.4) runs over all values of E, in practice there will only be a small 
range, called the transport window, where [𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿(𝐸𝐸) − 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅(𝐸𝐸)] is not essentially zero (Figure 1.5). In 
fact, at low temperatures*, 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿,𝑅𝑅(𝐸𝐸) converge to step functions that are 1 below the chemical 
potential of their electrode and zero above it. The Landauer formula in this low-temperature limit 
thus simplifies to:19 
 

𝐼𝐼 =
2𝑒𝑒
ℎ

� 𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸)

𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹+𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒/2

𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹−𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒/2

𝑑𝑑𝐸𝐸 (1.5)  

where EF is the Fermi energy and V is the applied bias between the two electrodes. If we further 
assume that V is small enough that T(E) is essentially linear over the range of this integral (small 
bias approximation),† we find that:19 
 

𝐼𝐼 =
2𝑒𝑒2𝑉𝑉
ℎ

𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹)    ⇒    𝐺𝐺 =
2𝑒𝑒2

ℎ
𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹)    (1.6) 

This simplified expression is often presented as the single-channel Landauer formula. Recalling 
that the transmission function ranges between zero and one, we see that the maximum conductance 
of a single channel is 2𝑒𝑒2/ℎ, a quantity known as the quantum of conductance, or 𝐺𝐺0:42 
 

𝐺𝐺0 =
2𝑒𝑒2

ℎ
= 77.48 𝜇𝜇𝑆𝑆 = (12.906 𝑘𝑘Ω)−1  (1.7)  

It turns out that a single gold atomic point contact closely approximates a system with a single 
conduction channel and perfect transmission.43 𝐺𝐺0 thus plays an important role in confirming the 
creation of atomically sharp gold electrodes, and is also a convenient scale to use when measuring 
molecular conductances (Section 2.1.2).  

As mentioned above, to get to the full multi-channel Landauer formula we just need to sum 
across all eigenchannels n:19 
 𝐺𝐺 = 𝐺𝐺0�𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛(𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹)

𝑛𝑛

    (1.8) 

The sum in equation (1.8) can be thought of as the total transmission function for the system, 𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸), 
and I will focus on this total transmission function in the next sections. In practice, at any given 

                                                 
*Room temperature can be considered a “low” temperature in the context of single molecule charge transport, because 
at room temperature 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇 = ~25 meV, which is small compared to the ranges over which T(E) typically varies (see 
Section 1.3.3).  
†In my experiment I use an 100 mV bias, which is indeed small enough that the slope of T(E) should not vary 
significantly across the transport window (again, see Section 1.3.3).   
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energy 𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸) is usually dominated by the contribution of a single channel, and so we still expect 
the total transmission function to vary between 0 and 1.  

All of these forms of the Landauer formula demonstrate that the transmission function plays a 
central role in coherent transport through nanoscopic devices, and so in the next section I will turn 
to the question of how the transmission function can be calculated for a given microscopic system.  
 

 
Figure 1.5. Qualitative energy level diagram illustrating the idea of a transport window. Electrons 
can only elastically transmit between electrodes at energies where there are occupied states in one 
electrode and unoccupied states in the other electrode. At relatively low temperatures, the Fermi 
functions 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿,𝑅𝑅 converge to step functions, indicating complete occupation below the chemical 
potentials of the electrodes (𝜇𝜇𝐿𝐿,𝑅𝑅) and no occupation above those chemical potentials. It is thus a 
good approximation at these low temperatures to only consider transport occurring in the 
“transport window” between 𝜇𝜇𝐿𝐿 and 𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅, and the size of this window is proportional to the applied 
bias V.  
 
Section 1.3.3: From Hamiltonian to Transmission Function Using Green’s Functions 

 
My goal in this section is to sketch out the general machinery that allows us to write down a 

model Hamiltonian for a single-molecule system and use it to calculate a transmission function. 
The mathematical topic comprising this machinery is known as Green’s functions. I will not 
provide an exhaustive description of the application of Green’s functions to quantum transport 
problems; for such detailed descriptions and derivations, the reader is referred to Cuevas and 
Scheer19 and/or Datta35. Instead, I will lay out the major steps and concepts in order to give the 
reader a sense of how this process works.  

Green’s functions are powerful tools for solving linear differential equations by recasting the 
problem as the propagation of the response of a differential operator to a given stimulus.35 In the 
context of equilibrium* quantum mechanics, we define the Green’s function 𝐺𝐺(𝑟𝑟, 𝑟𝑟′,𝐸𝐸) by:19 
 �𝐸𝐸 − 𝐻𝐻�(𝑟𝑟)�𝐺𝐺(𝑟𝑟, 𝑟𝑟′,𝐸𝐸) =  𝛿𝛿(𝑟𝑟 − 𝑟𝑟′) (1.9) 

                                                 
*Transport is of course not an equilibrium phenomenon, but for simplicity I will use the equilibrium case to illustrate 
how Green’s functions work. As explained later, the process for using non-equilibrium Green’s functions is largely 
the same, just with extra notation to keep track of.  
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where 𝐻𝐻� is the Hamiltonian, 𝐸𝐸 is energy, 𝑟𝑟 and 𝑟𝑟′ are two spatial positions, and 𝛿𝛿 is the Dirac delta 
function. 𝐺𝐺(𝑟𝑟, 𝑟𝑟′,𝐸𝐸) should be thought of as the propagation amplitude for an electronic 
wavefunction going from 𝑟𝑟 to 𝑟𝑟′. Green’s functions can be extended to represent propagation in 
time as well as space, but we will ignore the time dimension here for simplicity. There are in 
general two solutions to equation (1.9), known as the retarded and advanced Green’s functions, 
corresponding to propagation backwards and forwards in time. It can be shown that these two 
Green’s functions are simply Hermitian conjugates of each other, and so no extra information is 
contained in the second one.19 For the rest of this section we will thus only deal with retarded 
Green’s functions.  

If we define a discrete basis for our quantum system—e.g., of atomic orbitals on lattice sites—
then the Green’s function can be written in the form a matrix,* 𝐆𝐆(𝐸𝐸), where for example 𝐺𝐺12(𝐸𝐸) 
represents the propagation amplitude from site one to site two. In this case, it can be shown that 
the solution to equation (1.9) is:19 
 𝐆𝐆(𝐸𝐸) = [𝐸𝐸𝐈𝐈 − 𝐇𝐇]−1 (1.10) 

where 𝐈𝐈 is the identity matrix. Because 𝐆𝐆(𝐸𝐸) depends on the Hamiltonian, it contains all 
information about our quantum system. To demonstrate one example of this fact, we can write 
equation (1.10) in terms of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of 𝐇𝐇; if 𝐇𝐇|𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛⟩ = 𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛|𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛⟩, then:19 
 

𝐆𝐆(𝐸𝐸) = �
|𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛⟩⟨𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛|
𝐸𝐸 − 𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

 (1.11) 

Equation (1.11) now explicitly shows that information on the eigenvalues of the system is 
contained in the poles of the Green’s function.  

In the study of complex quantum systems, it is often helpful to separate the Hamiltonian 𝐇𝐇 into 
the Hamiltonian of a simpler system, 𝐇𝐇𝟎𝟎, and a perturbation term, 𝐕𝐕: 

𝐇𝐇 =  𝐇𝐇𝟎𝟎 + 𝑽𝑽 
If we let 𝐠𝐠(𝐸𝐸) represent the Green’s function for the unperturbed system, then it can be derived 
that:19 
 𝐆𝐆(𝐸𝐸) = 𝐠𝐠(𝐸𝐸) + 𝐠𝐠(𝐸𝐸)𝐕𝐕𝐆𝐆(𝐸𝐸) (1.12) 

Equation (1.12) is known as Dyson’s equation. Because it recursively defines 𝐆𝐆(𝐸𝐸) in terms of 
itself, it may appear that Dyson’s equation is not particularly useful. However, as a matrix 
equation, (1.12) actually represents a system of equations, and in practice 𝐠𝐠(𝐸𝐸) will usually be 
diagonal (or block diagonal) while 𝐕𝐕 is usually purely off-diagonal. Many of the elements of 𝐆𝐆(𝐸𝐸) 
will therefore be defined non-recursively (e.g., for a two-dimensional case, 𝐺𝐺21(𝐸𝐸) =
𝑔𝑔22(𝐸𝐸)𝑉𝑉21𝐺𝐺11(𝐸𝐸)), and so Dyson’s equation is in fact extremely useful for calculating Green’s 
functions in practice.19  

In particular, Dyson’s equation can be used to help define an important quantity called self-
energy. If we choose the eigenbasis of the unperturbed Hamiltonian as our basis, then equation 
(1.11) shows that the diagonal elements of the unperturbed Green’s function matrix are closely 
related to the unperturbed eigenvalues: 

𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸) =  
1

𝐸𝐸 − 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗
 

                                                 
*Even if we do not use a discrete basis, the Green’s function can still be written as a matrix—e.g., over the infinite-
dimensional basis {|𝑟𝑟⟩}—but I focus on discrete bases here as they are very useful approximations in molecular 
systems.  
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The idea of self-energy relates to how these energy levels shift when we add in the perturbation. 
If we keep using the unperturbed eigenbasis, then the matrix 𝐠𝐠(𝐸𝐸) is diagonal, and so from 
equation (1.12) we find that the diagonal elements of the perturbed Green’s function matrix are: 
 

𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸) = 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸) + 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸)�𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗
𝑅𝑅

=
1 + ∑ 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸)𝑅𝑅

𝐸𝐸 − 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗
 (1.13) 

Rearranging equation (1.13) yields:  
 𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸) =

1
𝐸𝐸 − 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗 − 𝛴𝛴𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸)

 (1.14) 

where 𝛴𝛴𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸) is a diagonal element of the self-energy matrix, defined in general as: 
 

𝛴𝛴𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸) =
(𝐸𝐸 − 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗)∑ 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸)𝑅𝑅

1 + ∑ 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸)𝑅𝑅
 (1.15) 

This general definition in equation (1.15) is not particularly enlightening. However, as explained 
above, in specific model systems the symmetry of V along with Dyson’s equation can often be 
used to define non-recursive equations for the elements of 𝐆𝐆(𝐸𝐸), which in turn often yield 
relatively simple expressions for the diagonal components of self-energy. If we ignore the details 
of 𝛴𝛴𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸) and focus on the bigger picture presented by equation (1.14), though, we can observe a 
simple yet profound fact: adding a perturbation to a quantum system will produce a shift, or 
renormalization, of the energy levels of that system.19 We also see that this renormalization, 
captured by the concept of self-energy, will usually be energy-dependent even if the perturbation 
itself is not.  

In this dissertation, I am focused in particular on a quantum system consisting of a single 
molecule attached to two metal electrodes. In this type of system, it is often convenient to define 
our unperturbed system as the isolated molecule and the coupling to the leads as the perturbation. 
The self-energy can now be thought of as an effective Hamiltonian representing the interaction 
between the molecule and the electrodes.35 If we assume that the interaction with the left and right 
electrodes can be separated to yield two different self-energies, 𝚺𝚺𝐿𝐿(𝐸𝐸) and 𝚺𝚺𝑅𝑅(𝐸𝐸), then we can 
define two coupling matrices as:35 
 𝚪𝚪𝐿𝐿,𝑅𝑅 = 𝑖𝑖�𝚺𝚺𝐿𝐿,𝑅𝑅(𝐸𝐸) − 𝚺𝚺𝐿𝐿,𝑅𝑅(𝐸𝐸)†�   

It can then be shown that the total transmission function for this molecular system has a compact 
formula involving just the Green’s function for the isolated molecule and the coupling matrices:35 
 𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸) = 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒[𝚪𝚪𝐿𝐿(𝐄𝐄)𝐠𝐠(𝐄𝐄)𝚪𝚪𝑅𝑅(𝐸𝐸)𝐠𝐠(𝐄𝐄)†] (1.16) 

Equation (1.16) thus completes the process of using the Green’s function machinery to calculate a 
transmission function after starting with just the system Hamiltonian. 

It is important to acknowledge that equation (1.16) was derived using equilibrium Green’s 
functions, and thus represents the equilibrium transmission function. Real-world electron 
transport, of course, necessarily takes place under non-equilibrium conditions, which might seem 
to imply that all of the equations and derivations above are not useful in practice. However, non-
equilibrium Green’s functions behave quite similarly to equilibrium Green’s functions, just 
requiring a bit of extra work and notation. Very briefly, the non-equilibrium nature of a particular 
system can be included as a time-dependent perturbation that is slowly switched on starting at 𝑡𝑡 =
−∞ and then switched off at time 𝑡𝑡 = ∞. The non-equilibrium nature of the perturbation breaks 
the symmetry between 𝑡𝑡 = ∞ and 𝑡𝑡 = −∞, but one convenient mathematical trick to side-step this 
issue is to introduce a modified time contour known as the Keldysh contour that goes from 𝑡𝑡 =
−∞ to 𝑡𝑡 = ∞ (the upper branch, +) and then back to 𝑡𝑡 = −∞ (the lower branch, −). This leads to 
four different Green’s functions, depending on which time branch the propagation that the Green’s 
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function represents starts and ends on. These four different matrices can be grouped into a single 
matrix as follows: 

𝐆𝐆� = �𝐆𝐆
++ 𝐆𝐆+−

𝐆𝐆−+ 𝐆𝐆−−
� 

where 𝐆𝐆+− is the matrix for propagation from the upper time branch to the lower time branch, etc. 
Provided that the non-equilibrium system in question allows a stationary solution—and a 
molecular junction with a constant applied bias is a prime example of such as system—then the 
new “super-matrix” 𝐆𝐆� can be used in essentially complete analogy to how 𝐆𝐆 was used in the 
equilibrium case, including an analogous version of equation (1.12) (a.k.a. Dyson’s equation), an 
analogous definition of self-energy, and most importantly, an analogous version of equation 
(1.16).19 The material in this section thus represents the major conceptual steps needed to compute 
the transmission function for a modeled single-molecule junction.  
 
Section 1.3.4: The Single-Level Model, Energy-Level Alignment and Conductance 
 

To briefly recap, I have used the Landauer formula to show how the conductance of a 
nanoscopic device such as a single molecule is determined by its transmission function, and I then 
showed how Green’s functions can be used to calculate the transmission function for a system 
described by a model Hamiltonian. However, neither of these formalisms has yet provided us with 
any intuition about what such calculated transmission functions will look like. In this section I will 
thus present the result for a very simple system known as the single-level model, and show how 
even such an idealized result can tell us a lot about the qualitative connections between molecular 
structure and transmission function shape.   

 

 
Figure 1.6. Representation of the physical system used to derive the single-level model. Each 
electrode is treated as a series of discrete sites that only couple to their direct neighbors (tight-
binding approximation). The molecule (red) is assumed to only have a single quantum state with 
energy 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚, and is treated as a single site that couples with the terminal sites in each electrode 
(labeled L and R) via hopping elements 𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿 and 𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅.  
 

In the single-level model, we assume that our isolated molecule only has a single quantum 
state, with energy 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚, and that this molecule is then coupled to two electrodes, left and right. We 
will model each electrode as a series of discrete sites for each atom and use the tight-binding 
approximation, which means that each site is only coupled to its immediate neighbors. If the 
electrodes form atomically sharp tips, then the molecule is only directly coupled to the outermost 
site on each electrode, which we label L and R (Figure 1.6). The Hamiltonian for this simple system 
can then be written as:19 
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 𝐇𝐇 = 𝐇𝐇𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝐇𝐇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑒𝑒 + �𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚

+ �𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿(�̂�𝑡𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚
† �̂�𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + �̂�𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

† �̂�𝑡𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚)
𝑚𝑚

+ �𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅(�̂�𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚
† �̂�𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + �̂�𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

† �̂�𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚)
𝑚𝑚

 
(1.17) 

where the first two terms are the Hamiltonians for the bulk electrodes, the third term is the 
Hamiltonian for the isolated molecule (with the sum running over the two spin states), and the last 
two terms are for the coupling between the molecule and the L and R electrode sites, written in 
second quantization notation. 𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿 and 𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅 are called hopping elements, and determine the strength of 
the couplings.  

If we treat the last two terms in equation (1.17) as the perturbation, crank this Hamiltonian 
through the non-equilibrium Green’s function machinery, and then assume both a negligible bias 
and that the Green’s functions for the electrodes are not very sensitive to energy in the vicinity of 
𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚 (wide-band approximation), it can be shown that the transmission function for this model 
system is:19 
 𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸) =  

4𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅
(𝐸𝐸 − 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚)2 + (𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿 + 𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅)2 (1.18) 

Equation (1.18) is known as the Breit-Wigner formula. 𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿,𝑅𝑅 are coupling constants that depend 
on both the hopping elements 𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿,𝑅𝑅 and the density of states at the Fermi energy in each electrode. 
As shown in Figure 1.7, equation (1.18) describes a Lorentzian peak shape centered at 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚 and with 
a width determined by 𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿,𝑅𝑅. In the case of symmetric coupling (i.e., 𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿 = 𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅 = 𝛾𝛾), the Lorentzian 
will peak at a value of 1 and have a full width at half maximum of 2𝛾𝛾. Typical experimentally 
estimated values for 2𝛾𝛾 are ~60 to several hundred meV.44–48.  
 

 
Figure 1.7. Plots of the Breit-Wigner formula (i.e., equation (1.18)) for the transmission function 
for a single quantum level. Curves are overlaid for three different coupling constants in the 
symmetric case of 𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿 = 𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅 = 𝛾𝛾.  
 

Despite the many assumptions and simplifications that went into its derivation, equation (1.18) 
contains a lot of information about the qualitative shapes of transmission functions for real 
molecules. While real molecules obviously have many quantum levels, not just one, at energies 
close to a particular level the contribution to the transmission function from far-away levels will 
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be minimal. The approximate shape of a generic molecular total transmission function is thus a 
series of peaks for each of the molecular orbitals. While equation (1.18) implies that these peaks 
will be centered exactly at the energy levels of the isolated molecule, this is an artifact of the 
simplicity of the model. In reality there will always be an (often significant) self-energy-like 
renormalization term due to interactions with the electrodes. 

Which molecular orbitals will have transmission peaks that are relevant for small-bias 
transport? For most molecules used in transport experiments—which do not undergo oxidation or 
reduction upon contact with the metal electrodes—the relevant peaks will be those corresponding 
to the highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO), because the Fermi energy 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 will fall somewhere between the two.* I say 
“corresponding to” because the HOMO and LUMO are components of the equilibrium electronic 
structure of an isolated molecule; not only is the molecule in a transport experiment coupled to 
metal electrodes, but more importantly, charge transport is a non-equilibrium process. These two 
peaks in the transmission function are thus more correctly known as the “HOMO/LUMO-like 
transport levels”.† For small biases, equation (1.6) shows that conductance depends on the value 
of the transmission function at the Fermi energy, 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹. Clearly, conductance will be maximized 
when 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 is exactly aligned with the HOMO or LUMO peak, a condition known as resonant 
transport.‡ However, in practice this almost never happens due to small amounts of charge transfer 
(see, e.g., Section 4.5.2).50 Instead, 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 typically falls somewhere along the trailing edge of the 
HOMO or LUMO peak in what is known as non-resonant transport.51 Because the Lorentzian peak 
shape drops off quickly, transmission at 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 will be dominated by the contribution of whichever 
peak is closer. 
 

 
Figure 1.8. Typical shape of the region of a total molecular transmission function in the vicinity 
of 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹. Each molecular orbital produces a peak in the total transmission function, and these orbitals 
typically align such that 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 falls inside the gap between the peaks corresponding to the molecular 
HOMO and LUMO. The low-bias conductance is thus dominated by the contribution from 
whichever peak 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 is closer to.  
 

The main qualitative model of single-molecule transport that will be considered 
throughout this dissertation can thus be summarized in Figure 1.8: the total transmission 
function has peaks corresponding to HOMO- and LUMO-based conductance channels, and the 
                                                 
*Or, if it does not, then charge transfer will occur to create a new HOMO and LUMO that 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 now falls between.  
†In particular, since transport involves putting an extra electron (or hole) onto the molecule, the HOMO and LUMO-
like transport peaks are based on the energy levels of the cationic and anionic form of the molecule, respectively.49 
Equation (1.18) did not reveal this insight because it was derived using a single-electron wavefunction approximation 
in which the HOMO/LUMO energies would not be affected by removing/adding an electron.  
‡More generally, if we are not restricted to the low-bias approximation, then resonant transport refers to whenever a 
transmission peak falls within the transport window see in Figure 1.5.39  
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Fermi energy will lie somewhere in the gap between these two peaks. As a first approximation, 
qualitatively predicting molecular conductance—which depends on 𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹)—can thus be reduced 
to answering two questions:34 how close is 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 to the closer of the HOMO/LUMO transmission 
peaks? And how strong is the coupling between molecule and electrodes (𝛾𝛾)? 

The first question is really a question about energy-level alignment, which has been well 
studied in the context of two-dimensional interfaces between organic films and metal substrates 
(e.g., Ishii et al. 200052). Very briefly, the canonical view in these two-dimensional interfaces is 
that, in the limit of no metal-molecule interactions, the distance from 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 to the HOMO (LUMO) 
peak is the difference between the molecular ionization energy (electron affinity) and the work 
function of the metal. Considering metal-molecule interactions then introduces several different 
effects that can adjust the positions of the HOMO and LUMO peaks relative to 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹, and to each 
other. These include:52 the effect of molecules on the spill-out of the electronic wavefunction of 
the metal;52,53 the surface dipole created by any charge transfer;54 hybridization between metallic 
and molecular orbitals;55 and interactions between the charge distribution on the molecule and the 
induced charge distribution in the metal (i.e., the image charge effect).56 These concepts have more 
recently been applied to the “one-dimensional” interfaces between a single organic molecule and 
atomically sharp metal electrodes,57 but the differences and connections between these effects in 
such one-dimensional interfaces are still not fully understood. These topics will be addressed 
further in Chapter 4, and represent one of the major findings of this dissertation.  

The question of coupling strength is at first glance much simpler: coupling can be 
approximated as a phenomenon primarily involving the linker groups used to attach the molecule 
to the two electrodes, and so groups that form stronger bonds to the metal are expected to lead to 
stronger coupling and hence higher conductance, all else being equal.34 However, all else is rarely 
equal. For example, the strength of the metal-molecule bond can also affect charge transfer and 
hybridization, and hence have an impact on energy-level alignment.58 Complexity can also be 
introduced if a linker group binds in multiple conformations,59–61 or if different linker groups are 
used on either end of the molecule.23,62,63 Molecule-electrode coupling thus continues to be a rich 
area of research in molecular electronics, and some of these ideas will be discussed further in 
Chapter 5.  

At the beginning of this section, I stated that my goal was to gain intuition into the shape of 
typical molecular transmission functions and how those shapes connect back to molecular 
properties. As I have shown, a generalization of the single-level Breit-Wigner model helps meet 
this goal by providing useful qualitative connections from molecular energy-level alignment and 
molecule/electrode coupling to the molecular transmission function. However, one important 
insight that is not addressed by this model is the role of device length on transmission and 
conductance; because the molecule was treated as a single discrete site (Figure 1.6), the concept 
of device length was never directly included. To gain intuition into this device length parameter, I 
now turn to a separate simple model of transmission. 
 
Section 1.3.5: The Rectangular Barrier Model and the Role of Device Length 
 

The model I will use to explicitly consider the effect of device length on transmission is known 
as the rectangular barrier model, which assumes that our nanoscopic device from Figure 1.4 simply 
introduces a perfectly rectangular potential barrier of length L and height 𝑉𝑉0 (Figure 1.9a). In the 
case of a single-molecule system, L would be the molecule length and 𝑉𝑉0 would be the energy gap 
between the molecular LUMO (HOMO) energy level and 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹, because that is the barrier to moving 
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an electron (hole)* from the electrode to the molecule (Figure 1.9b). This is of course a rather crude 
model of a molecule, but it is sufficient for a first-order approximation of how molecular length 
will affect transmission. This insight can then be used to complement, rather than replace, the 
intuition on molecular transmission functions gained in the previous section. In addition, the 
rectangular barrier model provides a good approximation for transmission through vacuum, where 
𝑉𝑉0 would be the electrode work function (Figure 1.9c). Vacuum tunneling is relevant to this 
dissertation because it occurs in the background and when no molecule binds between the 
electrodes (see, e.g., Section 2.4.2.2).  
 

 
Figure 1.9. Cartoons of the rectangular barrier model and its applications. (a) The rectangular 
barrier model assumes that the nanoscopic device in Figure 1.4 consists of a perfectly rectangular 
potential barrier in one dimension, with length L and height 𝑉𝑉0. This scenario can be used as a 
crude model of a single-molecule device (b), where the barrier height will be the energy gap 
between the nearest molecular orbital energy (in this example, 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿) and 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹.  It can also be used 
to model electron transport between two electrodes separated by vacuum (c), where the barrier 
height will be the electrode work function φ. 
 

To derive the transmission function through a perfectly rectangular barrier, we first divide our 
one-dimensional system into three regions as shown in Figure 1.9a. Because the potential is 
constant within each region, the solution to the Schrödinger equation in all three regions will have 
the form of a free-electron wave-function:19 
 𝜓𝜓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 + 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒−𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖  (1.19)  

                                                 
*In the case of hole transport, the potential barrier (the gap between 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 and the HOMO) is negative. However, holes 
are more stable at higher energies, so a negative potential barrier for holes is completely analogous to a positive 
potential barrier for electrons.   
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where a and b are constants. Plugging equation (1.19) into the time-independent Schrödinger 
equation demonstrates that 𝑘𝑘 = √2𝑚𝑚𝐸𝐸/ħ in regions one and three* and that 𝑘𝑘 = �2𝑚𝑚(𝑉𝑉0 − 𝐸𝐸)/ħ 
in region two,† where m is the electron mass. Recall that the transmission function represents the 
probability that an electron at a given energy will be transmitted through the system rather than 
being reflected. The transmission through the rectangular barrier thus equals the ratio of the wave-
function magnitude for a right-moving electron in region three to region one:19 
 

𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸) = �
𝑎𝑎3
𝑎𝑎1
�
2

  (1.20) 

We can solve for 𝑎𝑎1 and 𝑎𝑎3 by making use of the requirement that the total wavefunction must 
be both continuous and have a continuous derivative at the boundaries between the three regions. 
The result is:19 
 

𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸) =
4𝐸𝐸(𝑉𝑉0 − 𝐸𝐸)

4𝐸𝐸(𝑉𝑉0 − 𝐸𝐸) + 𝑉𝑉02 sinh2(𝐿𝐿𝑘𝑘2) (1.21) 

where 𝑘𝑘2 = �2𝑚𝑚(𝑉𝑉0 − 𝐸𝐸)/ħ.  
In equation (1.21) we have the exact solution for the transmission function through a 

rectangular barrier when 𝐸𝐸 < 𝑉𝑉0. If we consider 𝑉𝑉0 to be the location of a molecular orbital as in 
Figure 1.9b, then this result is in qualitative agreement with the Breit-Wigner model: transmission 
peaks when 𝐸𝐸 = 𝑉𝑉0 and decays fairly quickly away from that resonance. However, the purpose of 
exploring this model is to investigate the role of device length on transmission. To that end, 
equation (1.21) can be re-written as: 
 

𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸) = �1 +
𝑉𝑉02

16𝐸𝐸(𝑉𝑉0 − 𝐸𝐸)
(𝑒𝑒2𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅2 − 2 + 𝑒𝑒−2𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅2)�

−1

 (1.22) 

In equation (1.22), we can see that as L increases, the decay of 𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸) is governed by the 𝑒𝑒2𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅2 
term, and in the limit of large barriers (i.e., large values of L and 𝑉𝑉0), that term will dominate the 
entire expression in brackets. Therefore, in this limit of a large rectangular barrier, the transmission 
can be approximated as:‡ 
 

𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸) ∝ exp�−
2𝐿𝐿�2𝑚𝑚(𝑉𝑉0 − 𝐸𝐸)

ħ � (1.23) 

In other words, in this limit the dependence of transmission (and hence conductance) on device 
length is exponential. In the context of the models in Figure 1.9b,c, equation (1.23) implies that 
increasing molecular length while holding other properties roughly constant (e.g., by adding an 
oligomeric unit) or increasing the vacuum gap between two electrodes will both produce 
exponential decays in conductance. As will be shown in Section 1.4.2 and Section 2.1.2, both of 
these conclusions are largely supported by experimental results. Therefore, despite its simplicity, 
the rectangular barrier model has supplemented the qualitative picture of transmission produced 
by the generalized Breit-Wigner model by elucidating the role of device length.  
 
 
 

                                                 
*Here I am implicitly making the small bias approximation by assuming that the potential is the same in regions one 
and three.  
†This is assuming that 𝐸𝐸 < 𝑉𝑉0, which is clearly the case in the two applications shown in Figure 1.9b,c. 
‡For a more rigorous derivation of this limiting case, see Simmons 1963.64  
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Section 1.3.6: Limitations of Landauer Theory 
 

In the previous five sections I have presented the conceptual framework—based primarily on 
the Landauer formalism and a generalization of the Breit-Wigner single-level model, and 
supplemented by the rectangular barrier model—that will be used throughout this dissertation to 
interpret and explain my single-molecule conductance measurements. It is therefore important to 
briefly address the limitations of this framework and how they relate to my work.  

One of the key assumptions in deriving the Landauer formula was that electrons scatter 
elastically through our nanoscopic sample. Landauer theory is therefore insufficient for describing 
processes such as inelastic tunneling spectroscopy (IETS),19 in which electron transport through a 
molecule is inelastic due to coupling with molecular vibrations.* IETS can be a powerful technique 
to identify molecules and specific binding configurations,17 and has been employed in single-
molecule junctions.65–67 However, IETS experiments are difficult both to perform (low signal-to-
noise; must be performed at cryogenic temperatures) and interpret (certain vibrational modes may 
be masked or missing; significant device-to-device variation),17 and are outside the scope of this 
dissertation.  

Another key limitation of the conceptual picture I have presented is that, as mentioned above, 
it focuses on the contribution of coherent electron transport. In certain molecular systems, 
however, incoherent transport can play a significant role. While incoherent transport can still be 
elastic,39 it is often inelastic and can be treated with a model called “hopping transport”. As shown 
in Figure 1.10, when an electron encounters the potential energy barrier formed by a molecule, it 
can either elastically tunnel through it or pass over the top of it. This latter path is called hopping 
transport, and is a thermally activated process in which the electron jumps between successive 
sites on the molecule, with the molecular geometry often able to relax between each jump.  
 

 
Figure 1.10. Cartoon illustrating the difference between coherent tunneling and hopping transport. 
When a conduction election traveling through the electrodes encounters the potential energy 
barrier formed by a molecule, it can pass through the barrier (coherent tunneling) or pass over it 
via thermal activation (hopping transport).  
 

                                                 
*Such inelastic phenomena can, however, often be approximated in the Green’s function formalism by adding terms 
to the self-energy to empirically represent electron-electron or electron-phonon couplings.35  
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Hopping transport can still be modeled with the Green’s function approach outlined in Section 
1.3.3, but the generalized Breit-Wigner model in Section 1.3.4 may no longer be applicable. In 
particular, measurements of the activation energy for hopping transport in some systems 
correspond to intramolecular rotational barriers and not to the difference between 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 and 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 
or 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿;68 thus, conductance can no longer be assumed to strongly depend on energy level 
alignment as in Figure 1.8.  

While quantum tunneling is largely temperature-independent and decays exponentially with 
barrier length, hopping transport will depend exponentially on temperature and only decays 
linearly with system length.* Coherent transport will thus generally dominate at low temperatures 
and for shorter molecules, while hopping transport will dominate at higher temperatures and for 
longer molecules. The exact transition point between these two transport regimes depends on the 
specific molecular structure, but at room temperature the change-over length typically lies in the 
range of 2.75 to 6.5 nm.17 The molecules considered in this dissertation have lengths of ~2 nm or 
less, and so an exclusive focus on coherent transport is appropriate for these systems; however, an 
awareness of the transition to hopping transport at longer molecular lengths is still important for 
placing my results in a broader context.  

 
Section 1.3.7: Computational Estimation of Single-Molecule Conductance 

 
The previous six sections dealt with single molecule transport theory mainly at a conceptual 

and qualitative level, as this is most useful for understanding and putting into context my 
experimental results. A different lens through which to examine transport theory is how it can be 
combined with high-powered computational resources to predict the conductances of realistic 
single-molecule systems as accurately as possible. As an experimentalist, I do not perform such 
computational work myself, but our collaborators in the Smeu group at Binghamton University 
have carried out transport calculations on my molecular systems to support some of the analysis 
in this dissertation. In this section I will therefore briefly discuss the big idea of how these 
computations work, as well as what their strengths and limitations are.  

The first major challenge in simulating any quantum system larger than a few atoms is the 
large number of electron-electron interaction terms which would appear in the full many-body 
Hamiltonian. A common strategy for making such a system tractable is to employ density 
functional theory (DFT). DFT simplifies the problem by treating the many-electron system as a 
combination of one-electron wavefunctions, and then approximately including the effects of the 
electron-electron correlation and exchange interactions using a set of empirically derived 
functionals. The name arises because DFT computes system properties based solely on the total 
electron density, often represented as the sum of the density matrices for each one-electron 
wavefunction. A further approximation made by DFT is to construct these density matrices using 
a finite basis set, even though the true problem resides in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space.69  

DFT is most commonly applied to either small isolated systems, such as a gas-phase molecule, 
or to large periodic systems in which only a single unit cell needs to be simulated. Simulating 
single-molecule junctions thus represents a particular challenge because these systems are neither 
isolated nor periodic.70 This challenge can be met by dividing the junction into three regions 
(Figure 1.11): semi-infinite electrodes on the left and right, and a scattering region in the middle 
that includes both the molecule and a portion of each electrode. If the scattering region is large 

                                                 
*Because it is inversely proportional to the number of hopping sites, which is usually proportional to molecule length. 
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enough, the potential in the two electrodes will be well-screened from the effects of the molecule, 
and so will approximately equal the value for the bulk electrode material. The single-molecule 
junction system can thus be reduced from an infinite system to a finite one consisting of just the 
scattering region, as long as the potential is set to the bulk electrode value outside of this region 
and matched at its boundary.71  

 

 
Figure 1.11. Schematic representation of how DFT is typically applied to a single-molecule 
junction system. The system is broken up into three sections: left and right bulk electrodes, and a 
scattering region that includes not just the molecule but also a portion of each electrode. Due to 
effective screening, computations can be carried out on just the finite scattering region by 
approximating the potential outside of this region using the bulk electrode value.  
 

A third major challenge of simulating transport through a single-molecule junction is that 
transport is a non-equilibrium problem. One common solution to this challenge is known as NEGF-
DFT, which uses non-equilibrium Green’s functions (NEGF; see above) to compute the density 
matrix used by traditional DFT. A simplified view of NEGF-DFT is that DFT is used to compute 
the electronic structure of the system and then NEGF is used to populate that electronic structure 
under non-equilibrium conditions. The computations proceed iteratively until self-consistency is 
reached between the Hamiltonian produced by DFT and the density matrix produced by NEGF.72  

The NEGF-DFT approach with a screened scattering region outlined here is the standard 
computational approach for modeling transport through single-molecule junctions. The advantages 
of this method are that it is computationally tractable;70,71 it produces transmission functions and 
conductance values that qualitatively agree with experimental measurements;73,74 and it yields 
physical insights such as which molecular orbitals are involved in conduction and the effects of 
different electrode or molecule conformations.75–78 However, there are also limitations to the 
NEGF-DFT approach, which fall into two main categories.  

The first category consists of limitations that are inherited from DFT. Due to self-interaction 
errors, DFT is well-known to consistently underestimate HOMO-LUMO gaps.57,79 The generic 
transmission function shape in Figure 1.8 shows that a smaller HOMO-LUMO gap will result in 
increased conductance, and indeed, NEGF-DFT typically overestimates molecular conductance 
values by an order of magnitude or more compared to experiment.79 In addition, because DFT only 
approximately includes electron-electron interactions via parameterized functionals, it does not 
account for the long-range correlations responsible for image charge effects.56,57,80,81 These effects 
are quite significant in single-molecule systems, often shifting HOMO and LUMO transmission 
peaks by up to 1 eV or more.73,82 Both of these problems with HOMO/LUMO level placement can 
be dramatically improved by using what is known as the “GW approximation” on top of DFT, but 
this is computationally expensive and not practical for large systems.57,80,81 An alternative strategy 
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attempts to correct these errors in level placement using a “scissors operator” computed in an ad 
hoc manner using other models.73,82–84 In the case of image charge effects, a classical electrostatic 
model is often used, and I employ such a model in Chapter 4 to gain qualitative insight into the 
impact of these effects on conductance tunability. Finally, NEGF-DFT often misplaces the Fermi 
energy relative to the HOMO and LUMO transmission peaks due to how sensitive this placement 
is to small amounts of charge transfer78 and the exact shape of the electrodes.85 Therefore, other 
evidence must often be used to determine this placement and which transmission peak dominates 
conduction.34,78,86   

The second category of limitations to NEGF-DFT calculations relates to the fact that, because 
they are based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, they are carried out on a fixed system 
geometry. In single-molecule transport experiments, however, both molecule and electrodes are 
likely fluctuating between multiple stable conformations, and in break junction experiments (see 
Section 1.4.1) the junction gap size is continuously changed. This discrepancy can be partially 
addressed by performing NEGF-DFT calculations for several of the most-stable 
conformations,82,85,87 and this strategy has been used to assign different experimentally observed 
conduction features to specific such conformations.59–61,88,89 However, these conformations are 
typically found using equilibrium DFT calculations, and so this cannot account for the possibility 
that significant electron transport occurs when the molecule is partway through a fluctuation 
between two stable conformations. A solution would be to sample non-equilibrium geometries 
from molecular dynamics simulations for use in NEGF-DFT, but this strategy is quite 
computationally expensive.  

As computational power and methods improve in the future, all of these limitations may start 
to be minimized, allowing single-molecule transport calculations to come into better agreement 
with experiment. For the moment, though, NEGF-DFT remains a useful if imperfect tool for 
interpreting and predicting qualitative single-molecule conductance measurements.  
 
Section 1.4: Single-Molecule Transport Experiments: What Has Been Accomplished 
and What Challenges Remain 
 

Now that I have provided some background on the theory of charge transport through single-
molecule junctions, in this section I will provide a brief overview of single-molecule charge 
transport experiments. My goal is to give the reader a sense of the state of the field as of this 
writing, both in terms of what has been accomplished and what challenges remain. For a more 
detailed and exhaustive picture of the current state of the field, the reader is referred to recent 
published reviews.16,17,33,34 Because the focus of this dissertation is measuring the conductance of 
single-molecule junctions, I will start by describing the major experimental platforms used to make 
such measurements (Section 1.4.1). Next, I will briefly summarize some of the conductance 
properties and behaviors of single molecules that have been well-explored so far, and highlight 
where gaps remain (Section 1.4.2). I will then provide some background on other types of 
measurements and data channels that can supplement conductance measurements, and explain 
their advantages and limitations (Section 1.4.3). Finally, I will give an overview of recent progress 
in applying advanced data analysis tools to single-molecule data in order to gain further insight 
into these systems (Section 1.4.4).  
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Section 1.4.1: Types of Experiments  
 

The most common type of experiment used to measure transport properties of single-molecule 
junctions is called a break junction, and it comes in two primary varieties: the scanning tunneling 
microscope break junction (STM-BJ)22,75,90–94 and the mechanically controlled break junction 
(MCBJ).95–102 In an STM-BJ (Figure 1.12a-d), the metal tip of a scanning tunneling microscope 
(STM) is crashed into a metal surface to form a narrow metal wire and then pulled back up so that 
the recently formed wire thins to an atomic point contact and eventually breaks. If molecules are 
present, one may bind between the surface and the atomically sharp tip to form a single-molecule 
junction. In an MCBJ (Figure 1.12e-h), the starting point is a thin suspended metal bridge which 
is pulled apart by bending the substrate it is lying on. Similar to an STM-BJ, pulling the bridge 
thins it to an atomic point contact and then breaks it to form a nanogap that a molecule can bind 
in, though in this case both electrodes are atomically sharp. My results in this dissertation were 
collected using an MCBJ experiment, and so further details of this approach are discussed in 
Chapter 2.  

 
Figure 1.12. Cartoon representations of the operation of an STM-BJ (a-d) and an MCBJ (e-h). In 
an STM-BJ, an STM tip is positioned above a surface (a), then crashed into the surface to form a 
nanowire (b). Pulling the STM tip back upwards thins the nanowire to an atomic point contact (c), 
and further pulling breaks the wire to form a nanogap in which a single molecule can bind (d). 
Pulling even further will eventually break off the molecule, returning the system to its initial state 
(a) and allowing the process to be repeated. In an MCBJ, the starting point is a thin metal bridge 
on a flexible substrate (e). Bending the substrate thins the bridge to an atomic point contact (f) 
which eventually breaks to form a nanogap in which a single molecule can bind (g). Further 
bending breaks off the molecule (h), and the substrate can then be relaxed to reform the bridge, 
returning the system to its initial state (e) and allowing the process to be repeated.  
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The most common data collected from a break junction experiment is a plot of the conductance 
through the junction while it is broken versus how far it has been pulled apart, known as a 
“breaking trace” or simply a “trace”. Due to high variability (see Section 1.4.4 below), it is typical 
in both STM-BJs and MCBJs to collect thousands of traces on the same physical sample by 
iteratively breaking and then re-forming the thin metal wire/bridge. Breaking traces are the central 
data type collected and analyzed in this dissertation, and so are discussed in further detail in Section 
2.1.2. However, it is worth mentioning that break junction experiments can be used in other ways 
as well. For example, after the wire/bridge first breaks to form a small nanogap, movement can be 
paused and then conductance monitored over time to collect what is known as a “self-breaking 
trace”. Self-breaking traces have been used to monitor the lifetime and stability of single-molecule 
junctions.103–106 When using an STM, another slight variation on a breaking trace is to only lower 
the tip close to the surface, rather than crashing it, where it has the potential to contact and “pick 
up” a molecule lying on the surface.107 So-called “I(s) traces” tend to have a lower probability of 
capturing a molecular event than breaking traces, but they have the advantage of not 
indenting/damaging the surface, or contaminating it in the case of different tip and surface 
materials.108  

In addition to the STM-BJ and MCBJ-BJ techniques, there are several other methods that have 
been used to form and study single-molecule junctions, some of which I will briefly mention here. 
One such method is the electro-migration break junction (EBJ). EBJs are similar to MCBJs, but 
they use an electric field rather than mechanical bending to break the narrow metal constriction 
and form a nanogap.109 The main advantage of EBJs is that, because they do not need to bend, it 
is easier to incorporate a gate electrode during fabrication110 (see Section 1.4.3 for the importance 
of a gate electrode). However, each EBJ is only used to form a single static gap. This makes it 
difficult to investigate the statistical behaviors of molecular junctions, and controlling the exact 
size of the nanogap is also a challenge.17 There are also an array of techniques to produce single-
molecule junctions incorporating carbon-based electrodes, which have some advantages over 
metallic electrodes such as their stiffness and inherent compatibility with carbon-based organic 
molecules.17,111 These techniques often involve cutting a nanogap into carbon nanotubes or sheets 
of graphene using electrical breakdown,112 etching,113 or electroburning.114 Similar to EBJs, such 
methods produce a single static gap whose size is challenging to control17 (though carbon-based 
MCBJ set-ups have also been demonstrated recently25). For a detailed review of all experimental 
methods for producing single-molecule junctions, the reader is referred to Xiang et al.17  

 
Section 1.4.2: Conductance Properties That Have Been Explored 
 

As mentioned above, the focus of this dissertation is on measuring the conductance of single-
molecule junctions to gain new insights into these systems. To put my results in the appropriate 
context, in this section I will briefly describe some of what is already known about these systems. 
For a more exhaustive list of known conductance properties of single-molecule junctions, the 
reader is referred to recent reviews.16,17,33   

One of the best-studied conduction properties is the role of the chemical linker groups used to 
bind the molecule to the electrodes. By far the most common linker groups are based on either 
sulfur (e.g., -SH, -SR) or nitrogen (e.g., -NH2, -Pyridine),16 but a variety of more exotic linkers 
have also been demonstrated, including phosphines,115 carboxylic acids,116 (iso)cyanides,117–120, 
(iso)thiocyanates,28,121 fullernes,122 and direct Au-C linkages produced by in situ chemical 
reactions.123–125 It has even been shown that in conjugated molecules lacking a classical linker 
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group on one side, the molecule can weakly bind to the electrode through its π-system,126 a topic 
that is relevant to my results in Chapter 5. The strength of electrode-linker binding is expected to 
be proportional to coupling strength, and many studies have explored this idea by measuring the 
conductances of a series of molecules with a conserved backbone but varying linker 
groups.86,115,116,118,124,127 As predicted by the generalized Breit-Wigner model in Section 1.3.4, it is 
generally found that the linkers expected to form the stronger bonds also produce higher 
conductance values.116,128 Another impact of linker group choice besides coupling strength is 
binding selectivity. The stochastic breaking process in STM-BJs and MCBJs can produce different 
types of electrode binding sites (e.g., top, hollow, etc.), and modeling suggests that certain linker 
groups preferentially bind to some sites over others.129–132 This binding site variation is likely a 
significant contributor to the enormous spread in conductance measurements133 (an order of 
magnitude or more) that continues to challenge the field (see Section 1.4.4). In principle, more-
selective linker groups can help address this challenge by restricting the variety of junction 
conformations. It has been argued that amine linker groups are advantageous on this metric,129 but 
they still produce considerable conductance spread. Using multiple linker groups on each end of 
the molecule is an idea that could potentially improve binding selectivity and stability further,134 
and has been little-studied to date.58,61,85,135,136 Finally, it is often the case that the orbital symmetry 
of the linker can be used to predict whether low-bias conductance will primarily proceed through 
the HOMO or LUMO transport channel—e.g., if the lone pair used to bind to the gold is primarily 
a part of the HOMO (LUMO) then the HOMO (LUMO) channel will dominate34—but this is not 
universally true, because energy-level alignment is determined by more than just the linker type.137 

The effect of molecular backbone type on conductance has also been commonly investigated. 
It is well-established that conjugated backbones, in which the π-system extends unbroken from 
linker group to linker group, produce significantly higher conductance values than corresponding 
saturated or partially saturated backbones.16,34 This can be understood in terms of the simplified 
models in Section 1.3.4 and Section 1.3.5, because conjugated systems have smaller HOMO-
LUMO gaps, meaning that their transmission peaks will be closer to 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹. The importance of 
conjugation to conductance has also been demonstrated by investigating the effects of partially 
breaking conjugation via twisting. Theory predicts that for a twist of angle θ, the conductance 
should drop by a factor of cos2(𝜃𝜃), and this has been experimentally confirmed several 
times.117,138,139  Another simple backbone modification is the addition of chemical substituents 
hanging off of the main conductance path. It has been shown that substituents which shift the 
relevant transmission peak closer (farther) from 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 increase (decrease) molecular conductance,140–

145 but the complexity of why this is the case has not been fully explored, a topic I will address in 
Chapter 4.  

Another well-studied conductance property is the role of molecular length. As discussed in 
Section 1.3.5, the rectangular barrier model predicts that conductance should drop exponentially 
with length, all else being equal. Many studies have tested this prediction by measuring the 
conductance of a series of molecules with conserved linker groups and type of oligomeric 
backbone, but varying numbers of oligomer units.86,115,116,124,127,129,146–148 Despite the simplicity of 
the rectangular barrier model and the fact that adding oligomer units generally changes molecular 
energy levels, not just length, exponential drop-off of conductance with length is indeed observed 
in most cases16,33,149 (until the molecule becomes long enough that hopping transport begins to 
dominate; see Section 1.3.6). Moreover, the rate of exponential drop-off (typically labeled β) has 
been found to be smaller in conjugated than in non-conjugated structures,34 in agreement with the 
model that the height of the rectangular barrier is the difference between 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 and the molecular 
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HOMO or LUMO. However, exotic systems have been discovered that violate the rectangular 
barrier model by showing increasing conductance with increasing molecular length.76  

As discussed above, in small molecules electrons usually move as coherent waves. When there 
are two separate paths through a molecule—such as the two different directions around an aromatic 
ring—the electron wave will split and recombine, which can happen either constructively or 
destructively.12 The case of destructive quantum interference (DQI) is particularly interesting 
because it means that the addition of the second transport path results in lower overall conductance, 
a purely quantum phenomenon with no classical analog. The distinctive feature of DQI is a sharp 
anti-resonance in the transmission function, resulting in abnormally low conductance when the 
transport window is near or includes this anti-resonance. DQI has been theoretically predicted in 
many molecular systems,150–154 and many experimental results are consistent with these 
predictions,12 but the anti-resonance itself has been directly observed only rarely.155,156 The most 
common manifestation of DQI occurs when the transport path through a molecule involves meta-
conjugation through a benzene ring (also called “cross-conjugation”),12 but DQI can also be caused 
by sidechains which do not fall directly along the transport path,157 as well as in other systems.12 
Controlling the appearance of DQI is an exciting way to tune molecular conductance by an order 
of magnitude or more, and the reader is referred to Li et al.12 for further details and results.  

With an eye towards future applications of single-molecule electronics, many researchers have 
investigated how to incorporate functionality into molecular conduction. One approach is to create 
a molecular rectifier, or diode, whose conduction in one direction is much larger than in the other, 
and examples of this have been demonstrated158–161 (albeit with much lower rectification ratios 
than commercial diodes). Another powerful type of functionality would be a molecule that can be 
switched between high- and low-conducting states, since switches (i.e., transistors) are the basis 
of computing chips. A wide variety of molecular switches have been demonstrated,162,163 with 
switching stimuli including light,164 mechanical force,26,85,165 electrostatic potential,166,167 charge 
transfer,107 magnetic fields,29 and chemical environment.168–170 Many of these molecular switches 
can also be thought of as sensors, and other types of single-molecule junction-based sensors have 
been demonstrated as well.171,172  

Another topic of great interest for its potential applications is the transport of electron spin. 
Electronic devices that encode information using spin rather than charge—known as 
“spintronics”—have the potential for improved energy efficiency, and are also a promising 
platform for quantum computing/information technologies.173 Single-molecule spintronics in 
particular are exciting for many of the same reasons mentioned in Section 1.1. Many single-
molecule junctions displaying spin-polarized conduction or other spin-based properties have been 
demonstrated, including the Kondo effect,11 spin filters,13 spin-based switches,174 spin blockade,175 
and single-molecule magnets.176 However, conclusively demonstrating the role of spin in single-
molecule conduction remains challenging: magnetic electrode materials29,32 or applied magnetic 
fields29,177,178 are difficult to work with, and indirect methods can only yield limited information.13  
 
Section 1.4.3: Additional Data Channels and Types of Measurements 
 

Conductance is the most common property investigated in single-molecule junctions, but a 
wide array of other measurement types and/or data channels have also been used to provide 
supplemental insight into these systems. While none of these other measurements are directly used 
in this dissertation, a brief summary of what approaches are available is important for putting my 
results in context and considering future directions for my projects.  
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One supplementary measurement that does not require collecting additional raw data is noise 
power, i.e., the Fourier transform of the conductance vs. time data that makes up a trace. The 
magnitude of different types of noise can yield insight into the physical mechanisms that create 
that noise.179 For example, the fact that electrical current is carried by discrete particles produces 
“shot noise”, which has a flat frequency response. In a quantum system such as a single-molecule 
junction, the magnitude of shot noise can be related to the Landauer transmission coefficients:19 
 𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 ∝�𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛(1 − 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛)

𝑛𝑛

   

Measuring shot noise in these systems thus yields valuable information about the number of 
transport channels and how open each one is.13 However, the measurement of shot noise must be 
carried out at low temperature to distinguish it from thermal noise, which also has a flat frequency 
response. Another type of noise in single-molecule junctions is caused by fluctuations between 
stable conformations of the junction. These fluctuations produce noise with a frequency response 
proportional to 1/𝑓𝑓, classifying it as “flicker noise”.179 Flicker noise measurements have been used 
to gain insight into different types of molecule/electrode binding,170,180–183 because it has been 
argued that fluctuations of the electrode atoms are the dominant source of flicker noise, and these 
fluctuations affect conductance differently for different binding modes.180  

Another important single-molecule measurement is thermopower. If the two ends of a 
molecular junction are kept at different temperatures, electrons will diffuse from the hot end to the 
cold end faster than vice versa, building up a potential difference.43 This phenomenon is called 
thermopower, and is measured by the Seebeck coefficient, 𝑆𝑆 = −∆𝑉𝑉/∆𝑇𝑇|𝐼𝐼=0, where V is voltage, 
T is temperature, and I is current.184 Thermopower is of practical interest as a way to transform 
waste heat into useful electricity. Maximizing the efficiency of this process requires maximizing 
S and the electrical conductivity of a device while minimizing its thermal conductivity.185 Single-
molecule junctions have garnered interest for this purpose because theory suggests that it should 
be possible to independently tune their electrical and thermal conductivities.184,186 Thermopower 
has been measured in single-molecule systems187 and can be tuned using molecular structure,186 
but high efficiency has yet to be demonstrated (in part because it is difficult to experimentally 
measure single-molecule thermal conductivity).43 However, thermopower measurements are also 
of interest from a basic science perspective. In the case of coherent quantum transport, Landauer 
theory can model thermal  as well as electronic transport.19 It can be shown that, in the case of low 
temperatures and non-resonant transport, the Seebeck coefficient depends on the slope of the 
transmission function at 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹:43 
 

𝑆𝑆 ∝ −
𝛿𝛿ln (𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸))

𝛿𝛿𝐸𝐸
│𝑑𝑑= 𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹 (1.24) 

Comparing equation (1.24) and the typical transmission function shape in Figure 1.8 reveals that 
S will be positive (negative) when transmission is dominated by the HOMO (LUMO) peak. 
Thermopower measurements are currently the most tractable way to experimentally determine 
whether a given molecule experiences mainly HOMO- or LUMO-mediated conductance.184,186   

Another data channel that can be incorporated into single-molecule junction experiments is 
force. This is typically done by replacing the STM tip in an STM-BJ experiment with a conductive 
atomic force microscope (AFM) tip, allowing simultaneous measurement of junction conductance 
and the force applied across the junction.184 Using these experiments to draw correlations between 
junction forces and conductance changes can provide insight into junction geometry, for example 
by elucidating the evolution through different contact configurations as a molecule is picked up 
and stretched.188 Additionally, these AFM break-junction experiments have been used to precisely 
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measure and compare the bond rupture forces for different linker groups, yielding valuable 
information on relative binding strengths.189,190 

Another experimental technique which produces some structural information about molecular 
junctions is known as 𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 spectroscopy.191 This technique adds a high-frequency, low-
amplitude oscillation to the z-movement of the STM tip as it is retracted during a breaking trace, 
which produces a corresponding oscillation in the measured conductance. Comparing the 
amplitude of the conductance oscillations to the magnitude of the applied z-oscillations can reveal 
how much of the applied oscillation is transferred to the molecule vs. dampened by the gold 
electrodes.127 This type of measurement has been used to help determine when a molecule is bound 
in the junction,191 and, by comparison to mechanical models, to infer how certain linker groups 
bind to gold electrodes127 and to determine the molecular conformations responsible for different 
junction conductance values.147 To date, the 𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 technique has only been used with STM-BJ 
set-ups, and it remains unclear how well it would integrate with an MCBJ set-up.  

Another attractive option for a supplementary data channel to include in single-molecule 
transport experiments is vibrational spectra. Vibrational peaks can be a powerful way to fingerprint 
specific molecules and functional groups, and the shifts of specific peaks can provide insight into 
molecular conformation and deformation.17 One way to incorporate a vibrational data channel into 
single-molecule experiments is by using inelastic tunneling spectroscopy (IETS), whose 
advantages and challenges were discussed in Section 1.3.6, but another option is Raman 
spectroscopy. When irradiated with a laser, the atomically sharp metal tips used in break junction 
experiments produce a plasmonic enhancement of the local electric field, which can boost the 
Raman signal from nearby molecules by many orders of magnitude (the same effect at play in 
surface-enhanced and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy).43 It is therefore possible to 
simultaneously measure the conductance and Raman spectrum of a molecular junction,192 and the 
correlation between these two measurements has demonstrated that the Raman signal primarily 
originates from the specific molecule in the junction.193 Unlike IETS, this combined 
conductance/Raman technique can be performed at room temperature, which is a distinct 
advantage.194 However, a continuing challenge for applying Raman to single-molecule junctions 
is the reproducibility of the magnitude and extent of the enhancement effect in the nanogap.17  

As shown by equation (1.6), at low biases the conductance of a single-molecule junction is 
essentially a measure of 𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹). However, as illustrated in Section 1.3.4, the full transmission 
function contains much more information of fundamental interest than just this one value (e.g., 
energy level locations and coupling strengths). Experimentally observing more of the transmission 
function is therefore a powerful addition to single-molecule transport investigations. The most 
straightforward way to do this is to sweep the bias across some range while measuring the resulting 
current through the molecule, in what is known as current-voltage (I-V) spectroscopy. As shown 
by equation (1.5), measuring current as a function of voltage yields the integral of the transmission 
function. A related technique, 𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼/𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉 spectroscopy, directly measures the transmission function 
by employing derivative-taking hardware to I-V measurements. I-V and 𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼/𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉 spectroscopy are 
powerful investigative techniques, but they are significantly limited by the fact that the bias can 
usually be swept no more than one volt or so without destroying the molecular junction.17,51,195 
Therefore, while the peak locations and shapes are the most interesting aspects of the transmission 
function, I-V measurements can typically only probe a small portion of the trailing edges of these 
peaks (see Figure 1.8).  

There are two main strategies for making the most of the information provided by I-V 
measurements. The first is to assume that the transmission function is locally well-described by 
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the single-level Breit-Wigner model, and thus fit the measurements to a Lorentzian. In principle, 
this approach can extract values for the coupling constant, 𝛾𝛾, and the barrier height, 𝜀𝜀 (see equation 
(1.18)),* and it has been used to gain useful qualitative insight in some cases.48,195,197,198 However, 
because this method both relies on a significant assumption about transmission function shape and 
fits that shape using only the tail of the distribution, its quantitative accuracy is quite limited.51 
Another approach, called transition voltage spectroscopy (TVS), relies on extending the simple 
rectangular barrier model in Section 1.3.5 to a trapezoidal and ultimately a triangular barrier as the 
bias between the electrodes is increased.17 Using the Simmons approximation of tunneling through 
these idealized barrier shapes,64 Beebe et al. showed that a plot of ln (𝐼𝐼/𝑉𝑉2) vs. 1/𝑉𝑉 will have a 
peak at a voltage—known as the transition voltage, 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡—corresponding to the original barrier 
height.199 Just as in Section 1.3.5, to first approximation the original barrier height can be 
interpreted as the difference between 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 and the closer of 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 or 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻, and so TVS has been 
used to estimate the important concept of level alignment in single-molecule systems.17 While the 
results tend to follow reasonable trends and can yield qualitative insights,199–201 the crude 
assumptions of the Simmons model mean that TVS does not produce quantitatively correct values 
for these energy offsets, and there are deeper theoretical problems with TVS as well.202–205  

Because of the challenges posed by the limited voltage window in I-V spectroscopy, an 
appealing alternative is to use gating. By modulating the chemical potential of the molecule 
relative to the source and drain electrodes, gating shifts the molecular transmission function up 
and down relative to 𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹.51 In principle, this allows researchers to measure a large portion of the 
transmission function without the risk of destroying the junction with large source/drain biases. 
Electrochemical gating has been combined with STM-BJ set-ups, for example to map out 
transmission function anti-resonances in the case of DQI (see above).155,156 However, 
electrochemical gating is limited by the electrochemical range of the electrolyte,156 and requires 
molecules and experiments that are solution-compatible. An electrostatic gate would not suffer 
from these disadvantages, and would also have practical applications towards single-molecule 
transistors.206 Electrostatic gates have been successfully incorporated into MCBJs,207 EBJs,208 and 
junctions with carbon-based electrodes,209 but fabrication of these devices continues to be quite 
challenging.206 Progress in this area will be crucial to further advances in both the practical and 
fundamental science applications of single-molecule electronics.  
 
Section 1.4.4: Progress in Advanced Data Analysis 

 
An important aspect of single-molecule transport experiments that I have only touched on so 

far is that they tend to produce highly stochastic results. For example, in break junction 
experiments, the exact electrode geometry will be different for each trace; the molecular linker 
groups can often bind to the electrodes in multiple stable conformations (see Section 1.4.2); the 
internal molecular conformation may vary both within and between traces; and the molecule may 
detach and re-attach within the nanogap multiple times during a single trace. It is thus common for 
conductance measurements to span an order of magnitude or more for the same molecule, and this 
large spread of behaviors and conductance values presents an ongoing challenge to the field.210 
One strategy for addressing this challenge is to make experimental modifications to reduce the 
                                                 
*If one is already assuming that the transmission function has a Lorentzian shape, then 𝜀𝜀 and 𝛾𝛾 can also be estimated 
by adding a small AC component to the bias applied across the junction and then Fourier transforming the conductance 
vs. time signal to extract the first and second harmonics.47,196 But again, the Lorentzian approximation is rather crude, 
so this method also has limited accuracy.  
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spread of results (such as more selective linker groups, as mentioned in Section 1.4.2), but this has 
had limited success so far. However, this challenge also presents an opportunity, because the wide 
variety of trace behaviors may contain lots of meaningful information about molecular junction 
properties, geometry, and/or dynamics. An alternative approach is therefore to attempt to extract 
as much of this meaningful information as possible by developing advanced data analysis tools.  

The most common analysis tools for analyzing single-molecule breaking traces are different 
types of histograms,22,87,122 which will be discussed further in Section 3.2. However, these 
histograms are generally used to define a single average or “most common” conductance 
value/trace behavior, rather than to investigate the richness causing the large spread in 
measurements. Several filtering or plateau-detection algorithms have been developed as a way to 
extract a particular behavior of interest out of a wide spread of raw data,82,92,146,211,212 but these still 
do not fully address the question of what all is contained in that raw data, and also tend to be 
specifically tuned to a single system and/or rely on arbitrary cutoffs.  

Recently, most of the data analysis attention in the field has been focused on unsupervised 
clustering algorithms. The first published example of such an algorithm specifically designed for 
single-molecule conductance trace data was a vector-based clustering tool described by Lemmer 
et al. in 2016, quickly followed* in 2017 by a hierarchical histogram-based clustering algorithm 
developed by a previous student in LabMontiTM.213 Since then, a number of different clustering 
approaches have been developed specifically for trace data,214–225 leveraging established methods 
such as principal component analysis, neural networks, and image processing algorithms. A 
primary motivation for developing these clustering approaches is that they can identify multiple 
features in the same dataset, which matches the supposition that stochastic breaking trace datasets 
often contain multiple physical behaviors. These methods have had a variety of success in 
identifying interesting features, though it is often difficult to validate how meaningful such features 
are.  

The goal of pursuing unsupervised clustering algorithms in particular is that they help prevent 
the user’s own biases and expectations from affecting the results, and can thus broaden the scope 
of potential features which may be discovered. This is certainly a worthy goal, and properly 
implemented unsupervised methods can indeed help to achieve it. However, I believe (Figure 1.13) 
that too little attention is paid to two important facts: 1) User expectations are always included in 
some form via algorithm choice/design; and 2) It is unreasonable to expect any one clustering 
approach to behave as a “universal” method which will identify every feature that a researcher may 
consider meaningful in every dataset. It is therefore important for the field to have multiple 
approaches available whose designs make different implicit assumptions about dataset structure, 
and can thus provide different perspectives on single-molecule transport data. As will be discussed 
in Section 3.3, I have contributed to this goal by creating a new clustering approach with the 
perspective that segments of breaking traces are the fundamental data unit, whereas nearly all 
previous approaches share the perspective that entire traces serve as this unit. In addition, I believe 
(Figure 1.13) that the field’s focus on clustering algorithms has overlooked the fact that they are 
not always the analysis tool best suited to a given application. As will be discussed in Section 3.4, 
I have helped address this gap by creating a novel non-clustering analysis tool for identifying rare 
yet meaningful events in single-molecule transport data.  

Finally, as the number of different clustering approaches for single-molecule transport data has 
proliferated, it has become apparent that a comparison of these approaches is needed. In the course 
of developing their published approaches, some researchers have performed limited comparisons 
                                                 
*But preceded by a LabMontiTM conference talk! 
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to other potential algorithmic choices.214 However, any given algorithm can be implemented in a 
near-infinite number of ways depending on parameter choices and data pre-processing. It is thus 
quite difficult for a single researcher to perform a “fair” comparison of different methods, since 
these implementation choices may end up being tuned (or not) to the specific data being used. I 
therefore believe (Figure 1.13) that what is needed is a collaborative approach in which all of the 
research groups involved in developing these clustering algorithms supply datasets and then use 
“best practices” to apply their respective algorithms to each of the pooled datasets. The point would 
not be to discover the “best” algorithm; as described above, such a universal best choice is unlikely 
to exist. Instead, the goals would be: to discover the different types of insight provided by the 
different approaches; to figure out the strengths and weaknesses of each approach in different 
circumstances; and, perhaps, to shed light on the challenges that remain outstanding to all of the 
approaches. This type of investigation would help enable these varied clustering approaches to be 
used in a complementary manner and to guide future developments, and is thus an important next 
step for the field.  

 

 
Figure 1.13. Nathan sharing some of his thoughts on the use of unsupervised clustering algorithms 
in single-molecule transport research.  
 
Section 1.5: How This Dissertation Fits into the Single-Molecule Transport Literature  
 

In this introduction, I have explained why single-molecule electronics are worth studying 
(Section 1.1); I have briefly surveyed different types of molecular electronic systems and specified 
which ones are the focus of this dissertation (Section 1.2); I have provided a theoretical foundation 
on which to explain and understand transport through single-molecule systems (Section 1.3); and 
I have briefly reviewed the current landscape of single-molecule transport experimental techniques 
and findings (Section 1.4). I am now ready to explain how my own research findings—which will 
be the topic of the remaining chapters—fit into and help advance the field of single-molecule 
electronics.  

My work in this dissertation can be grouped into two overarching themes. The first theme is 
careful experimental investigations of the interplay between different effects on single-molecule 
conductance. As explained in Section 1.4.2, much work has already been done to understand the 
impact of individual molecular structure properties (e.g., length, linker type, etc.) on molecular 
transport properties. However, it is often difficult if not impossible to vary only a single structural 
property at a time, and so as the field matures, it is important to understand cases in which multiple 
structural effects interact and/or compete. The second theme is improving and broadening the 
toolbox of analysis methods for dealing with large and stochastic single-molecule transport 
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datasets. As explained in Section 1.4.4, there is potentially a great deal of meaningful information 
contained in these datasets if the right algorithms to extract this information can be developed, a 
process that has only just begun. The remainder of this dissertation will address these two themes 
as follows: 

• In Chapter 2 I will describe the experimental set-up I used to perform single-molecule 
conductance measurements. This relates to both themes: these measurements are obviously 
necessary in order to carefully investigate the interplay of multiple structural effects, but 
the details of how the measurements are carried out are also important for deciding how 
the resulting data should (or should not) be analyzed.  

• In Chapter 3 I will describe the integrated suite of analysis tools I have created to address 
theme two. This will include an overview of the standard analysis tools used in the field 
and their applications (Section 3.2), as well as detailed descriptions, demonstrations, and 
validations of two new advanced analysis tools I have created: segment clustering, which 
provides a new perspective on extracting meaningful sub-features from breaking trace 
datasets (Section 3.3); and a grid-based correlation approach which provides a robust way 
to identify rare yet meaningful single-molecule junction behaviors (Section 3.4).  

• In Chapter 4 I will describe my experimental investigations of the correlations between 
different energy-level alignment effects by using the OPV3 series of molecules as a model 
system. This directly relates to theme one, as this work constitutes the first time the 
correlations between these separate effects have been considered in single-molecule 
systems. However, this chapter also illustrates the connections between my two themes, 
because I was only able to distinguish the conductance changes across the OPV3 series by 
using my segment clustering approach.  

• In Chapter 5 I will continue exploring theme one by investigating the interaction between 
backbone conformation and metal/molecule electronic coupling using a series of OPV2 
molecules. These results illustrate how different molecular design parameters can interact 
with each other in complex ways even in very simple and common molecular structures. 
Just as in Chapter 4, segment clustering was used to help determine these molecular 
conductances, providing another example of the interaction between my two themes.   

• Finally, in Chapter 6 I will briefly summarize the key findings from throughout this 
dissertation and explain how they might be used and expanded upon in future work.  
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CHAPTER 2 - EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
 
Section 2.1: Introduction to MCBJs 
 
Section 2.1.1: Basic Principle of an MCBJ 
 

All experimental results in this dissertation were collected using our custom LabMontiTM 
MCBJ set-up. As explained in Section 1.4.1 and Figure 1.12e-h, an MCBJ consists of a thin, free-
standing metal bridge (in our case gold) on top of a flexible substrate. Bending the substrate by 
clamping it at either end and raising a push rod in the middle translates the z-movement of the push 
rod into lateral stretching of the gold bridge (Figure 2.1). This stretching thins and eventually 
breaks the gold bridge, forming a nanogap between atomically sharp electrodes that we use to 
investigate single-molecule junctions. A key feature of MCBJs is that for a given movement of the 
push rod (∆𝑧𝑧), the amount the gold gets pulled apart (∆𝑑𝑑) is much smaller, by a proportion called 
the attenuation ratio, r. By treating the substrate as a perfectly elastic beam, a first approximation 
for this attenuation ratio can be derived as:97 
 𝑟𝑟 ≡

∆𝑑𝑑
∆𝑧𝑧

=
6𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝐿𝐿2

 (2.1) 

where t is the substrate thickness, u is the length of the bridge, and L is the distance between where 
the substrate is clamped (Figure 2.1).  
 

 
Figure 2.1. Cartoon illustrating the working principle of an MCBJ. A flexible substrate with a thin 
metal bridge is clamped at either end and bent in the middle using a push rod. Vertical movements 
of the push rod (∆𝑧𝑧) are translated into much smaller lateral stretching movements in the gold 
bridge (∆𝑑𝑑), allowing the thinning of the gold bridge, and the distance between the electrode post-
rupture, to be controlled with high precision.  
 

For the geometry of our set-up, equation (2.1) produces a value of ~10-5. As I will discuss in 
Section 2.4.2.2, this “geometric” attenuation ratio is only an approximation, but it correctly 
illustrates the significant decrease in d-movement vs. z-movement. This fact directly leads to two 
of the major advantages of MCBJs over the more common STM-BJ experimental platform: 1) 
MCBJs are more mechanically stable than STM-BJs, which reduces mechanical noise and 
provides more scope, e.g., for self-breaking experiments (see Section 1.4.1); and 2) MCBJs allow 
for more precise control over the nanogap size than STM-BJs (see Section 2.4.2.2 below). In 
addition, a third advantage of MCBJs is that many of the additional data channels mentioned in 
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Section 1.4.3 (e.g., Raman spectroscopy, gate electrodes, etc.) are easier to incorporate into an 
MCBJ than an STM-BJ, giving us more flexibility for future extensions. 

As mentioned in Section 1.4.1, the primary unit of data produced by an MCBJ (or STM-BJ) 
experiment is a breaking trace, which consists of the conductance of the gold bridge throughout 
the breaking process, plotted as a function of the distance by which the bridge has been pulled 
apart. To motivate the design of our MCBJ set-up, I will first provide more details on what these 
breaking traces typically look like.  
 
Section 2.1.2: Anatomy of a Breaking Trace 
 

An example experimental breaking trace from our set-up is shown in Figure 2.2a. As is typical 
of MCBJ and STM-BJ breaking traces, it displays quantized steps in conductance that roughly 
correspond with integer values of the quantum of conductance, G0. The accepted interpretation of 
this behavior is that the steps correspond to integer numbers of gold atoms forming the thinnest 
part of the bridge, with the rupture of individual gold-gold atomic contacts occurring in 
between.42,226 Because each gold-gold atomic contact is well approximated as a single perfectly 
transparent (i.e., 𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹) = 1) conductance channel,43 equation (1.8) shows that the number of 
atomic contacts equals the conductance in G0,227 as indicated by the cartoons in Figure 2.2a. For 
our purposes, it is important that most breaking traces contain a “1 G0 plateau”, as this implies the 
creation of atomically sharp electrodes post-rupture. We also use the end of this 1 G0 plateau to 
set the zero value for the inter-electrode distance axis (see Section 2.4.2.3), and we report all of 
our conductance measurements in units of G0 for convenience.  
 

 
Figure 2.2. Illustrative examples of breaking traces. (a) On a linear conductance scale, breaking 
traces typically display one or more conductance steps at integer values of G0, corresponding to 
integer numbers of gold atomic contacts as indicated by the cartoons. (b) To visualize conductance 
behaviors occurring after the gold bridge ruptures, breaking traces are typically plotted on a 
logarithmic conductance scale. At the end of the 1 G0 plateau, a sharp drop in conductance occurs 
due to the “snap-back” of the two electrodes after rupture. If no molecule is present in the junction 
(blue trace), conductance only occurs via vacuum tunneling, which decays exponentially with gap 
size (appearing linear on a logarithmic scale).  If a molecule is present (red trace), in the ideal case 
a plateau occurs representing conduction through the molecule, followed by a sharp drop in 
conductance when the molecule breaks off on one end. 
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Our primary interest, however, lies in how breaking traces behave after the nanogap is formed, 
because that is when a molecule may potentially bind and form a single-molecule junction. 
Because molecules typically conduct over a wide dynamic range, this post-1 G0 plateau region is 
near-universally displayed and analyzed on a logarithmic scale. Figure 2.2b thus shows two 
examples of experimental breaking traces from our set-up plotted on such a scale. The blue trace 
in Figure 2.2b is representative of trace behavior when no molecule binds in the nanogap, known 
as a “tunneling trace”. One distinctive feature of a tunneling trace is that, at the end of the 1 G0 
plateau, there is a sharp drop in conductance down to ~10-3 G0. The accepted interpretation of this 
drop is that when the final gold-gold atomic contact breaks, the stored mechanical strain causes 
the two ends of the broken bridge to “snap back”, forming an ~0.5 nm gap almost 
instantaneously.118,228 The second distinctive feature of a tunneling trace is that, after snap-back, 
the conductance decays roughly exponentially (which appears linear on a logarithmic scale). This 
can be understood using the rectangular barrier model from Section 1.3.5, since the empty gap 
between the electrodes can be well-approximated as a rectangular potential barrier with length 
equal to the gap size. The slope of this tunneling decay is related to the height of the rectangular 
barrier, and will be discussed further in Section 2.4.2.2.  

The red trace in Figure 2.2b is a representative example of trace behavior when a molecule 
does bind in the nanogap, known as a “molecular trace”. Like tunneling traces, molecular traces 
also have a sharp snap-back feature at the end of the 1 G0 plateau. However, after this snap-back, 
an ideal molecular trace has a relatively flat feature known as a “molecular plateau”. As the name 
implies, this plateau is interpreted as arising due to conductance passing through the molecule. The 
conductance is relatively constant across this plateau because the current is following roughly the 
same path—through the molecule—as the gap size is increased. The conductance value along this 
plateau is usually interpreted as the desired measurement of single-molecule conductance. 
Eventually, the gap becomes too large to hold the molecule (or the molecule breaks off of its own 
accord), leading to a sharp drop in conductance known as “molecular break-off”. I have referred 
to the red trace in Figure 2.2b as an “ideal” example of a molecular trace because while molecular 
traces often do have this ideal shape, they also display a wide range of more complicated behaviors. 
The question of how to interpret these other behaviors is addressed in detail in 0.  

Now that I have explained the basic idea of MCBJ operation and the type of data MCBJs 
typically produce, in the remainder of this chapter I will provide details on how the MCBJ set-up 
in LabMontiTM collects breaking traces like the ones in Figure 2.2. I will first explain how we 
fabricate the gold wire on a flexible substrate—known as an MCBJ sample—needed to perform 
the experiment (Section 2.2). Next, I will describe the hardware and software we use to bend MCBJ 
samples and collect raw data from them (Section 2.3). I will then discuss the initial data processing 
steps for turning this raw data into the breaking trace data seen in Figure 2.2 (Section 2.4). Finally, 
I will provide details on how we introduce molecules onto MCBJ samples to measure molecular 
traces in particular (Section 2.5).  
 
Section 2.2: MCBJ Fabrication Procedure 
 

The goal of this section is to describe the steps required to fabricate MCBJ samples. My focus 
is how each step contributes to the goal of creating a very thin, suspended gold bridge for eventual 
bending. For further details on how the different fabrication steps work and why they were chosen, 
the reader is directed to the dissertation of Dr. Jeffrey A. Ivie.229  
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Section 2.2.1: Preparation of Substrate 
 

The first step in fabricating a new MCBJ sample is preparing the substrate on which the free-
standing gold bridge will be placed. The two main requirements for this substrate are that: 1) it 
must be flexible, so that the sample can be bent to stretch and break the bridge; and 2) the top of 
the substrate must be insulating, to prevent our single-molecule circuits from shorting out.  

We begin our fabrication process with a sheet of 0.5 mm thick phosphor bronze, which will 
provide the flexibility. After cutting the bronze sheet into 50 x 50 mm squares, we polish each 
square using 0.3 μm alumina powder to remove large bumps or scratches that could hinder our 
eventual lithography. We next coat each bronze square with a polyimide layer. Besides creating 
an insulating layer on the top of the substrate, the polyimide is also able to be etched, which will 
later enable us to create the desired free-standing gold bridge by undercutting a narrow portion of 
the gold wire. Each bronze square is first spin-coated (40 seconds at 2000 rpm) with a 0.2% 
aqueous solution of VM-651 (HD Microsystems), a silicon-based adhesion promoter, then baked 
for 1 minute at 120°C. We then spin-coat (40 seconds at 500 rpm + 40 seconds at 2000 rpm) each 
square with polyimide precursor solution (PI-2610, HD Microsystems) and bake at 150°C for 1.5 
minutes to “soft cure” the polymer. We repeat this step to coat each square with three separate 
layers of polyimide to minimize the chances that a pin-hole or bubble will create a conductive path 
to the underlying bronze. Once all three polyimide layers have been spin-coated and soft-cured, 
the curing process is completed by baking the squares at 250°C for 30 minutes.  

The final substrate preparation step is to laser-cut each 50 x 50 mm polyimide-coated phosphor 
bronze square to produce five 28.73 x 11.20 mm rectangles. To protect the substrate from scratches 
during laser-cutting, each square is spin-coated with a PMMA layer before laser-cutting, which is 
later removed via sonication in acetone.  
 

 
Figure 2.3. The starting and ending states of the substrate preparation procedure. On the left is an 
unpolished 50 x 50 mm phosphor bronze square; on the right is a 28.73 x 11.20 mm laser-cut piece 
of polyimide-coated polished phosphor bronze. Penny included for scale.  
 
Section 2.2.2: Lithographically Defined Pattern 
 

Once our substrate has been prepared, we add our gold pattern on top of it using lithography. 
The key attributes of our pattern are that: 1) it has a very narrow (~100 nm) restriction in the center, 
which can later be turned into a free-standing bridge via under-etching; and 2) the narrow 
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restriction is connected by wires to two gold pads, which will allow us to connect the eventual 
gold bridge to our measurement electronics (Figure 2.4). A similar result can be obtained by simply 
notching a thin gold wire (known as a “wire junction”), but lithographically defining the gold wire 
provides a much more reproducible and mechanically stable construct.229  

 

 
Figure 2.4. Scaled design we use to pattern gold on each MCBJ sample. (a) The entire design 
consists of two pads and two long leads, with a constriction in the center. (b) Picture of a final 
pattern on an actual MCBJ sample for reference. (c) Zoom-in on the center of the design, which is 
patterned using a lower beam current than the leads and pads to achieve high resolution. The 
pattern gets wider at the intersection between the middle and pads to ensure overlay between the 
two separate EBL patterns. An optical microscope image of the center of an actual MCBJ sample 
is included for reference. (d) Further zoom-in on the center of the design, which contains a narrow 
restriction ~100 nm wide and ~200 nm long. A scanning electron microscope image of the very 
center of an actual MCBJ sample is included for reference.   
 

Because our narrowest feature is below the wavelength of visible light, we employ electron 
beam lithography (EBL) to write the pattern. Each sample is spin-coated with a bilayer positive 
resist consisting of MMA(8.5)MAA EL6 (Kayaku Advanced Materials) on bottom and 950 
PMMA A2 (MicroChem) on top. Using a bilayer resist helps cleanly define our pattern because 
the lower layer is more sensitive to electrons, causing the upper layer to form a slight overhang 
which protects the pattern edges during metal deposition. Close inspection of the resist coats is 
crucial, because visible defects in these layers are often correlated with poor patterning results 
after metal deposition and liftoff.  

The EBL writing is accomplished in two separate steps. To achieve high resolution for the 
narrow restriction in the middle (Figure 2.4c), we use a 400 pA beam current, 60,000 dots per 
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field, and an 150 x 150 μm field size. To speed up the write time for the pads and leads, which do 
not require high resolution, we use a 10 nA beam current, 60,000 dots per field, and a 600 x 600 
μm field size. The dose time in both steps is adjusted to achieve a total dose of 800 μC/cm2. After 
EBL writing is complete, each sample is soaked in a development solution of 1:4 MIBK:IPA 
(MicroChem) for 3 minutes to remove the resist in the areas that were exposed to the electron 
beam (Figure 2.5a).  

To add metal to our EBL-defined patterns, we load each sample into a Temescal FC 2500 
electron-beam evaporation system. We then deposit a 4 nm layer of titanium followed by an 80 
nm thick layer of gold, both at a rate of 1 Å/s (Figure 2.5b). The purpose of the titanium layer is 
to help the gold adhere to the polyimide substrate. After metal deposition is complete, each sample 
is soaked in warm acetone for the lift-off process. The acetone removes the remaining resist, which 
has the effect of removing the deposited metal everywhere except in the EBL-defined pattern 
(Figure 2.5c). Mild sonication is used to help shake off all surplus bits of gold from the desired 
pattern.  

 

 
Figure 2.5. Pictures of MCBJ samples during fabrication. (a) MCBJ samples after EBL patterning 
and development, but before metal deposition. The pattern is visible because the bilayer resist has 
been removed there. (b) MCBJ samples immediately after metal deposition, when the entire 
sample is coated with gold. (c) MCBJ sample midway through liftoff, as the remaining resist and 
the gold on top of it begin to come off and reveal the desired pattern.  
 
Section 2.2.3: Etching to Create the Gold Bridge 
 

The final fabrication step is to etch the polyimide substrate, which is how we create the free-
standing gold bridge that is critical to the functioning of an MCBJ experiment (Figure 2.1). While 
we mainly etch down into the polyimide, the etch also proceeds somewhat inwards, partially 
undercutting the gold pattern. Because the very center of the pattern is so thin (Figure 2.4c), the 
undercut manages to punch all the way through there, turning this narrow gold constriction into 
the desired gold bridge (Figure 2.6).  

The majority of my MCBJ samples were etched using a Plasmatherm Versaline DSE III etcher. 
This instrument uses a plasma of reactive ions accelerated towards the sample to both physically 
and chemically remove material from the polyimide layer, while not affecting the gold. For our 
current process, we use a 9:1 mixture of CHF3 and O2 gasses to create the plasma. The total gas 
pressure is set to 100 mTorr; the CHF3 and O2 flow rates are set to 45 and 5 standard cubic 
centimeters per minute, respectively; 5 Torr of He gas is used to cool the wafer the samples are 
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placed on; and the plasma is generating using 25 W of reactive ion etching (RIE) power and 500 
W of inductively coupled plasma (ICP) power.  

Using these etch parameters, the polyimide etches down at a rate of ~80 nm/min, but the exact 
rate varies from sample to sample, and we have also found systematic differences between batches 
of polyimide that were cured at different times. These differences matter because the total etch 
depth is correlated with the final undercut width, which in turn controls the attenuation ratio (see 
equation (2.1)). If the attenuation ratio is too big, it becomes hard to control the breaking of the 
gold bridge because small push rod movements produce relatively large stretching movements; if 
the attenuation ratio is too small, then we do not have enough range in our push rod to fully break 
the gold bridge. For our set-up, we have found that undercuts between ~0.7 and ~1.7 µm produce 
the best balance between these extremes. We thus use etching time as a control knob to keep the 
undercut in this range when we encounter polyimide that etches at different rates. We have found 
that MCBJ samples seem to be less stable after etching, and so we aim to only etch samples within 
a few weeks of when they will be used.  
 

 
Figure 2.6. Scanning electron microscope image of the gold bridge on an etched MCBJ sample. 
Because the middle constriction in the gold is so narrow, the etch was able to punch all the way 
through and create an undercut ~1 µm wide. Image was taken at 75º from vertical. 
 
Section 2.3: Data Collection Process 
 

The experimental set-up that we use to collect breaking trace data from an MCBJ sample is 
shown in Figure 2.7. In Section 2.3.1, I will describe the importance of each of the pieces of 
hardware in Figure 2.7, and then in Section 2.3.2 I will explain the basic structure of the software 
that controls them.   
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Figure 2.7. Our physical set-up for collecting data from MCBJ samples. (a) Simplified cartoon of 
the major hardware components of the set-up. (b) Annotated picture of our actual set-up. The piezo 
amplifier, motor controller, and computer + DAQ card are not included in the picture since they 
are on a rack above the rest of the set-up. The inset shows a magnified view of the clamping 
mechanism with an unbent MCBJ sample mounted.  
 
Section 2.3.1: Physical Set-Up 
 

Section 2.3.1.1: Sample Mounting. Before loading a new MCBJ sample into our physical set-
up, our standard practice is to clean it for 30 minutes with UV/O3 four times, with a one-minute 
ethanol rinse after each cycle. The purpose of this step is to destroy/remove any molecules 
adsorbed on the sample that might conduct in their own right or hinder the adsorption of our 
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molecules of interest. After this cleaning, an MCBJ sample is clamped into the three-point bending 
apparatus shown in the inset of Figure 2.7b, with the two ends of the sample held fixed and a push 
rod positioned below the middle. Retractable gold pins are used to contact the two gold pads on 
the sample and connect it to our measurement electronics. To facilitate the formation of ohmic 
contacts between pins and pads, colloidal silver paint is applied to each pad immediately before 
the pins are inserted. This silver paint can also be used to repair small breaks in the sample leads, 
provided they are far away from the gold bridge in the middle of the sample.  

Section 2.3.1.2: Movement System. The push rod is connected via a rigid movement stage to 
both a stepper motor and a linear piezo actuator, both of which can be used to move it up and 
down. The purpose of the stepper motor is to make coarse movements, since it has a much larger 
range than the piezo actuator. We restrict the total movement of the push rod to no more than 2 mm 
to avoid excessively bending the sample (or applying excessive force to the motor). The stepper 
motor is a ThorLabs DRV50 model, and is controlled from the computer through a commercial 
ThorLabs motor controller (BSC201).  

The piezo actuator is used to move the push rod during the actual collection of breaking traces, 
since it has higher resolution than the stepper motor. Most of my research was conducted using a 
ThorLabs PAS009 piezo, which has a 40 µm range when polarized from 0 to 75 V. To control this 
piezo, we use a National Instruments 6393 16-bit data acquisition (DAQ) card to generate a voltage 
ramp from 0 to 5 V, which is then fed through a custom amplifier which scales the voltages up by 
a factor of 14. The DAQ card has a total range of -10 to 10 V, so the voltage resolution is 300 µV 
pre-amplification and 4.2 mV post-amplification, implying a resolution for the piezo motion of 
~2.2 nm.  

Section 2.3.1.3: Conductance Measurement. Experimentally measuring conductance in a 
break junction experiment is challenging because the junction conductance spans 7 or more orders 
of magnitude as the junction goes from a thin metal bridge to a single-molecule circuit to a vacuum 
gap; because absolute current through the junction can be as small as a few picoamps at the bottom 
of this range; and because the junction conductance can in principle change on very fast time 
scales. To meet these challenges, all of my experimental data in this dissertation were collected 
using a custom Wheatstone bridge amplifier (“bridge amp” for short) designed by a previous 
LabMontiTM student.230 This bridge amp simultaneously applies a bias across the junction and 
measures the resulting conductance. For a bias of ~100 mV, it accurately and precisely measures 
conductance in the range 10-6 G0 to 10 G0. The major advantage of this amplifier design is that it 
has a bandwidth of 20 kHz, compared to just a few kHz for other common designs.231 For full 
details of the bridge amp, the reader is directed to Johnson et al.230 However, here I will briefly 
describe its working principle and some of my original characterization.  

The heart of the bridge amp is a diamond composed of four resistors (known as a Wheatstone 
bridge), as shown in Figure 2.8. A source voltage VS is applied across this diamond, using filtered 
battery power to minimize noise. Three of the resistors in the diamond have known values 
(𝑅𝑅1,𝑅𝑅2,𝑅𝑅3), whereas the fourth consists of the junction itself (with resistance 𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽). The voltage 
developed between the midpoints of the two arms of the diamond is amplified by a gain 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴, and 
this amplified difference 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 is sent to the DAQ card to be read in by the computer. The value of 
𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 is determined by the equation:230 
 

𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 = 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 �
𝑅𝑅2

𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2
−

𝑅𝑅3
𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽 + 𝑅𝑅3

� (2.2) 

The unknown resistance of the junction, 𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽 (and hence also its conductance, 𝐺𝐺𝐽𝐽 = 1/𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽) can thus 
be determined from the measured value of 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 and the known values of 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴,𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 ,𝑅𝑅1,𝑅𝑅2, and 𝑅𝑅3.  
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Figure 2.8. Simplified schematic of the Wheatstone bridge amplifier to demonstrate its working 
principle. A battery applies a source voltage 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 across a diamond of four resistors, one of which is 
the junction itself. The voltage difference between the midpoints of the two arms of this diamond 
is amplified by a gain 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴 to produce the output voltage 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 that is read in by the DAQ card.  
 

For our bridge amp design, the nominal source voltage is 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 = 100 mV, the nominal gain is 
𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴 = 200, and the nominal values of the three resistors are 1 kΩ, 500 Ω, and 2 MΩ, respectively. 
Plugging these values into equation (2.2) shows that 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 will ideally vary between -10 and 10 V 
(the full range of the DAQ card) as 𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽 varies from 0 to ∞. However, small amounts of drift can 
cause these parameters to vary from their nominal values. The bridge amp design thus allows the 
exact values of 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 and 𝑅𝑅2 to be manually adjusted, and so before running an MCBJ sample we 
adjust 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 to get the range of 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 close to 20 V and we adjust 𝑅𝑅2 to center this range around 0 V. 
We then use a set of 8 standard resistors to fit equation (2.2) and produce a calibration curve that 
can be used to convert 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 to 𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽 (and then 𝐺𝐺𝐽𝐽 = 1/𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽).  

For fitting purposes, several of the parameters in equation (2.2) are fully correlated with each 
other, so I rewrite equation (2.2) to depend on just three unknowns:  
 

𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 = 𝑎𝑎 − 𝑏𝑏 �
2 ∗ 106/𝑐𝑐

2 ∗ 106/𝑐𝑐 + 𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽
� (2.3) 

Here, a represents the output voltage at infinite resistance and so has a nominal value of 10 V; b 
represents the total output voltage range, and has a nominal value of 20 V; and c is a correction 
factor applied to the resistance of 𝑅𝑅3, with a nominal value of 1. Figure 2.9 shows an example of 
a calibration curve produced by fitting equation (2.3) to measurements taken with 8 standard 
resistors. This fit visually demonstrates how the bridge amp design produces a nonlinear mapping 
between resistance and voltage that allows us to accurately and precisely measure 
resistances/conductances across 7 orders of magnitude.  
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Figure 2.9. Example of a calibration curve constructed for the bridge amp before running an MCBJ 
sample. The red circles represent the voltages measured for standard resistors with known 
conductance values. The blue line represents the result of fitting the red circles with equation (2.3), 
with the best-fit parameters and their 95% confidence intervals inset in the plot.  
 

The fit in Figure 2.9 also illustrates that our precision varies across our measurement range: it 
is highest when 𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽 ≈ 𝑅𝑅3, a condition known as “balance”, and drops as 𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽 approaches either 0 or 
∞.* To characterize this precision under experimental conditions, I examined the portions of 
breaking traces collected after the junction is fully broken open and the conductance has stopped 
decreasing, which we call the “noise floor”. Physically, the noise floor represents when the two 
nanoelectrodes are far enough apart that the junction resistance is indistinguishable from infinite 
resistance, and so any remaining voltage fluctuations will be due to random noise (Figure 2.10a). 
I use the standard deviation of all the voltage measurements from the noise floor as a measure of 
the uncertainty in our measurements. As shown in Figure 2.10b, these standard deviations are 
typically very close to ~1.4 mV.† To quantitatively examine the precision of the bridge amp for 
inferring conductances, I have propagated 1.4 mV of random voltage error through equation (2.3) 
using the fit in Figure 2.9. This demonstrates that the bridge amp is extremely precise for 
conductances between 10-4 G0 and 1 G0, and reasonably precise down to ~10-6 G0 and up to ~10 G0 
(Figure 2.10c). While the error near 10-6 G0 is high in relative terms, it is important to recall that 
single-molecule conductance data is near-universally plotted and analyzed on a logarithmic scale. 
The fact that the bridge amp can pin down these extremely small conductances reasonably well on 
a logarithmic axis (Figure 2.10d) is thus quite useful and meaningful. 

In addition to the random voltage measurement errors considered in Figure 2.10, the bridge 
amp also experiences systematic measurement errors due to drift in the calibration curve. I have 
developed a way to largely compensate for this calibration drift during initial data processing that 
will be discussed in Section 2.4.1.  

                                                 
*This can easily be seen in Figure 2.2a, where the level of random noise is noticeably higher on the higher conductance 
(lower resistance) plateaus.  
†Note that this dominates the uncertainty due to the 300 µV resolution of the DAQ card; assuming independence, 
�(1.4 mV)2 + (0.3 mV)2 = 1.43 mV.  
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Figure 2.10. Characterization of the bridge amp measurement accuracy. (a) Example breaking 
trace in voltage space; it is clear that after point ~5000 or so, the voltage is not systematically 
changing, indicating that the amplifier has reached its noise floor. The inset shows a magnified 
view of this noise floor. The standard deviation of these voltage fluctuations is a measure of the 
random noise present in our measurements. (b) Histogram of the noise floor standard deviations 
from 6600 consecutively collected breaking traces. The peak is ~1.4 mV, which is quite consistent 
across all of our datasets. (c) Propagating 1.4 mV of voltage error through the fit in Figure 2.9 
reveals how our relative error in conductance measurements varies across our measurement range. 
(d) Illustration of the range of measured conductances that could be produced for each true 
conductance value given 1.4 mV of random voltage noise. Plot is shown on a logarithmic scale as 
this is how single-molecule conductance data is typically plotted and analyzed.  
 

Section 2.3.1.4: Noise Minimization. Because the molecular conductances we hope to 
measure are so small, it is important to exclude as much environmental noise as possible. To this 
end, the MCBJ sample, the entire movement system, and the bridge amp are all placed on top of a 
vibrationally isolated table to minimize mechanical noise. In addition, a copper Faraday cage is 
placed on top of these components during data collection to minimize high-frequency electrical 
noise, and the inside of this cage is covered with foam to minimize acoustic noise (Figure 2.11). 
Low-noise shielded cables connect these components to the piezo amplifier, motor controller, 
DAQ card, and computer, which are on a rack above the vibrationally isolated table. The extremely 
low voltage noise already shown in Figure 2.10b speaks to the success of our noise minimization 
strategy.  
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Figure 2.11. Picture showing components of our noise-minimization strategy. The majority of our 
set-up rests on a vibrationally isolated table (some electrical components are on the rack above this 
table). Also visible is the copper Faraday cage lined with foam, currently open, which can be closed 
over the top of the set-up during data collection. Inset: magnification of internationally recognized 
Faraday cage labelling scheme.  

 
Section 2.3.2: LabVIEW Control Software 
 

To collect data using the physical set-up described in the previous section, we use custom 
LabVIEW software written by previous LabMontiTM students and modified by myself. Our main 
data collection program uses a state machine architecture, which means that it is continuously 
cycling between a discrete number of states, each of which performs certain tasks and determines 
what the next state will be depending on the inputs it receives. The flowchart in Figure 2.12 
illustrates the steps of the most important states.  

 
Figure 2.12. Flowchart for our LabVIEW data collection program. The primary steps are included 
for the Zero Check (blue), Pause (red), and Collect Data (green) states. Not shown are the Initialize, 
Shutdown, and Error states.  
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Shown in blue are the steps of the “Zero Check” state. The purpose of this state is to perform 
coarse movements of the push rod using the motor in order to find an appropriate starting point for 
trace collection. Specifically, we have found that a conductance of the gold bridge between 5 and 
7 G0 allows the bridge to be fully broken within the range of the piezo while also being stable 
enough that the bridge does not self-break before the piezo can activate. Therefore, in the Zero 
Check state the program measures the junction conductance by reading in voltages from the bridge 
amp, averaging them, then converting to conductance using the calibration curve. If the 
conductance is >7 G0 it raises the push rod to stretch the bridge; if the conductance is <5 G0 it 
lowers the push rod to partially re-fuse the bridge; and if the conductance is in the trigger window 
of 5 to 7 G0 the program transitions to the next state. We typically set the motor to move 3 µm up 
or down at each step, but this step size can be adjusted.  

When the LabVIEW program exits the Zero Check state it will transfer directly to the “Collect 
Data” state unless the user has pressed the pause button, in which case it will transfer to the “Pause” 
state. In the Pause state, the motor is held still, the piezo is left in its fully retracted state, and the 
program continually monitors the junction conductance. We use this state to deposit molecular 
solution (see Section 2.5), and also to copy data to our network drive for processing (to ensure that 
the program is not trying to write to the file during copying).  

The steps of the Collect Data state are shown in green in Figure 2.12. The program fully 
extends the piezo using a linear voltage ramp while simultaneously recording 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 from the bridge 
amp. The piezo ramp and bridge amp voltages together form the data for a single breaking trace, 
and so are saved to a file. We collect voltages from the bridge amp at its maximum bandwidth of 
20 kHz.230 The data in this dissertation were collected using a piezo pushing speed of 60 µm/s, so 
since the nominal piezo extension is 40 µm, each breaking trace takes 2/3 of a second and consists 
of 13,333 different voltages. On the other hand, the voltage ramp created by the DAQ card (i.e., 
pre-amplification) goes from 0 to 5 V, so to produce as smooth a pushing motion as possible we 
write a ramp consisting of 16,666 voltage points to utilize the maximum DAQ write resolution of 
300 µV. We down-sample the piezo voltage ramp to 13,333 points to match the number of bridge 
amp measurements when it gets saved to the file. 

After the breaking trace is collected, the LabVIEW program retracts the piezo at the same rate 
while again recording 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 from the bridge amp, creating what is called a “forming trace”. Forming 
traces are typically not analyzed in break junction experiments for two reasons: 1) Forming traces 
lack the sharp conductance drop-off found in breaking traces during snap-back, making them 
difficult to align with each other (see Section 2.4.2.3); and 2) Forming traces typically do not show 
molecular plateaus, because the molecule has already broken off and tends not to work its way 
back into the junction during re-forming (though there are exceptions).119 For these reasons, I will 
not discuss forming traces further in this dissertation, but I note that we do save the forming trace 
data so that they can be analyzed in the future if needed.  

Finally, for most of my experiments I included an extra step at the end of the Collect Data 
state* in which the motor is moved down by two steps and then back up by two steps. The purpose 
of this step is to ensure the gold bridge has adequately re-fused before breaking it again. An 
advantage of break junction experiments is that each breaking cycle reveals freshly cleaved metal, 
which helps keep the nano-electrodes clean even under ambient conditions. If the gold bridge is 
not re-fused far enough then the worry is that the electrodes will keep re-breaking at the same 
cleavage site, which can build up contaminants and degrade the quality of the atomically sharp 
                                                 
*For programmatic reasons, in LabVIEW this step is actually part of the Zero Check state, but conceptually it is easier 
to describe as part of the Collect Data state.   
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metal tips. A common strategy to avoid this issue is to re-fuse the junction until a target 
conductance such as 20 or 30 G0 is reached before starting the next breaking cycle.232,233 This 
strategy does not work well with our set-up because of the limited accuracy of our bridge amp at 
these high conductance values (see Section 2.4.1). However, the motor movements in my extra re-
fuse step can serve the same purpose by forcing the bridge to re-fuse an extra amount between 
each breaking cycle, albeit not to a pre-determined conductance set-point. Before I added this extra 
re-fuse step, the experiment would occasionally begin collecting breaking traces with very ill-
defined 1 G0 plateaus, but this behavior became much less common with the re-fuse step included. 
This suggests that this step helps maintain the quality of the nanoelectrodes across many breaking 
cycles.  

At the end of the Collect Data state, the program returns to the Zero Check state and the entire 
process starts over again. This LabVIEW program thus allows our experiment to run continuously 
without user input, collecting thousands of breaking traces each day. We typically run a single 
MCBJ sample for 4-7 days before fully stopping the program and moving to the next sample.  
 
Section 2.4: Initial Data Processing 
 

Section 2.3 described how the hardware and software components of our set-up are used to 
collect breaking trace data from MCBJ samples. The raw data collected for each trace consists of 
a ramp of piezo voltages and a set of bridge amp voltage measurements. In this section I will 
describe how these data are converted into conductance vs. inter-electrode distance traces like 
those shown in Figure 2.2.  
 
Section 2.4.1: Correcting for Bridge Amp Calibration Drift During Voltage-to-Conductance 
Conversion 

 
I have already explained in Section 2.3.1.3 how the bridge amp voltage measurements are 

converted into junction conductance values: a calibration curve is created before running the 
sample by measuring 8 standard resistors and fitting to equation (2.3), then the fitted equation is 
inverted to calculated 𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽 and 𝐺𝐺𝐽𝐽 for each 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 value. However, because we run samples for days 
at a time, the bridge amp calibration curve can slowly drift, creating a small amount of systematic 
error in these voltage-to-conductance conversions.  

To quantitatively characterize this systematic error, Figure 2.13 shows a representative 
example of drift determined using two calibrations performed two days apart. The figure shows 
the percent error at each conductance assuming the newer calibration curve is correct but the older 
calibration curve is used to convert voltages to conductances, and overlaid are the changes in the 
three fit parameters. The fit itself has changed remarkably little even over two days: a (voltage at 
infinite resistance) decreased by ~1 mV or 0.013%, b (total output voltage range) decreased by ~4 
mV or 0.021%, and c (correction factor for the resistance value 𝑅𝑅3) increased by 0.006%. This is 
a consequence of the careful design of the bridge amp. Moreover, the error introduced by this 
slight drift is inconsequential in the bridge amp’s core range of 10-4 G0 to 10-1 G0. Drift-induced 
error does increase for conductances approaching 10-6 G0 or 101 G0, but it is of similar magnitude 
to the error due to random voltage noise (compare to Figure 2.10c). Therefore, calibration drift 
does not significantly detract from the accuracy of the bridge amp, and the bridge amp produces 
excellent results without correcting for this drift. However, minimizing errors—especially 
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systematic ones—is always desirable if possible, and so I have developed a novel strategy for 
doing so.  
 

 
Figure 2.13. Quantitative evaluation of bridge amp calibration drift. Two calibrations were 
performed two days apart, and this plot shows the absolute value of the percentage errors in 
conductance if the older calibration curve is used but the newer calibration curve is correct. 
Overlaid are the three fitting parameters for the older (left) and newer (right) calibration curve fits.  
 

This strategy relies on the fact that every time a breaking trace reaches the noise floor (see 
Figure 2.10a) we are essentially making a measurement with 𝑅𝑅𝐽𝐽 = ∞. From equation (2.3), we see 
that 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(∞) = 𝑎𝑎, allowing us to check for drift in this fitting parameter at each breaking trace. To 
map this drift, I first identify which breaking traces truly reach the noise floor, using the criteria 
that the last 3000 points of the trace must have high average voltage that falls within a tight band 
and does not meaningfully slope from one side to the other.* For every breaking trace meeting 
these criteria, I average the final 3000 points together to get a single “noise floor measurement” 
for that trace. I then plot these noise floor measurements versus the order in which the traces were 
collected. Figure 2.14 shows an example of such a plot, showing how 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(∞) drifts up and down 
by a few millivolts over time, perhaps due to temperature fluctuations in the lab. In order to both 
smooth the single-trace noise floor measurements and fill in any gaps due to traces that did not 
meet my noise floor criteria, I fit these noise floor vs. trace number data with a robust locally 
estimated scatter point smoothing (rLOESS) function with a span of 75 points.† I then use the 
rLOESS curve to interpolate the “true” noise floor value at the moment each breaking trace was 
collected, which I use to correct the calibration for that specific trace.  

                                                 
*Specifically, I require that the last 3000 points must have a mean >9.975 V; must have a range of the middle 80% of 
points of <6 mV; and must have a shift from the first 300 to the last 300 points of <1.2 mV. Before checking these 
criteria, I apply a 300-point rolling average smoothing to the 3000 points to remove 60 Hz noise that was present in 
older datasets but which I have since largely eliminated.  
†rLOESS is less sensitive to outliers than traditional LOESS. See 
https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/smoothdata.html for more details.   

https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/smoothdata.html
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Figure 2.14. Example of noise floor drift over time. Each blue point represents the average noise 
floor voltage, which is a direct measurement of 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(∞) and the fitting parameter a, measured for 
5000 sequentially collected breaking traces. These 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(∞) measurements drift up and down by a 
few millivolts with respect to the 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(∞) value measured when the initial calibration was 
performed (yellow). An rLOESS fit (red) is used to smooth the single-trace values and fill in the 
gaps for any traces for which a noise floor was not identified.  
 

The bridge amp calibration curve depends on three parameters—a, b, and c—but the noise 
floor measurements described above only allow us to keep track of a for each trace, meaning we 
cannot fully correct for calibration drift. Our inability to correct for drift in c is not important, 
however, because c only affects the center of the calibration curve, which is already extremely 
insensitive to drift (Figure 2.13). Comparing equations (2.2) and (2.3) to connect a and b to the 
physical bridge amp parameters shows that 𝑎𝑎 = 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅2/(𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2) and 𝑏𝑏 = 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴, meaning that 
a and b are potentially linked. In particular, a might drift due to a change in the source voltage 
𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 23F

*—in which case b would also change—or a might drift due to a change in the resistance ratio 
for the static arm of the Wheatstone bridge, 𝑅𝑅2/(𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2)24F

†—in which case b would be unaffected. 
In Figure 2.15, I consider the same two calibrations spaced two days apart as in Figure 2.13, and I 
show the result of correcting the older calibration—using only the change in 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(∞)—and either 
just correcting the source voltage (hence modifying both a and b) or just correcting the static arm 
resistance (hence modifying just a).‡ Both correction methods significantly reduce conductance 
error below ~10-2 G0, which is where nearly all molecular features show up. On the high 
conductance side, in this case source voltage correction also reduces the error, but static arm 
resistance correction increases the error. However, this increase is quite modest and mostly only 
affects conductances >1 G0, which we tend not to consider at all in our analysis. Therefore, we can 
                                                 
*And/or drift in the gain 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴, which is indistinguishable.   
†Likely due primarily to drift in 𝑅𝑅2 since that is the variable resistor, but whether 𝑅𝑅1 or 𝑅𝑅2 is drifting (or both) does 
not matter.  
‡It is of course also possible that both parameters have drifted; since I cannot disentangle them, I am considering the 
two extreme cases.    
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use either correction method and be guaranteed to reduce systematic conductance conversion 
errors at all of the conductances where molecular features are expected to appear, and the only risk 
of a modest increase in systematic error occurs at high conductances that minimally important to 
our experiments.*  

 
Figure 2.15. Effects on systematic conductance errors of calibration drift correction. The same two 
calibration curves are considered as in Figure 2.13. The blue curve again shows the error if the 
newer calibration is correct but the uncorrected older calibration is used, while the red and yellow 
curves show the error if the older calibration is used after applying a source voltage or static arm 
resistance correction, respectively. Only the two 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(∞) values are used to perform these 
corrections in order to mimic the information available while breaking traces are being collected. 
The “wrong choice” of correction method can slightly increase systematic error, but only at high 
conductances that are minimally important to us; both methods always decrease systematic error 
at the low conductances where molecular features are expected.  
 

To minimize the risk of worsening systematic errors at high conductances, we can leverage my 
observation that source voltage drift tends to push 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(∞) down, whereas static arm resistance 
drift tends to increase 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(∞). We can thus make an educated guess about which correction 
method to use for any given trace based on whether the current noise floor voltage is above or 
below the 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(∞) value measured during the initial calibration. This allows us to decrease the 
systematic conductance error at high conductances more often than we end up increasing it. To 
demonstrate the utility of this guessing strategy, I examined 34 pairs of bridge amp calibration 
curves for measurements taken at least one day apart with the bridge amp continuously on and 
used to collect breaking traces in between. As expected, in all 34 cases both drift calibration 
methods reduce systematic conductance errors at low conductances. On the high conductance side, 
my guessing strategy only caused the systematic error to increase in 5 out of 34 cases, and it only 
underperformed the opposite correction choice in one case.† My guessing strategy also 
                                                 
*The 5 to 7 G0 range is important to the triggering of breaking traces, but I only apply calibration drift correction when 
already-collected breaking trace data are being processed.  
†In the other four cases both correction methods slightly increased the systematic error on the high-conductance side 
compared to using no drift correction at all.  
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significantly outperformed the strategies of always using either just source voltage correction or 
just static arm resistance correction.  

In summary, a bridge amp calibration curve correction is applied to each breaking trace when 
its bridge amp voltage measurements are converted to junction conductance values. This correction 
is performed by interpolating a noise floor voltage for each trace using a plot like Figure 2.14 and 
comparing that value to the 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡(∞) value measured when the calibration curve was created. Using 
the guessing strategy described above, I then adjust the a and/or b calibration curve parameters 
before converting that specific trace.  
 
Section 2.4.2: Converting Piezo Voltages into Inter-Electrode Distances 
 

The raw data collected for the x-dimension of each breaking trace is the voltage ramp sent by 
the DAQ card to the piezo amplifier (this ramp is only stored once since it is the same for every 
trace). Three steps must be performed to convert these voltages into the inter-electrode distances 
shown in Figure 2.2: the ramp voltage must be converted into a relative piezo movement; the piezo 
movement must be converted into relative inter-electrode movement by determining the 
attenuation ratio; and inter-electrode movement must be converted from a relative to an absolute 
scale by defining a common zero point.  

Section 2.4.2.1: Piezo Extension Characterization. To determine the expansion of our 
ThorLabs PAS009 linear piezo actuator for different applied voltages, we moved our setup to a 
laser table and characterized the piezo movement with laser interferometry.* Figure 2.16 shows an 
average of 10 extension/retraction cycles, which we use as a master curve to convert all ramp 
voltages to piezo positions. As expected for a piezo actuator, there is hysteresis between the 
positions during the up and down voltage ramps, and so the piezo positions for breaking and 
forming traces must be converted separately. If a smaller voltage ramp is used (e.g., 0 to 3 V), I 
have found that linearly scaling down the master curves in Figure 2.16 matches the new hysteresis 
quite well.  

 

 
Figure 2.16. Characterization of piezo extension from laser interferometry. The piezo was 
extended and retracted at a rate of 10 µm/s by applying a linear 0 to 5.2 V ramp from the DAQ 
card (through the piezo amplifier), and the starting push rod position was 0.9 mm. Ten 
extension/retraction cycles were performed with no delay between them, and the curves in this plot 
represent an average from all 10 cycles (the individual curves agreed quite well).  

                                                 
*Thank you to Angel Garlant for setting up the laser interferometer for us! 
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It is apparent in Figure 2.16 that the maximum piezo extension is significantly less than the 
nominal value for this actuator (40 µm). One reason for this is that the maximum applied DAQ 
card voltage of 5 V only corresponds to ~70 V post-amplification, whereas the piezo is designed 
to achieve maximum extension at 75 V. This 5 V safety margin is included to ensure we do not 
damage the piezo. However, we also found that the total piezo extension is influenced by the 
pushing speed, delay time between pushing cycles, and the starting push rod position (Figure 2.17). 
Specifically, increasing the pushing speed from 1 µm/s to 20 µm/s caused the maximum piezo 
extension to drop by ~3% (Figure 2.17a). Clean interferometry data could not be collected for our 
standard pushing speed of 60 µm/s, but the shape of the curve in Figure 2.17a suggests not much 
further change would be expected. As for the delay between the end of one piezo 
extension/retraction cycle and the beginning of the next, we found that delay times >20 s produced 
a maximum extension ~3% higher than delay times <10 s (Figure 2.17b). Finally, as the starting 
position of the push rod is varied throughout our allowed 0 to 2 mm range—meaning that the force 
from the bent sample pushing back down on the push rod varies proportionally—we found that 
the maximum piezo extension varied linearly by about ±10% (Figure 2.17c).  
 

 
Figure 2.17. Characterization of maximum piezo extension at the end of the 0 to 5.2 V (pre-
amplification) voltage ramp. This maximum extension varies somewhat depending on the pushing 
speed (a); delay time between extension/retraction cycles (b); and the starting push rod position 
(c), which controls how much force is being applied by the bent sample onto the push rod and 
piezo.  

 
I now turn to the question of what impact the variation in piezo extension in Figure 2.17 has 

on our measurements, since the master curves in Figure 2.16 were collected at a fixed set of these 
parameter values (10 µm/s pushing speed, 0 s delay between cycles, 0.9 mm starting push rod 
position). Because we will be fitting for a linear scaling factor (the attenuation ratio) in the next 
section, any static offset in the maximum piezo extension—e.g., we think we are pushing to 38 
µm but the piezo actually only reaches 35 µm—will have no effect on our results, as it will end up 
being accounted for by the attenuation ratio. The variation with pushing speed thus has no impact 
on the results in this dissertation because a fixed pushing speed was always used for each sample. 
In contrast, if the maximum piezo extension varies from trace to trace for the same MCBJ sample 
then some uncertainty would be introduced into our inter-electrode distance measurements. The 
variation with delay time thus potentially impacts our results, since the time between each breaking 
trace depends on how long the LabVIEW program spends in the Zero Check state (Section 2.3.2). 
However, this inter-cycle time tends to be fairly consistent for a given sample, and the magnitude 
of the variation (~3%) is minimal. The variation with starting push rod position also has potential 
to impact our results, because the push rod potentially starts in a different position for each trace. 
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For a given MCBJ sample, however, the starting push rod position typically stays within a narrow 
range, and no single sample has ever explored the entire 0 to 2 mm allowed range. Therefore, the 
variation with push rod start position should in practice only contribute minimal uncertainty to our 
distance measurements. The linear trend in Figure 2.17c suggests that it may be possible to correct 
for this variation since the starting push rod position for each trace is known, but we do not know 
how this trend might vary after hours or days or repeated bending of the sample, and I have not 
found a systematic correlation between push rod position and apparent distance measurements in 
our data. This topic may warrant further study in the future.  

Section 2.4.2.2: Determining the Attenuation Ratio. As described in Section 2.1.1, in an 
MCBJ set-up the amount by which the two nano-electrodes pull apart (inter-electrode distance, 
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥) for a given vertical movement of the push rod (piezo distance, 𝛥𝛥𝑧𝑧) is given by the “attenuation 
ratio” (𝑟𝑟 =  𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥/𝛥𝛥𝑧𝑧). While 𝑟𝑟 can be calculated for a simple model of elastic bending using 
equation (2.1), this result tends to be wrong by a factor of 2 to 4 due to the inhomogeneous elastic 
properties of real lithographically defined junctions.97 Moreover, the undercut u in equation (2.1) 
is difficult to measure precisely. It is therefore preferable to experimentally determine the 
attenuation ratio via one of several possible calibration methods, which rely on identifying trace 
features of known length or length-dependence to use as a reference.96  

We use tunneling slopes as our reference for attenuation calibration, because the other two 
common choices—Gundlach oscillations, and the lengths of the 1 G0 plateaus96,233—primarily 
work well only for cryogenic MCBJ set-ups. As explained in Section 1.3.5, when no molecule is 
bound inside the junction, the gap is well-approximated as a rectangular tunneling barrier with 
width equal to the gap size. From equation (1.23), we see that the current through this barrier as a 
function of the gap size, x, should follow the relationship 𝐼𝐼(𝛥𝛥) = 𝐼𝐼0exp (−𝐵𝐵𝛥𝛥), where 𝐵𝐵 is a 
constant depending on the barrier height.64 A plot of 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿10(𝐺𝐺/𝐺𝐺0) vs. distance should therefore 
have a constant slope. As a first-order approximation, the height of the potential barrier is expected 
to equal the work-function of gold. Breaking traces collected under cryogenic and high-vacuum 
conditions—which enable the formation of pristine surfaces on the gold electrodes—are indeed 
consistent with this approximation. However, our experiment is performed at room temperature in 
air, where small adsorbates may alter the electrode work functions. Moreover, the true potential 
barrier is not perfectly rectangular, and because the gap size is so small, the long-range potential 
typically used to define work functions is never fully established. Therefore, the barrier height 
should instead be thought of as an “effective work function” whose exact value does not 
necessarily have a straightforward physical interpretation. To determine the expected tunneling 
slope for our experiment, we rely on measurements from similar set-ups. First, by comparison to 
an STM-BJ set-up, Hong et al. found that the tunneling slope is 5.5 to 6 decades/nm for breaking 
traces collected in argon.118 In an independent study, Grüter et al. found that the tunneling slope is 
~1.7 times smaller for traces collected in air compared to in vacuum.234  Based on high-quality 
data collected under vacuum,96 this implies traces collected in air should have a tunneling slope of 
~6 decades/nm, in agreement with the Hong et al. result. We thus take 6 decades/nm as the 
reference point for the slope of our tunneling traces plotted on a (base ten) logarithmic scale.  

Because the attenuation ratio depends on the exact length of the suspended gold bridge, which 
varies from sample to sample, we independently determine an attenuation ratio for each MCBJ 
sample. Due to the stochastic nature of the breaking process, there is significant variation in the 
slopes and linearity of individual breaking traces. We therefore collect a few thousand traces on 
each sample, before any molecules are deposited, to obtain a statistically robust estimate of the 
tunneling slope. We define the “tunneling region” of each trace as the portion between 2×10-4 G0 
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and 10-5 G0, because the tunneling slope has been found to be unreliable above this range96 and 
our bridge amp has limited accuracy below this range (see Section 2.4.1). After performing a linear 
fit on the tunneling region of each trace collected before molecular deposition, we convert these 
slopes to attenuation ratios using 6 decades/nm as the reference value. We then construct a 
histogram of these attenuation ratios* and fit it with a single unrestricted Gaussian (e.g., Figure 
2.18). Finally, we use the peak location from this fit as our statistical estimate of the attenuation 
ratio, and use it to convert the piezo distances into inter-electrode distances for all traces collected 
on the same sample, including those collected after molecular deposition (see Section 2.5.2). 
 

 
Figure 2.18. Example of fitting the attenuation ratio for a single MCBJ sample. The histogram 
(blue) represents the attenuation ratios calculated independently for a few thousand breaking traces 
collected before molecular deposition. A Gaussian fit (red dotted) is then used to determine a single 
statistical estimate for the attenuation ratio, which is used to convert piezo distance into inter-
electrode distance for all breaking traces collected on the same sample.  

 
Using the above method, we typically find the attenuation ratios for our MCBJ samples to be 

between 10-4 and 2×10-4, which is about 5-10 times larger than the “geometric” attenuation ratios 
calculated from equation (2.1). While this discrepancy is slightly larger than the values reported 
by Vrouwe et al.,97 our fitted attenuation ratio values likely also include other linear correction 
terms (e.g., due to the piezo extension being different than assumed; see Section 2.4.2.1), so this 
is not surprising.  

Combined with our standard piezo extension speed of 60 µm/s, our calculated attenuation 
ratios imply that our “pulling speed”—the speed with which the gold bridge is pulled apart—is 6 
to 12 nm/s. This is well within the range of pulling speeds used by other researchers performing 
break junction experiments, which include: 0.06 nm/s;95 ~0.5−1.2 nm/s;235 15 nm/s;236 18 nm/s;237 
20 nm/s;128 14-28 nm/s;116 0.45 through 9 nm/s;211 0.5 and 20 nm/s;238  1-5, 10, and 50 nm/s;118 
and 0.4 through 160 nm/s.239 Studies that have compared different pulling speeds have generally 
found little-to-no effect on molecular conductance,211,239 but a transition from spontaneous to 
                                                 
*Using the Freedman–Diaconis rule to determine bin width. 
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forced molecular break-off has been observed as speed is increased.239 The importance of pulling 
speed in our specific experimental set-up is a topic for future investigations.  

Section 2.4.2.3: Aligning Traces and the Role of Snap-Back. The previous section explained 
how the attenuation ratio is determined and then used to convert piezo distance into relative inter-
electrode distance. To obtain absolute inter-electrode distance—i.e., distance that corresponds to 
the actual size of the nanogap between the two electrodes—we must align the breaking traces so 
that zero corresponds to the moment the final atomic contact ruptures. This is done by finding the 
last time each trace crosses below a conductance threshold 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡ℎ and shifting the trace to place that 
crossing at zero inter-electrode distance. Because rupture occurs at the end of the 1 G0 plateau, 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡ℎ 
should be chosen just below 1 G0. However, the sharp snap-back feature seen in Figure 2.2b means 
that alignment is quite insensitive to the exact value of 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡ℎ. In this dissertation, I have followed 
the method of Mischenko et al.117 and used 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡ℎ = 0.7 G0.  

While the snap-back feature is quite useful for aligning traces, its presence also means that 
inter-electrode distance does not, strictly speaking, mean what the name implies. As explained in 
Section 2.1.2, the physical interpretation of the snap-back feature is that a non-zero gap opens up 
between the two electrodes almost immediately after the final gold atomic contact ruptures. 
Multiple experiments have estimated the size of this snap-back distance as ~0.5 nm.118,228 This 
means that, on the inter-electrode distance scale shown in Figure 2.2b and universally used 
throughout the break junction literature, conductance data for gap sizes of 0 to 0.5 nm has been 
compressed into a narrow region around zero, and positive distances correspond to gap sizes that 
are 0.5 nm larger than the inter-electrode distance indicates. Moreover, while 0.5 nm is a typical 
average value for snap-back distance, McNeely et al. have shown that there is actually a 
distribution of snap-back distances within a dataset,90 meaning that the offset between inter-
electrode distance and gap size varies slightly from trace to trace.  

Section 2.4.2.4: Concluding Thoughts on Inter-Electrode Distance. As discussed in the 
previous three sections, several physical processes must be considered when determining inter-
electrode distance for breaking traces. This complexity leads to somewhat of a contradiction: on 
the one hand, the 2.2 nm resolution with which we can control the piezo extension combined with 
our typical 10-4 attenuation ratio implies sub-picometer control over the size of the nanogap. The 
mechanical stability of our set-up, and the accuracy of relative inter-electrode distance 
measurements within a single breaking trace, are thus both extremely high. On the other hand, 
different sources of uncertainty in actually determining inter-electrode distances means that there 
is some ambiguity about absolute inter-electrode distances, especially when comparing across an 
entire dataset. For example, there are different ways to perform the attenuation fitting described in 
Section 2.4.2.2 that can produce slightly different results (e.g., insufficiently linear tunneling 
regions could be excluded, the tunneling region could be defined differently, etc.). This uncertainty 
means that all of the inter-electrode distances in a given dataset might be biased slightly high or 
slightly low. The variation in total piezo extension described in Section 2.4.2.1 and the variation 
in snap-back distance described in Section 2.4.2.3 can also produce small scaling and offset 
differences between traces in the same dataset. On top of all of this, dynamic re-arrangements of 
the gold electrodes have the potential to change the gap size in the middle of a breaking trace in 
uncontrolled ways.  

All of these uncertainties are relatively small, and none of them mean that the inter-electrode 
distance dimension is meaningless. Rather, acknowledging the “fuzziness” of this dimension is 
important when breaking trace data is being analyzed, and so is relevant for my work in Chapter 
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3. In addition, developing strategies to reduce this fuzziness is an important direction for future 
break junction research.  
 
Section 2.4.3: Miscellaneous Data Processing 
 

Two other minor steps are carried out when our breaking trace data are initially processed. 
First, any traces which do not have even a single data point between 0.8 and 1.2 G0 are removed, 
because such traces are likely to have experienced aberrant breaking behavior. We purposefully 
chose this criterion to be extremely conservative on the side of keeping most data, and less than 
1% of traces are usually removed at this step, producing little-to-no impact on subsequent analysis.  

The next minor data processing step concerns what to do when traces reach the noise floor of 
the Wheatstone bridge amplifier (defined in Section 2.3.1.3). Any conductance measurements 
from below this floor occur simply due to voltage noise and are not physically meaningful. This is 
especially true because the bridge amp calibration curve can become ill-behaved below the noise 
floor, causing voltage measurements to get converted into negative conductance values. All 
conductances below the noise floor—which we take to be 10-6 G0 based on the design of the bridge 
amp—are thus excluded from all of our analysis. However, a challenge is posed by breaking traces 
that dip below this noise floor but then come back above it again (e.g., if a molecule breaks off but 
then re-binds in the gap). During initial data processing, we keep such segments of sub-noise floor 
data in order to maintain the continuity of each trace. As I will discuss in Chapter 3, different 
strategies for removing these meaningless measurements before final analysis are required in 
different contexts.  
 
Section 2.5: Introducing Molecules into the Junction 
 
Section 2.5.1: Molecular Deposition 

 
Since our goal is to measure molecular conductance, one of the most important steps in our 

experiment is to actually add a molecule of interest to an MCBJ sample so that it can potentially 
bind to form single-molecule junctions. A variety of strategies have been used for introducing 
molecules into break junction experiments. One option is to grow a self-assembled monolayer 
(SAM) of the molecules of interest on the surface below the STM tip (for an STM-BJ)240 or on the 
sample before it is mounted (for an MCBJ),241 but this would not allow us to collect the dataset of 
pure tunneling traces that we need for determining the attenuation ratio (Section 2.4.2.2). Another 
option is to perform the breaking experiment in a molecular solution. This is fairly straightforward 
to do in an STM-BJ set-up,129 but for MCBJs it requires constructing a liquid cell that moves with 
the push rod,234 which is challenging. For our experiments we therefore use a third strategy, drop-
casting, which involves depositing a small droplet of molecular solution onto the MCBJ sample 
using a pipette or syringe. The advantages of this approach are that it is simple, and that it can be 
repeated without unmounting the sample if the initial deposition was unsuccessful in producing 
molecular traces.  

To facilitate the drop-casting of molecular solutions, we place a small (0.114” inner diameter, 
0.250” outer diameter) Kalrez* gasket around the middle of each MCBJ sample before it is 
mounted (Figure 2.19). 10-20 µL of molecular solution can then be deposited directly inside of 

                                                 
*A perfluoroelastomer that is resistant to essentially all common solvents.  
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this gasket to ensure that the droplet covers the gold bridge itself. We have found that using a 
gasket is absolutely crucial for successfully introducing molecules into the junction.  
 

 
Figure 2.19. Picture of a Kalrez gasket on the center of a mounted MCBJ sample. Molecular 
solution is deposited inside of this gasket to ensure that the droplet of liquid covers the gold bridge 
as it evaporates.  
 

For every molecule considered in this dissertation except one,* we use dichloromethane 
(DCM) as the solvent for the molecular solution. Because of its low boiling point, the 10-20 µL of 
deposited DCM evaporates in just a few seconds. This means that bulk solvent is not present during 
our collection of breaking traces, and so the solvent type should have little-to-no impact on our 
molecular conductance measurements. Our hypothesized physical picture is that when the solvent 
evaporates the molecules adsorb onto the gold, and can then diffuse around and potentially wander 
into the nanogap during breaking traces.†  

Because DCM is incompatible with plastic micropipette tips, we deposit these molecular 
solutions using a 10 µL Hamilton glass syringe. To prevent molecular contamination, the syringe 
is cleaned with UV/O3 and flushed with pure DCM before and after it is used to deposit each 
molecular solution. Similarly, each Kalrez gasket is sonicated in pure DCM and cleaned with 
UV/O3 before being mounted on a new MCBJ sample. As discussed further in Section 2.5.2, for 
each new MCBJ sample we first deposit 10-20 µL of pure DCM and then collect a few thousand 
breaking traces, before any molecular solutions are deposited. In addition to being necessary for 
our attenuation determination (Section 2.4.2.2 and Section 2.5.2), this step serves as a control to 
ensure that the cleaning of the gasket and syringe was successful; if any sign of a molecular feature 
is observed in these pre-molecular-deposition breaking traces, then we do not use any data from 
that particular MCBJ sample.  

For the molecular solutions themselves, we have found that using concentrations of 1 to 10 µM 
generates the most consistent and reproducible results. However, as mentioned above, the solvent 
evaporates almost immediately, so it is really the quantity of molecules introduced to the sample, 
rather than the solution concentration, that is directly relevant. As discussed in Section 2.5.2 below, 

                                                 
*In one case we used hexanes as the solvent, because the molecule in question was not soluble in DCM. This hexane 
solution was deposited using a micropipette instead of a glass syringe, but otherwise all deposition steps and details 
are the same.   
†This may be why the use of a gasket is so important during drop-casting; it helps ensure that the molecules adsorb 
near the gold bridge when the solvent evaporates.  
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we typically deposit a molecular solution multiple times on each junction,* so the quantity of 
molecules is only controlled to within an order of magnitude. However, we have found that there 
is little-to-no correlation between the number of depositions and the fraction of breaking traces 
that appear to show molecular features, and this is in agreement with other published MCBJ 
results.214 While the reasons for this are not fully understood, our hypothesis is that the yield of 
molecular traces is controlled by the local concentration of adsorbed molecules in the immediate 
vicinity of the gold bridge, and that this local concentration is in turn only weakly controlled by 
how much total molecular solution is deposited. Order of magnitude control of the quantity of 
deposited molecules is thus sufficient.  

As explained in Section 2.3.2 above, in order to deposit molecular solution onto an MCBJ 
sample we pause the LabVIEW program so that the motor and piezo are held still. We have found 
that if the bridge is left in its partially formed (5 to 7 G0) state while the program is paused, the 
gold often experiences significant re-arrangement (signified by the conductance increasing despite 
the push rod being held stationary). The result is that, after the program is un-paused, substantial 
motor movements are often needed for the next few breaking traces, and these “extra” coarse 
movements seem to be correlated with a lower probability of observing molecular traces. 
Therefore, as soon as the program enters the pause state, we manually raise the motor in order 
leave the gold bridge fully broken for the duration of the deposition process.  
 
Section 2.5.2: Defining Different Datasets Collected with the Same MCBJ Sample 
 

For each newly-mounted MCBJ sample, the first experimental step is to deposit pure solvent 
and then collect a few thousand breaking traces. We refer to this set of traces as the “tunneling 
dataset” for each sample. As described in Section 2.4.2.2, the main purpose of collecting this 
dataset is to fit an attenuation ratio that can be used to convert piezo distance into inter-electrode 
distance for all subsequent traces collected on the same sample. As described in Section 2.5.1, this 
tunneling dataset also helps confirm the absence of any contamination. Furthermore, the deposition 
of pure solvent before collecting each tunneling dataset ensures that these datasets are proper 
negative controls for later molecular depositions.† 

After collecting a tunneling dataset on a new MCBJ sample, we deposit molecules and continue 
collecting breaking traces. These breaking traces do not always show a high “molecular yield” 
(i.e., the fraction of breaking traces containing molecular plateaus), so we often will pause to re-
deposit molecular solution (e.g., Figure 3.4b). We can also pause and re-deposit even when the 
apparent molecular yield is high, and we have found that such re-depositions often lead to discrete, 
qualitative changes in trace behavior, such as shifts in the molecular yield (e.g., Figure 3.4c) or 
electrode rearrangement (as evidenced by a significant change in where bridge rupture occurs on 
the absolute push rod movement scale, e.g. Figure 3.5). Similar discrete changes in trace behavior 
are also often observed if a sample is paused to re-deposit pure solvent (after molecules have been 
previously deposited). This suggests that any type of deposition has the potential to “reset” the 
local junction environment, perhaps because re-introducing solvent causes molecules on the gold 
to first re-dissolve and then re-adsorb in different places.  

                                                 
*The concentration of the molecular solution is always held constant or increased by an order of magnitude for 
subsequent depositions on the same sample. 
†E.g., while the bulk solvent quickly evaporates, it is possible that some solvent molecules remain adsorbed on the 
surface and affect breaking behavior (though we have seen no evidence of this).  
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In addition to “resetting” an MCBJ sample by re-depositing molecular solution or pure solvent, 
we can stop the LabVIEW collection program so that the sample is fully unbent and then start the 
program again. We refer to this as “starting a new trial”, and it also often produces discrete changes 
in trace behavior. This is unsurprising, since fully re-forming the gold bridge before breaking it 
again likely leads to significant changes in the exact shape of the nano-electrodes, and also possibly 
changes the local concentration of adsorbed molecules. In addition, between trials we typically 
take the opportunity to collect a new bridge amp calibration curve (Section 2.3.1.3) for use in the 
new trial. While the drift in the bridge amp calibration has minimal effect on our measurements in 
the molecular conductance region (Section 2.4.1), it can introduce meaningful systematic error 
into our measurements in the nominal 5 to 7 G0 range used as a trigger window for the collection 
of a breaking trace (Section 2.3.2). This causes the effective trigger window to drift over time,* and 
collecting a new calibration curve between trials resets this window to its nominal range.  

Because re-depositions and new trials can serve to “reset” the junction environment, our 
standard practice is to treat every unique deposition/trial combination as a distinct dataset to be 
processed and analyzed separately. For example, if a sample is started, then molecular solution is 
deposited on it, then a new trial is started, then molecular solution is deposited again, and finally 
pure solvent is deposited, then we would group the breaking traces into 5 datasets: the tunneling 
dataset; deposition 1 in trial 1; deposition 1 in trial 2; deposition 2 in trial 2; and deposition 2, 
solvent reset 1, in trial 2. We aim to include all traces from each deposition/trial block in a given 
dataset whenever possible, but we occasionally define a dataset as a consecutive subset of such a 
block in order to exclude clear noise features. We consider our strategy of defining multiple 
datasets for each MCBJ sample to be the conservative approach, because when we are examining 
the reproducibility of our measurements it provides the most opportunity for differences to arise. 
However, because such datasets are only “quasi-independent”, we always collect datasets using at 
least two different MCBJ samples for each molecule considered in this dissertation. We typically 
aim to have at least 2000 breaking traces in each sample, and datasets containing fewer than 1000 
breaking traces are usually not considered for analysis.  

At the beginning of this section, I noted that the attenuation ratio determined using the 
tunneling dataset for each MCBJ sample is applied to all subsequent traces collected using that 
same sample. We adopt this strategy because after molecular deposition it is non-trivial to 
determine which traces display “clean tunneling” behavior that can be used to fit for attenuation, 
and which traces are at least partly influenced by molecular presence. This strategy assumes that 
the attenuation ratio for each sample remains unchanged as the sample is run. However, we do 
sometimes see evidence of small shifts in the attenuation ratio during later trials and depositions, 
likely due to changes in the mechanical properties of the sample after being bent repeatedly for 
several days. These small shifts provide further motivation for treating each deposition/trial 
combination as a separate dataset to be analyzed independently. They also further contribute to the 
modest ambiguity, or “fuzziness”, in the inter-electrode distance discussed in Section 2.4.2.4. It 
may be possible to correct for this attenuation drift using other features of known length in breaking 
traces, or potentially in forming traces, but such investigations are a topic for future work.   
  

                                                 
*We do not attempt to correct for this drift while the sample is running, because as described in Section 2.4.1, for high 
conductances (unlike low conductances) there is a possibility that our drift correction strategy makes the systematic 
error slightly worse.  
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CHAPTER 3 - DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Section 3.1: Introduction 
 
Section 3.1.1: Challenges and Goals of Break Junction Data Analysis 
 

One of the foremost challenges in the field of single-molecule transport continues to be the 
broad features and wide variety of behaviors observed in break junction experiments. As discussed 
in Section 1.4.4, this is largely caused by the stochastic nature of the breaking process: the exact 
shape of the electrode tips, the conformation of the molecule, and the metal-molecule binding can 
all vary not just between different breaking traces, but also dynamically within them. This variation 
creates several challenges that require advanced data analysis tools to address: How can we 
separate and extract qualitatively distinct behaviors (e.g., a molecule which binds in two distinct 
conformations) that may occur within the same dataset? How can we obtain reproducible 
conductance measurements for a given molecule when the mix of breaking behaviors may be 
different for different samples? And how can we distinguish rare behaviors or subtle conductance 
differences when each dataset has such a broad and complicated overall distribution?  
 

 
Figure 3.1. Examples of attempts to visualized overlaid breaking traces. (a) A single breaking trace 
is easy to visualize on a 2D plot. (b) When five breaking traces are overlaid, all of the data can still 
be comprehended, but when 100 breaking traces are overlaid (c) this is no longer possible. This 
represents an inherent limitation of human ability to fully grasp large numbers of data points in 
multi-thousand-dimensional spaces.  
 

It can also be insightful to approach the challenges of break junction data analysis from a more 
fundamental perspective. In this context, each breaking trace is simply a set of a few thousand 
individual (distance, conductance) data points. A single breaking trace, or even a handful of 
breaking traces, can thus easily be visualized and interpreted using a two-dimensional plot (Figure 
3.1a,b). However, because of the wide variation in these traces, is becomes impossible to directly 
interpret a set of even just a few hundred traces, let alone the thousands of traces found in a typical 
dataset (Figure 3.1c). The inherent reason for this is simple: such a dataset consists of many multi-
thousand-dimensional points, and humans are not equipped to visualize or comprehend large 
numbers of points in high-dimensional spaces. Therefore, any analysis tool for breaking trace 
datasets that aims to produce plots or summary data suitable for human consideration must “throw 
out” information in some way (e.g., dimensionality reduction, data point averaging, etc.). I find 
this data-centric perspective helpful because it shows that the various physically-motivated 
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challenges mentioned in the previous paragraph really boil down to a single central challenge: how 
to design analysis tools that primarily throw out information we do not need or care about while 
maintaining the meaningful information for a particular task or objective. Of course, what is 
considered “meaningful” depends crucially on the scientific hypotheses being investigated, so no 
single tool can possibly be appropriate for all contexts; instead, a variety of tools which throw out 
and keep different types of information are needed to offer a variety of perspectives on the same 
dataset. As in the fable of the blind men and the elephant,242 only when we combine the findings 
from multiple points of view can we begin to grasp the true shape of a complex object. In this 
chapter, I thus aim to present my different contributions to the analysis of stochastic break junction 
data as a suite of complementary tools.  
 
Section 3.1.2: Overview of the SMAUG Toolbox 
 

In accordance with my goal of creating multiple complementary analysis tools for break 
junction data, I have grouped my work into a single MATLAB package called the Single Molecule 
Analysis Unified Graphical (SMAUG) Toolbox. This package contains my implementations of 
general analysis tools commonly used in the field, as well as novel analysis approaches that I 
developed. The code for the SMAUG Toolbox is publicly available on GitHub, including full 
documentation and tutorials, with the goal of creating an integrated and flexible set of analysis 
tools that can be modified and added to by other researchers in the field. To meet this goal, my 
development of the SMAUG Toolbox has followed several guiding principles: 

1. Shared and Flexible Data Format: Within SMAUG, I store all of the breaking trace 
data for a given dataset, along with associated information such as the dataset name, 
attenuation ratio, etc., in a custom MATLAB structure array format that I have named 
a “TraceStruct”. Once a dataset is converted into this TraceStruct format, it can be 
passed as an input into any of my first-tier analysis tools, making SMAUG a truly 
“unified” toolbox. TraceStructs can be easily combined, split, and recombined without 
losing any information.  

2. Backwards and Forwards Compatibility: SMAUG is designed to be a living 
package, with continued additions and improvements, and so it is designed to maximize 
compatibility between datasets and tools when there are changes to either one. On the 
backwards compatibility side, each tool begins by first “loading in” a TraceStruct, 
during which any fields that are not present get filled in with default values. Therefore, 
if tools are modified to require additional information from each dataset, they can still 
be run on older datasets collected before that information was included. On the other 
hand, because MATLAB structure arrays are indexed by name, it is also very easy to 
add extra fields to the TraceStruct format to store new types of information in the future, 
without causing any problems for older tools that are not expecting these new fields.  

3. Data-Centric Design: A primary organizational principle of SMAUG is that a set of 
data along with its associated information are stored as a single unit, and then SMAUG 
tools are designed around these units. This has already been illustrated in the first two 
points by the example of a TraceStruct, which stores a set of breaking traces and is the 
main input for most SMAUG tools. In addition, the segment clustering tool described 
in Section 3.3 produces a “ClusteringOutput” structure array containing the results of 
clustering along with the clustering parameters that were used. These ClusteringOutput 
arrays are then the primary input for the SMAUG functions used to analyze and 
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visualize clustered data. Similarly, the grid-based correlation tools described in Section 
3.4 all use a “GridCorrelationObject” as their primary input, which stores gridded 
information created from a TraceStruct along with information calculated about the 
different nodes produced by gridding. This organizational strategy helps ensure that 
data is easy to keep track of during each stage of processing and analysis, and also 
facilitates the development of new analysis tools.   

4. Balance Between Customizability and Ease-of-Use: All software faces a trade-off 
between how much the user can customize the software operation and how quick and 
easy the software is to use. In SMAUG, I try to balance these concerns by allowing a 
long list of input parameters to be specified for most tools—allowing the user a high 
degree of control over exactly how the tool operates—but also allowing these 
parameters to be left unspecified, in which case they are set to default values so that 
users can quickly run each tool with its default settings.  

5. Modularity: As is good coding practice in nearly all settings, SMAUG is built in a 
modular fashion whenever possible. This means that distinct sub-tasks are written in 
their own functions, which can be re-used by multiple other tasks and also tested 
independently.  

 
For more programmatic details of the SMAUG Toolbox, the reader is directed to the public 

GitHub page (github.com/LabMonti/SMAUG-Toolbox). In the remainder of this chapter, I will 
focus on what information the different tools contained in SMAUG provide and when they are 
useful. In Section 3.2 I will briefly survey many of the general histogram tools already used in the 
field. In Section 3.3 I will then introduce a novel segment clustering approach I developed to offer 
a new perspective on dataset structure compared to other clustering strategies. Finally, in Section 
3.4 I will introduce a suite of grid-based correlation tools I created to specifically address the 
challenge of rare event detection, a largely unexplored analysis goal to date.   
 
Section 3.2: General Analysis Tools 
 

In this section, I will describe some of the general analysis tools used in the field that are 
implemented in the SMAUG Toolbox. My purpose is three-fold: 1) I want to describe the 
advantages of these tools, since they are often a good starting point for analyzing new data, and 
are used throughout this dissertation; 2) I also want to describe the limitations of these tools to 
help motivate the development of my new analysis approaches in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4; and 
3) I want to demonstrate that SMAUG is a comprehensive analysis package that implements a 
variety of tools in the same place. After all, the goal of the new analysis methods in Section 3.3 
and Section 3.4 is to supplement, rather than supplant, the simpler tools presented in this section.  
 
Section 3.2.1: 2D Distance-Conductance Histogram 
 

One of the most common and straightforward ways to transform a mass of overlaid traces like 
Figure 3.1c into something a human can fully visualize and interpret is to construct a two-
dimensional distance-conductance histogram (2D histogram for short).87,122 After overlaying all of 
the breaking traces in a given dataset, this tool simply involves constructing a 2D matrix of bins, 
counting the total number of datapoints from all the traces that fall within each bin, and then 
representing these bins counts using a color axis. Different choices for the widths of these bins can 

http://github.com/LabMonti/SMAUG-Toolbox
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affect the appearance of the plot, and determining “optimal” bin widths is a challenging unsolved 
problem.243 However, our datasets tend not to be overly sensitive to binning, and we generally use 
100 bins per nm of interelectrode distance and 40 bins per decade of log10(𝐺𝐺/𝐺𝐺0).  
 

 
Figure 3.2. Illustrations of the usefulness of 2D distance-conductance histograms for summarizing 
breaking traces. Overlaying the 4093 traces in a tunneling dataset (a) produces an unintelligible 
mass, but creating a 2D histogram (b) shows that on average the traces produce an exponential 
decay feature below ~10-3 G0 (appearing linear on this logarithmic scale). Overlaying the 2594 
traces in a molecular dataset (c) produces a similarly unhelpful plot, but the 2D histogram (d) 
reveals the presence of a plateau-like feature at ~10-3 G0.  
 

2D histograms are a useful and powerful tool for getting an overall summary of a breaking 
trace dataset. For example, the 2D histograms in Figure 3.2b,d clearly show that the datasets 
contain exponential tunneling decay and molecular plateau features, respectively, even though 
those features are not apparent in the overlaid raw traces (Figure 3.2a,c). However, the information 
that is “thrown out” when making a 2D histogram is the specific trace trajectories. In other words, 
a 2D histogram can show that many traces passed through two different points, but it does not 
show how many of the traces passing through the first point also passed through the second. Much 
of my analysis work has been motivated by our belief that meaningful information is contained in 
this “trace history” information, and this concept is discussed further in both Section 3.3 and 
Section 3.4. 
 
Section 3.2.2: 1D Conductance Histogram 
 

The one analysis tool used even more commonly than the 2D distance-conductance histogram 
is the one-dimensional (1D) conductance histogram.22 A 1D conductance histogram is simply the 
marginal distribution from a 2D histogram, obtained by integrating out the distance dimension to 
“collapse” all of the data onto the conductance axis. 1D histograms thus throw out even more 
information than 2D histograms (i.e., distance information), but this further simplification can 
often make the remaining information easier to interpret. In particular, plateau-like features in 
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breaking traces produce peaks in the 1D conductance histogram (since a plateau contains many 
points at similar conductance values), and 1D histograms are extremely useful for finding such 
“molecular peaks”. For example, Figure 3.3a,b shows one example of the 2D histograms before 
and after molecular deposition. These 2D histograms are difficult to distinguish, and a molecular 
feature is not obvious in Figure 3.3b, but the respective 1D histograms (Figure 3.3c) clearly show 
a broad molecular peak that was not present before molecular deposition.  Note also that both 1D 
histograms show a sharp peak at 1 G0 due to most traces containing 1 G0 plateaus; this peak is 
present in essentially all of our datasets, and helps confirm that our MCBJ experiment is 
consistently producing atomically sharp electrodes.  
 

 
Figure 3.3. Illustration of the usefulness of 1D conductance histograms for identifying features and 
comparing datasets. In this example, the 2D histograms for datasets collected before (a) and after 
(b) the deposition of molecules are difficult to distinguish, but the overlaid 1D histograms (c) 
clearly show a broad molecular peak appear at ~10-4 G0 after deposition.  
 

Another advantage of 1D histograms that is illustrated by Figure 3.3c is that they can be readily 
overlaid to compare two or more datasets. The difference between two 2D histograms can be taken 
in order to make a similar comparison, but this cannot be easily extended to three or more datasets. 
Additionally, because there can be some ambiguity in the inter-electrode distance dimension, 
especially between datasets (Section 2.4.2.4 and Section 2.5.2), removing this information can 
make for cleaner comparisons. Finally, another benefit of 1D conductance histograms is that 
molecular peaks can be fit (often with Gaussian or Lorentzian functions) to obtain a single 
representative conductance measurement for each dataset. Such peak values are often referred to 
as the “most probable” conductance for a given molecule, and they are commonly used to make 
quantitative comparisons across molecular series.78,115,129,138,139,141,244–248 However, the broad and 
often complex shapes of these 1D conductance distributions introduce ambiguity into how fits 
should be performed, an issue I address further in Section 3.3.  
 
Section 3.2.3: Time Histogram 
 

The idea of a temporal (or time) histogram was first introduced by Magyarkuti et al.249 To 
create such a histogram, 1D conductance histograms are first constructed for each trace (or for 
small blocks of sequential traces),* then a color axis is used to represent the bin counts of each 
histogram, and finally the histograms for the entire dataset are stacked in sequential order. A time 

                                                 
*Our standard is to use five traces per block.   
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histogram thus provides a convenient way to visualize the evolution of the conductance 
distribution over time as the MCBJ experiment continues to collect breaking traces.  

 
Figure 3.4. Selected examples of time histogram excerpts with molecular depositions indicated by 
dashed black lines. (a) A time histogram before and after the first deposition. A molecular feature 
appears starting at this deposition and stays at a consistent conductance over thousands of breaking 
traces, building confidence that this is a reliable measurement of single-molecule conductance. (b) 
Time histogram showing the first three molecular depositions, illustrating how such a plot is 
helpful for determining when molecules should be redeposited. In this case, we kept redepositing 
molecular solution until a clear molecular feature appeared after the third deposition. (c) A time 
histogram before and after the second molecular deposition. While a molecular feature is already 
intermittently visible in the traces from the first deposition, the strength of this feature (i.e., the 
fraction of breaking traces including molecular plateaus) increases immediately following the 
second deposition.  
 

While time histograms are rarely presented in published work, they are an invaluable tool for 
monitoring data as it is being collected. In particular, we use time histograms to confirm that the 
appearance of a molecular feature coincides with molecular deposition and that the molecular 
feature appears at a consistent conductance over time (Figure 3.4a). Time histograms also help 
determine whether or not a molecular deposition was successful in producing a strong molecular 
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feature, allowing us to quickly re-deposit if not (Figure 3.4b). Even when a molecular feature is 
present before and after re-deposition, time histograms can quickly show whether the molecular 
yield was impacted by the deposition (Figure 3.4c).  

To gain limited insight into the junction environment, we can also overlay the motor position 
at the start of each breaking trace* onto a time histogram. As shown in the example in Figure 3.5, 
re-depositions often produce sudden shifts in this position (sometimes accompanied by sudden 
changes in molecular yield, but not always, as in this example). Such shifts are indicative of some 
type of electrode re-arrangement, and thus provide further motivation for our strategy of splitting 
different depositions into separate datasets (Section 2.5.2).  

 

 
Figure 3.5. Example excerpt from a time histogram with the motor position at the start of each 
breaking trace overlaid. Consecutive portions of the first two molecular deposition sections are 
shown, with the black dashed line indicating when the second deposition occurred. The motor 
position indicates how far the MCBJ sample was bent to reach the 5 to 7 G0 trigger window for 
collecting a breaking trace. The fact that there is a discrete shift in the motor position exactly at 
the redeposition demonstrates that such depositions can cause rearrangement of the gold 
electrodes.  
 
Section 3.2.4: Conductance Correlation Histogram  
 

One way to extract a limited amount of the trace history information lost in 2D histograms is 
to construct a conductance correlation histogram. This analysis tool was introduced by Halbritter 
et al.250 and has been used a handful of times since.219,251–257 Similar to a time histogram, the first 
step is to create a 1D conductance histogram for each individual breaking trace. For each unique 
pair of conductance bins, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is then calculated using the set of 
bin counts across all traces, and these correlation coefficients are plotted to construct the histogram. 
Because plateau-like features lead to increased bin counts at the plateau conductance value, such 
a plot can show whether breaking traces having plateaus at a given conductance are more or less 
likely, on average, to also have plateaus at other conductances. For example, Figure 3.6a shows 
the 1D and 2D histograms for a dataset collected with a molecule that has a bimodal conductance 
distribution, with a major plateau feature at ~10-3 G0 and a broader and weaker feature at ~10-4 G0. 

                                                 
*In other words, how much the sample needed to be bent in order to reach the 5 to 7 G0 trigger window for breaking 
traces.  
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The conductance correlation histogram for this dataset (Figure 3.6b) shows a modest anti-
correlation between 10-3 G0 and 10-4 G0, indicating that breaking traces are more likely to primarily 
contribute to one or the other feature rather than both.  

 

 
Figure 3.6. Example use of a conductance correlation histogram. (a) 2D and 1D histograms for the 
dataset in question, which has a primary molecular plateau feature at ~10-3 G0 and a weaker 
secondary feature at ~10-4 G0. (b) Conductance correlation histogram for this dataset, showing a 
modest anticorrelation between the two features.  
 

While conductance correlation histograms can thus provide useful insight into trace behaviors 
that goes beyond the 2D conductance histogram, this information is still quite limited in terms of 
specific trace shapes and different types of correlations. In addition, even a dataset specifically 
constructed to have two completely independent features may display an anti-correlation in a 
conductance correlation histogram simply because traces cannot be in two places at once.* In 
Section 3.4 I thus describe the development of a more sophisticated framework for investigating 
correlations in breaking trace behavior.  
 
Section 3.2.5: Distance Histograms 
 

In Section 3.2.2 I demonstrated that it is often useful to project a 2D distance-conductance 
histogram onto the conductance axis, creating a 1D conductance histogram. By analogy, this 
suggests that it could also be useful to project 2D distance-conductance histograms onto the inter-
electrode distance axis instead, creating a “1D distance histogram”. However, because our 
breaking traces are composed of conductance measurements collected evenly in time—which is 
approximately† proportional to distance—this would produce a flat distribution with little 
information content. I therefore developed a new strategy which uses linear interpolation to 
resample each trace at evenly spaced points along the conductance axis‡ before projecting onto the 
distance axis. Sharp drops or jumps in conductance will have a large number of points at similar 
distances, producing peaks when the conductance dimension is integrated out. This type of 1D 
distance histogram can thus reveal distances at which conductance changes preferentially occur. 
For example, Figure 3.7a,b show 2D histograms before and after a molecular deposition, and 
Figure 3.7c shows the overlaid distance histograms for these two datasets. Both distance 
                                                 
*This is likely contributing to the anti-correlation seen in Figure 3.6b. 
†The slight curvature seen in Figure 2.16 is the reason the proportionality is not exact.  
‡Note that this is not completely analogous to the original traces being evenly sampled along the distance axis, because 
each trace monotonically increases in distance but may revisit the same conductance multiple times.  
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histograms have a sharp peak at 0 nm corresponding to snap-back and a broader peak ~0.15 nm 
corresponding to the high-conductance post-rupture feature seen in both 2D histograms.* 
However, while the pre-deposition dataset has a peak at ~0.8 nm due to the tunneling feature, the 
post-deposition dataset has a much broader multimodal peak produced by the overlap between 
tunneling and molecular break-off.  
 

 
Figure 3.7. Example application of distance histograms. (a) 2D histogram for a tunneling dataset. 
(b) 2D histogram for a molecular dataset collected after depositing the inset molecule. (c) Overlaid 
distance histograms for the datasets in (a) and (b), with peaks corresponding to distances at which 
many steep changes in conductance occurred.  
 

The distance histogram tool thus provides an integrated summary of an entire dataset. For the 
specific goal of estimating the typical length of a molecular feature, a more-targeted approach 
called a “displacement histogram” is often used. This tool makes a cut at a particular conductance, 
records the distance at which each breaking trace last crosses below the cut, and then displays a 
histogram of this distribution. For example, Figure 3.8 shows the overlaid displacement histograms 
for the datasets from Figure 3.7a,b, with 5 × 10-6 G0 chosen as the conductance cut to capture 
breakoff from the molecular feature at ~10-4 G0. While the pre-deposition distribution only has a 
single peak corresponding to tunneling breakoff, the post-deposition distribution also has a second 
hump due to molecular breakoff. Common practice in the field is to fit this second distribution 
with two Gaussians and use the higher peak as a measure of the “most common” molecular 

                                                 
*The physical origin of this feature is not completely understood, but it appears in all of our datasets. It may be due to 
“messy” breaking behavior and/or the presence of small adsorbates.  
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junction length. It is also common to use the ratio of the areas of the two peaks as an estimate of 
the molecular yield (i.e., what percentage of traces contain molecules).60,101,218,258 In this 
dissertation, I have generally refrained from measuring molecular yield in this simple way because 
it does not account for the full variety of molecular behavior, which is not always limited to long 
molecular plateaus.  
 

 
Figure 3.8. Overlaid displacement histograms for the datasets in Figure 3.7a,b. The conductance 
cut was set to 5 × 10-6 G0 to help detect molecular break-off, which can be seen in the secondary 
peak in the red histogram.  
 
Section 3.3: Segment Clustering 
 

In Section 3.2 I described my implementations of analysis tools already in use in the field. In 
this section and the next, I now turn to novel analysis approaches I have developed to try to fill in 
gaps and provide new perspectives in single-molecule transport data analysis. In this section in 
particular, I introduce a clustering approach I created called segment clustering and provide case 
studies to demonstrate its utility. As discussed below, the unique contribution that segment 
clustering brings to the field compared to existing clustering methods is that it treats portions of 
traces as the fundamental clustering unit, which can provide new and useful insights into dataset 
structure.  

The work in this section is reproduced in part from my paper “Unsupervised Segmentation-
Based Machine Learning as an Advanced Analysis Tool for Single Molecule Break Junction 
Data,” published in the Journal of Physical Chemistry C in July 2020, Copyright 2020 American 
Chemical Society.221 Supplementary information that I consider important to fully explaining the 
details of how segment clustering works or how it was applied to experimental data are include in 
Section 3.3.7. For supplementary details that fall under the topic of “due diligence”—e.g., 
demonstrations that results are robust to parameter choices—the reader is directed to the SI of the 
published paper.221 

 
Section 3.3.1: Introduction 
 

As described above, the interpretation and analysis of the large, stochastic datasets produced 
by most quantum transport experiments remains an ongoing challenge to discovering much-needed 
structure-property relationships. As one illustration of this challenge, Figure 3.9a shows selected 
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breaking traces collected before (blue) and after (red) the deposition of the molecule OPV3-2BT-H 
(Figure 3.10). These traces demonstrate that molecular plateaus measured for the same molecule 
can vary by over an order of magnitude in conductance (e.g., first two red traces in Figure 3.9a); 
traces collected in the presence of molecules may not display any molecular plateau at all (e.g. 
third red trace in Figure 3.9a); and that molecular plateaus may break off and re-form within the 
same trace (e.g. last two red traces in Figure 3.9a).  

 

 
Figure 3.9. Break junction data collected with the molecule OPV3-2BT-H. (a) Selected breaking 
traces from before (blue) and after (red) the deposition of molecules, offset by 1.5 nm for clarity. 
(b,c) 2D histogram of 7122 and 6280 consecutive breaking traces collected before and after the 
deposition of molecules, respectively, to illustrate the average behavior of traces like those in (a). 
(d) 1D histograms for the datasets in (b) (blue) and (c) (red), showing the clear appearance of a 
strong molecular peak after deposition.  
 

The 2D and 1D histogram tools described in Section 3.2 can be used to summarize the 
thousands of traces collected before and after molecular deposition (Figure 3.9b-d), but these 
histograms obscure likely meaningful differences within and among different molecular constructs 
that could be harnessed to advance a host of intriguing molecular electronics research directions. 
At present, 1D histograms are often used to determine a single “peak” or “most probable” 
conductance for a given molecule,78,115,129,138,139,141,244–248 and 2D histograms have been used to 
separate molecular features that may correspond to distinct physical phenomena, such as different 
binding modes.86,89,118,259–261 However, the broad features found in these histograms make it 
difficult to confidently separate features without introducing bias, and the complex “background” 
signature, composed of tunneling decay and broken molecular plateaus, makes it hard to robustly 
fit molecular peaks. These inter-related challenges have motivated several research groups to 
develop automated clustering and data-sorting methods for analyzing breaking traces212–219,262 and 
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related data.92,225,263,264  Broadly speaking, the goal of these approaches is to partition a large 
dataset of highly-varied traces into separate groupings in order to improve the robustness of peak 
conductance measurements and/or to identify distinct junction behaviors. Using an automated 
algorithm to identify clusters of data helps eliminate bias towards seeing only the types of 
groupings that are expected a priori. The clustering approaches developed so far are based on 
techniques ranging from principal component analysis216,219 to neural networks,217–219,225,262 and 
have found success in separating known features in experimental or simulated data,216–218,225,263 
and in detecting intriguing sub-features for further quantitative or qualitative 
analysis214,216,219,262,263,265 (Section 1.4.4).  

 

 
Figure 3.10. Structures of molecules considered in this section and their associated abbreviations. 
OPV2-2BT and the OPV3-2BT-X series were synthesized and characterized by our collaborators 
in the McGrath group at the University of Arizona.    
 

Nearly every published clustering approach applied to breaking traces previously treats each 
entire trace as one single object.92,212,214–219,262–264 This choice implicitly assumes that the overall 
trajectories that traces follow are non-random, and hence such algorithms are best suited for traces 
that exhibit few unpredictable fluctuations. However, our own experimental data and many 
published examples suggest that this is often only true over distances much shorter than most 
molecular lengths. Over longer distances, there are often sudden and unpredictable conductance 
shifts between mostly linear sections,238,261,266–269 and in some instances such traces constitute the 
majority of all molecular “plateaus”. Whole-trace focused methods can thus easily miss a 
meaningful sub-feature, even one conserved across many traces, if the other parts of those traces 
differ significantly due to random and uncorrelated behavior. I therefore designed a new approach, 
“segment clustering”, based on the idea of defining pieces of traces as the objects to be clustered, 
and in particular linearly approximated segments. This definition better matches the empirical 
structure of trace trajectories in most systems studied so far,25,101,119,151,171,270–274 ranging from in 
situ chemical reactions to photo-switching. Segment clustering is thus able to identify the truly 
conserved features in highly-stochastic datasets and has the potential to reveal insights not 
available to other clustering approaches. Additionally, segment clustering does not require 
training, like some neural network-based approaches,217,219,225,262 nor does it rely on criteria that 
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are likely dataset-specific, like many filtering-based approaches,92,212,264 and so is expected to be 
easily generalizable to new datasets.  

It is important to emphasize that segment clustering is neither expected nor designed to identify 
every meaningful feature in every single molecule dataset. Instead, it focuses on one broad 
category of features—approximately linear trace sections—which are evidently quite common in 
distance-conductance traces, thus providing a new perspective into dataset structure. At the same 
time, just because segment clustering identifies a given cluster does not, by itself, constitute proof 
that such a cluster corresponds to a distinct physical behavior. Rather, segment clustering is 
designed as a hypothesis generation tool: by identifying data groupings that may not be obvious 
to the naked eye and which do not rely on preconceived and potentially flawed notions of 
meaningful data structure, it can help spawn ideas of what types of behaviors may be present in 
single-molecule junctions. These ideas can then be tested via additional experiments or targeted 
data analysis, laying the basis for further insight into the fundamental physics of single-molecule 
transport.  

In the remainder of this section, I first explain in further detail the motivation for segment 
clustering (Section 3.3.2). I then describe the design of this new algorithm and how its results 
should be interpreted (Section 3.3.3). I next present case studies using our own MCBJ data to 
illustrate two applications of segment clustering. In the first case study, I show that segment 
clustering can reliably separate the “primary” molecular feature from a shifting background signal, 
enabling us to confidently distinguish small changes in conductance across a family of similar 
molecules (Section 3.3.4). In the second case study, I use a known data mixture to demonstrate 
that segment clustering can separate molecular features even when they come from overlapping 
conductance distributions (Section 3.3.5). My main results and conclusions are summarized in 
Section 3.3.6, and important supplementary details from the published version of this paper are 
included in Section 3.3.7.  

 
Section 3.3.2: Motivation for Segment Clustering 
 

A key consideration when deciding how to cluster multidimensional data is what type of object 
to cluster. In the case of breaking traces, two natural choices are to treat each trace as a single 
object (“trace clustering”, which most approaches92,212,214–219,262–264 have used so far) or to treat 
different visited points in distance-conductance space as individual objects (“point clustering”, 
which we used in a previously reported clustering approach213). Neither choice is inherently 
superior to the other. Instead, each has potential advantages that are best understood by considering 
the question of how much “history” distance-conductance traces have—i.e., how much a trace’s 
behavior at one distance is correlated with its behavior at previous or future distances. If traces 
randomly transition between different stable distance/conductance configurations (i.e., traces have 
“no history”), then point clustering can better identify these stable configurations whereas trace 
clustering may get confused by the random trajectories. On the other hand, if trace trajectories are 
highly non-random (i.e., traces have “significant history”), then trace clustering can identify 
groupings of similar trajectories that point clustering will likely miss.  
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Figure 3.11. Distance correlation histogram for the OPV3-2BT-H dataset from Figure 3.9c. The 
color indicates the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the conductances of all traces at each 
pair of distances. While trace conductances are highly correlated over short distances, this 
correlation quickly fades with distance, demonstrating that trace “history” is important only 
locally, not globally.  
 

In our experience, however, real experimental traces fall somewhere between these extremes: 
they display “partial” or “local” history. To illustrate this, I calculated the correlation coefficient 
between the conductances of all traces at one specific distance with their conductances at a second 
distance. This is repeated for each pair of distances, and the results are summarized in a “distance 
correlation histogram”, shown in Figure 3.11 for one OPV3-2BT-H dataset. This plot shows that 
while conductances are strongly correlated at close distances, there is essentially no correlation 
over longer distances. Similar behavior was found in all of the single molecule datasets I examined, 
suggesting that trace history is only relevant over short pieces of an entire trace.  This is consistent 
with investigations of the dynamics of single-molecule junctions held at a fixed distance,103–

106,275,276 which have found that junction conductance is relatively stable over short periods of time, 
but jumps unpredictably between different levels over longer time windows. Therefore, both trace 
clustering and point clustering fail to fully and appropriately capture the empirical balance between 
predictable and random behaviors, limiting the insight they can provide. This motivates the 
development of a novel clustering approach in which pieces of traces are the type of object 
clustered.  

While certain theoretical models predict significantly curved trace features, experimental 
traces collected from an extremely wide variety of molecular systems25,101,119,151,171,270–274 appear 
(on a logarithmic conductance scale) to be composed mainly of sudden changes between fairly 
linear sections. Segment clustering is therefore based on using piecewise-linear approximations to 
determine where to separate each trace into different sections. This design choice helps ignore 
noisy high frequency components and instead focuses attention on the principal features of each 
trace. Additionally, linear segments are a computationally efficient way to represent a trace, since 
a handful of linear segments can well-approximate thousands of individual data points (e.g., Figure 
3.12a).  
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Section 3.3.3: Design of Segment Clustering Algorithm 
 

My implementation of Segment Clustering consists of four major steps, summarized in Figure 
3.12: segmentation, parameterization, calculating the overall clustering structure, and extracting 
specific clusters. These steps are explained in detail in the following sections. Where appropriate, 
I employed established algorithms for these individual steps in order to increase confidence in the 
robustness of the overall approach, which combines these algorithms in a new way.   
 

 
Figure 3.12. A summary of the segment clustering process. (a) Each breaking trace in a dataset is 
first approximated with a series of linear segments using BUS with the Greedy Iterative L-Method, 
and then each segment is parameterized to produce a 5-tuple (see inset). (b) Next, the set of 5-
tuples for all segments from all traces in the dataset are clustered using the SOPTICS algorithm, 
producing a hierarchical clustering structure that can be visualized using a reachability plot in 
which valleys correspond to clusters. Finally, a specific clustering solution can be extracted by 
making a cut through the reachability plot and assigning the points in each valley dipping below 
that level to a separate cluster, while assigning any points with reachability distances greater than 
the cut to a catch-all “noise cluster”. Extracting at the solid blue line in (b) produces the clustering 
solution in (c), with each valley dipping below the line filled in with color to match its 
corresponding cluster of segments, and the noise cluster segments shown in black.  
 

Section 3.3.3.1: Segmentation. The goal of segmentation is to break each trace into 
consecutive sections such that each section can be well-represented by a linear segment and 
corresponds to a meaningful piece of the trace structure. Because this goal is common in data-
mining applications, several algorithms have been developed to try to optimally represent time-
series data with a set of piece-wise linear segments.277 After first applying consistent starting and 
ending criteria to each trace (Section 3.3.7.1.1), we employ the “Bottom-Up Segmentation” (BUS) 
algorithm because it is conceptually simple and has been found to produce excellent and robust 
results for data from a variety of contexts.277,278 Briefly, BUS starts by perfectly representing a 
time series of n points with n/2 two-point segments. Next, BUS iteratively merges the pair of 
neighboring segments that will least increase the error of the overall segment approximation, 
repeating until some stopping criteria is met. At each step, every segment is constructed as the 
linear regression line for the data points it is currently representing, and the error for each segment 
is taken as the sum of the squared residuals from that regression line.277   
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For our stopping criteria, we use the “Greedy Iterative L-Method”, which was found to work 
well on a wide variety of test datasets.278  Briefly, this method first performs the merging process 
to completion, so that a plot of the number of segments remaining vs. the error gained at each 
merge step may be constructed. An iterative fitting process is then used to locate the optimal 
number of segments by identifying the point at which more segments produce diminishing returns 
in terms of error reduction. Applying this combination of BUS and the Greedy Iterative L-Method 
to distance-log(conductance) traces produces convincing segmentation solutions (e.g., Figure 
3.12a). In addition to the examples presented by the developers of the Greedy Iterative L-
Method,278 testing on our own single molecule data demonstrates that this method is quite robust 
(see SI of Bamberger et al.221).  

Section 3.3.3.2: Parameterization. Because clustering algorithms need to compute distances 
between the objects to be clustered, it is necessary to first extract “features” that can be used to 
represent each object as a point in a metric space. To avoid well-known challenges to clustering in 
high-dimensional spaces (the “curse of dimensionality”)—such as increasingly sparse data and a 
non-intuitive breakdown in the concept of nearest neighbors279—it is preferable to choose a 
minimal set of features while still capturing most of the important information about each trace 
piece. Our segmentation approach already produces linear segments which capture most trace 
variation—e.g., 82% for the dataset in Figure 3.9c—and so parameterizing these linear segments 
produces features that are both efficient and easy to interpret. We therefore convert each segment 
into a 5-tuple consisting of four parameters which uniquely describe each linear fit, and a fifth 
parameter to describe the fit quality.  

The specific parameters chosen to represent each segment are illustrated in Figure 3.12a. The 
first two parameters—the center of a segment on the inter-electrode distance axis, X0, and on the 
log(conductance) axis, Y0—succinctly represent where each segment is located. Another key 
segment attribute is its length, L. However, in absolute terms, long segments will tend to differ by 
more than short ones, making it difficult to form clusters of long segments. We therefore use the 
logarithm of the length of a segment on the inter-electrode distance axis, Log(L), as our third 
parameter, so that the difference between two segments on this dimension depends on their ratio. 
To represent how tilted a segment is, the angle that it makes with the horizontal, θ, is used as the 
fourth parameter. This angle is less sensitive to outliers than a segment’s raw slope due to the 
nature of the arctan function. Finally, to represent the linearity of each trace piece, we include the 
coefficient of determination, R2, of each segment vis-à-vis the portion of raw data it represents as 
the fifth parameter. This helps capture additional information about mild segment curvature and/or 
the magnitude of high-frequency noise, and is important for differentiating the few segments which 
are not well-approximated as linear. These five parameters are each measured in different units, 
so before clustering each must be standardized so that differences computed along different 
dimensions are comparable. To minimize the influence of outliers, we use the range of the middle 
80% for each parameter to carry out this standardization (Section 3.3.3.2).  

Section 3.3.3.3: Calculating the Overall Clustering Structure. Many clustering algorithms 
can be applied to a set of 5-tuples, and each has its own advantages and disadvantages.280 For 
segment clustering, I chose the Ordering Points to Infer Cluster Structure (OPTICS) algorithm 
based on the following advantages relevant to our specific context: 1) it can detect clusters of 
arbitrary shape and is not biased towards spherical clusters like other common algorithms;280,281 
we acknowledge that this necessarily brings along a danger that dissimilar groups of data may end 
up in the same cluster if there is a continuous spread of data between them; 2) it has a limited 
number of parameters; 3) it does not require the number of clusters to be specified as an input 
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parameter, unlike many popular algorithms such as K-means, BIRCH, etc.;281 and 4) instead of a 
single partitioning, OPTICS produces a clustering hierarchy in which sub-clusters are contained 
within clusters, providing relevant insight into the data structure (see below). To overcome its poor 
computational scalability on large datasets, we employ a variation called Speedy-OPTICS 
(SOPTICS) in which random projections are used to dramatically reduce the clustering time while 
producing results nearly identical to the original algorithm.282   

OPTICS/SOPTICS clustering works by starting at a random data point, then iteratively 
proceeding to the next unvisited point that is closest to any point visited so far.213,283  This journey 
is represented by a “reachability plot” (Figure 3.12b) in which the distance to the next point (the 
“reachability distance”) is plotted against the order in which the points were visited (the “cluster 
order”). Valleys in the reachability plot intuitively correspond to clusters of data points, because 
the points in a valley are relatively close to each other but relatively far from points outside of the 
valley.283 A reachability plot thus visually represents the overall hierarchical structure of a dataset, 
as valleys may contain sub-valleys which in turn contain sub-sub-valleys, and so on. I refer to the 
reachability plot and its associated information as the “clustering output” for a given dataset.  

In my implementation, SOPTICS relies on four parameters: cL, cP, minSize, and minPts. The 
first three parameters are related to how SOPTICS approximates the original OPTICS algorithm 
and, when in a reasonable range, they each have an extremely minimal effect on the clustering 
results. We thus assign fixed values to each of these parameters (Section 3.3.7.1.3). The fourth 
parameter, minPts, is the one holdover from OPTICS (SOPTICS does not require the generating 
distance parameter ε); it is related to how the data density in 5-dimensional standardized parameter 
space is estimated at each point, and affects how “jagged” the reachability plot is.283 While minPts 
is the most important parameter for OPTICS/SOPTICS, its abstract definition makes it difficult to 
assign rationally without a deep understanding of the data under consideration. In 
acknowledgement of this uncertainty, I re-cluster each dataset using 12 different values of minPts 
(35, 45, 55, 65, 75, 85, 95, 105, 115, 125, 135, and 145). I then use the variation between these 12 
clustering outputs as a measure of the uncertainty in the exact boundaries of an extracted cluster 
(Section 3.3.7.4). In practice, this variation is quite limited, implying that Segment Clustering is 
not overly sensitive to the value of minPts. Finally, because OPTICS/SOPTICS is a density-based 
clustering algorithm and longer segments represent more raw data points than shorter segments, I 
find that clustering results are improved if, in the density calculations, each segment is weighted 
according to its length (Section 3.3.7.1.4).   

Section 3.3.3.4: Extracting Specific Clusters. In order to extract specific clusters from a 
given clustering output, a cut is made across the reachability plot (e.g., Figure 3.12b) and the points 
in each valley dipping below the cut are assigned to a separate cluster, while all points with 
reachability distances larger than the cut are assigned to a catch-all “noise cluster” (e.g., Figure 
3.12c). I refer to the specific set of clusters generated by a given cut as a “clustering solution”. 
Thus, while the hierarchical nature of OPTICS/SOPTICS is a distinct advantage, it also presents 
an interpretational challenge, because a single clustering output can have many different clustering 
solutions based on different extraction levels.  

Meaningful extraction levels can be chosen using the concept of ξ-steepness283 or by 
employing an internal cluster validation index,284,285 but these strategies introduce ambiguity in 
the form of what value of ξ to use or which index to employ, and many validation indices are 
computationally expensive to compute. I therefore devised a new strategy motivated by the 
observation that the clustering solutions at most extraction levels are extremely similar to one 
another. For example, Figure 3.12c shows the clustering solution obtained by extracting at the 
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solid line in Figure 3.12b. If this extraction level is increased to the dashed line, the only change 
is that each valley grows slightly, with a few segments moving into those clusters from the noise 
cluster. The clustering solution will only qualitatively change if the extraction level is raised, for 
example, to the dotted line, where the red and blue valleys/clusters will merge into one. In the 
context of segment clustering, we are interested in categorizing as many data points as possible, 
so I extract each individual valley at the highest extraction level before it merges with a 
neighboring valley to produce what we call “maximum valley clusters”. By setting a minimum 
valley size, an entire clustering output can be efficiently summarized with just a handful of 
maximum valley clusters (Fig. 4). This allows the hierarchical structure of a clustering output to 
still be examined without needing to consider an unmanageable number of different solutions. This 
novel extraction strategy works especially well in the present context because valleys tend to be 
quite sharp (e.g., Figure 3.13a), and its robustness is validated by the fact that it successfully 
identifies equivalent clusters in the multiple clustering outputs for each dataset (see SI of 
Bamberger et al.221). However, I note that this extraction approach is not fundamental to segment 
clustering, and so other methods can be substituted if full-valley clusters were to exhibit 
shortcomings on new types of datasets. The minimum valley size should be set according to the 
specific context and what types of clusters a user is interested in; I have found that a minimum size 
of 1% of the total number of data points (after length-weighting) often works well.  

 

 
Figure 3.13. Example of cluster extraction. (a) The same reachability plot as in Figure 3.12b, but 
color-coded to indicate the maximum size of each valley containing at least 1% of all clustered 
points. Valleys are filled in hierarchically: the pink valley, e.g., contains the dark green and 
lavender valleys, the green valley contains the pink and yellow valleys, etc. (b-i) The “full-valley 
clusters” corresponding to each color-coded valley from (a), with segments assigned to the cluster 
plotted in color on top of the overall dataset distribution in gray.  
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Section 3.3.4: Case Study I: Distinguishing Conductances of Similar Molecules 
 

In structure-property investigations of single molecule conductance, it is common to determine 
a single “most probable” conductance for each molecule by fitting the molecular peak in the 1D 
histogram.78,115,138,139,141,245,247 The peak value is then identified as the molecular conductance, and 
often compared across different molecules or with first principles calculations. However, because 
the molecular signal is necessarily convolved with a “background” signal due to traces in which 
no molecule was bound or in which the molecule detaches and re-attaches multiples times (e.g., 
Figure 3.9a), molecular peaks in 1D histograms tend to have complex, asymmetric shapes (e.g., 
Figure 3.9d). Fitting these peaks thus requires arbitrary and ill-motivated restrictions and/or 
background subtraction. Moreover, it has been shown that the molecular peak can vary 
significantly between repeated measurements under identical conditions,214 likely due in part to 
uncontrolled variation of this “background” signal. Using data collected from a series of OPV3-
2BT-X molecules (Figure 3.10), in the following sub-sections I show how segment clustering can 
help address these twin challenges by separating the primary molecular feature from the 
background signal, enabling subtle conductance differences to be identified with confidence.  

Section 3.3.4.1: Extraction of “Main Plateau Cluster” from Background. To perform this 
background separation, I examined each full-valley cluster for the OPV3-2BT-H dataset shown in 
Figure 3.13b-i. Of these, the red cluster (Figure 3.13h) is the unambiguous choice for the primary 
molecular signature because 1) it most closely corresponds to the dense molecular region in Figure 
3.9c that is not present in Figure 3.9b, and 2) it is composed of relatively long and flat molecular 
plateaus that approximately match the expected length of the molecule after adding 0.5 nm to 
account for the “snapback” distance118,228 (see SI of Bamberger et al.221). I therefore refer to the 
cluster in Figure 3.13h as the “main plateau cluster”. In contrast to the raw data, the conductance 
peak for the main plateau cluster has a simple shape that can be confidently fit with no restrictions 
by a single Gaussian (Figure 3.14). This is a direct consequence of segment clustering’s novel 
focus on pieces of traces as the clustering unit, since trace clustering approaches will necessarily 
produce clusters with complex conductance histogram shapes. However, the main plateau cluster 
in  Figure 3.13h does not represent all of the molecular signature in the dataset. In fact, the points 
in these segments only account for a small fraction of the molecular peak seen in the raw 1D 
histogram (Figure 3.14). This may be caused by a majority of molecular traces at room temperature 
jumping back and forth between tunneling decay and molecular plateaus (e.g., Figure 3.9a), 
whereas the segments in the main plateau cluster only originate from the “cleanest” molecular 
plateaus (i.e., those that are long, unbroken, and relatively constant). We hypothesize that these 
“cleanest” plateaus will yield the most reliable measure of molecular conductance and the 
underlying quantum transport, which is otherwise obscured by the large and stochastically visited 
space of possible junction configurations.  
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Figure 3.14. Comparison of conductance data between entire dataset and primary plateau cluster.  
The raw 1D histogram (yellow) is for the OPV3-2BT-H dataset from Figure 3.9c, and includes a 
restricted Gaussian fit to the molecular peak (dotted purple, see Section 3.3.7.3 for details). The 
data from the identified main plateau cluster (Figure 3.13h) is shown in blue, along with an 
unrestricted Gaussian fit (red), both scaled up by a factor of seven for clarity. Whereas the complex 
shape of the raw data peak necessitates arbitrary fitting restrictions to obtain reasonable results, 
the simple shape of the main plateau cluster peak can be fit without restrictions, leading to a more 
confident and robust peak value.  
 

To test this hypothesis, we collected nine total OPV3-2BT-H datasets across three different 
samples run under identical conditions (Section 3.3.7.2). Within all but one of these datasets (see 
SI of Bamberger et al.221), a main plateau cluster analogous to the one shown in Figure 3.13h could 
be unambiguously identified (Figure 3.15a-h), providing strong evidence that this type of cluster 
is a meaningful and reproducible structural element of these datasets. Each of these main plateau 
clusters can again be effectively fit with an unrestricted single Gaussian (Section 3.3.7.3). 
Comparing the spread of these 8 peaks with the restricted peaks fit to the raw 1D histograms 
(Figure 3.15i) reveals a significantly tightened distribution (Table 3.1), consistent with our 
hypothesis that segment clustering is aiding the extraction of an inherent molecular feature from a 
widely varying background.  
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Figure 3.15. Application of segment clustering to different OPV3-2BT-H datasets. (a-h) Main 
plateau clusters selected for 8 different OPV3-2BT-H datasets, demonstrating that this feature is a 
consistent structural element of these datasets. (i) Comparison of peak conductance values from 
unrestricted Gaussian fits to the main plateau clusters from (a-h) with the peak conductance values 
from restricted Gaussian fits to the raw 1D histograms (Section 3.3.7.3), demonstrating that 
segment clustering increases the precision of peak conductance measurements.     
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Table 3.1. Comparison of different measures of spread for the raw data peaks vs. the main plateau 
cluster peaks for 8 different OPV3-2BT-H datasets (see Figure 3.15i), demonstrating that segment 
clustering increases the reproducibility of peak conductance measurements. All units are decades. 

 Raw Data 
Peaks 

Main Plateau 
Cluster Peaks 

Range 0.159 0.099 

Standard 
Deviation 0.063 0.032 

Inter-Quartile 
Range 0.121 0.037 

 
Section 3.3.4.2: Quantitative Comparison of Conductances of Similar Molecules. Figure 

3.14 and Figure 3.15 demonstrate the power of segment clustering: the need for complex and 
arbitrary fitting criteria is eliminated and dataset-to-dataset reproducibility is improved, allowing 
us to identify peak molecular conductances with increased precision and confidence. To illustrate 
the advantages of this increased precision, we used our MCBJ set-up to collect multiple sets of 
breaking traces for a total of seven OPV3-2BT-X molecules (Figure 3.10; see Section 3.3.7.2 for 
details on datasets). For all but two datasets (see SI of Bamberger et al.221), I identified a clear and 
unambiguous choice for the full-valley cluster corresponding to the main plateau feature. The peak 
conductance results for all of these OPV3-2BT-X main plateau clusters are summarized in Figure 
3.16, in which the error bars represent the uncertainty introduced by varying the minPts parameter 
(Section 3.3.7.4).  

 

 
Figure 3.16. Comparison of peak conductance values from main plateau clusters for 41 different 
OPV3-2BT-X datasets. Error bars represent the uncertainty due to clustering with different values 
of the minPts parameter (Section 3.3.7.4). Due to the high reproducibility enabled by segment 
clustering, subtle conductance differences between molecules can be identified with confidence.  
 

Figure 3.16 shows that, as with OPV3-2BT-H, the peak conductances for each molecule in the 
series are highly reproducible, further supporting the claim that segment clustering is extracting 
an inherently molecular feature. Moreover, because of this high reproducibility, we are able to 
confidently differentiate the conductances of these molecules despite their high structural 
similarity. This makes it possible to search for structure-property relationships to physically 
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explain such conductance differences, a question I consider for these particular OPV3-2BT-X data 
in Section 3.4.7.1.1. Extensive testing confirms that the peak conductances in Figure 3.16 are not 
meaningfully affected qualitatively or quantitatively by modest changes to the clustering 
parameters (see SI of Bamberger et al.221). Not only does this increase confidence in these specific 
results, but it also provides strong evidence that segment clustering is a highly-robust and 
generalizable tool for unsupervised analysis of potentially subtle variations in molecular 
conductances.  
 
Section 3.3.5: Case Study II: Separating Overlapping Features 
 

In addition to the extraction of a single “primary” molecular feature in different data sets, 
segment clustering can also be used to distinguish multiple features in a single dataset. When 2D 
histograms of breaking traces display multiple “clouds” of increased density, it is often taken as 
an impetus to investigate the possibility of different binding modes, molecular configurations, 
etc.86,89,118,259–261 While such clouds can offer tantalizing hints of multiple transport motifs, a major 
challenge is that it is often quite ambiguous whether density clouds are truly separate or not. This 
introduces a significant opportunity for bias, and may also limit the scope of hypotheses considered 
for further investigation. Because segment clustering is unsupervised and largely model-free, it is 
a useful tool for objective separation of molecular features.  

To demonstrate this, we constructed a synthetic dataset consisting of equal numbers of 
experimental traces from samples run with two structurally rather different molecules. The first 
half of traces are taken from a dataset collected with the molecule C6-2SMe (Figure 3.10), which 
displays a short molecular feature at ~10-4 G0 (Figure 3.17a,c). Segment clustering of this dataset 
unambiguously identified a full-valley cluster corresponding to this molecular feature (Figure 
3.17b,c; see SI of Bamberger et al.221 for details). The remaining traces for our synthetic mixture 
are taken from an OPV2-2BT (Figure 3.10) dataset. The histograms of the breaking traces for this 
molecule reveal a strong high-conductance feature at ~10-3 G0 as well as a subtler low-conductance 
feature at ~10-4 G0 (Figure 3.17d,f), likely due to molecular stacking or direct π-Au binding.244,274  
While segment clustering identifies a main plateau cluster corresponding to the high-conductance 
feature (Figure 3.17e), none of the full-valley clusters matches well with the low-conductance 
feature (see SI of Bamberger et al.221). This shows that segment clustering will not always extract 
every meaningful feature from a dataset. 
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Figure 3.17. Datasets and clustering results for case study of overlapping molecular features. (a) 
2D histogram for 1315 consecutive breaking traces collected in the presence of C6-2SMe. (b) The 
full-valley cluster identified as the main plateau cluster for the data from (a). (c) 1D histogram for 
the raw data from (a) (yellow), overlaid with the 1D histogram for the data from the main plateau 
cluster in (b) (blue) with an unrestricted Gaussian fit (dotted red). (d-f) Analogous plots to (a-c) 
for a dataset containing 5807 consecutive breaking traces collected in the presence of OPV2-2BT. 
(g) 2D histogram for a synthetic dataset constructed by combining equal numbers of traces from 
the datasets in (a) and (d). (h) The two full-valley clusters identified as molecular plateau features 
for the data from (g). (i) 1D histogram for the data from (g) (dark blue), overlaid with the 1D 
histograms for the two clusters from (h) (pink and yellow) and their respective single Gaussian fits 
(dotted lines). For comparison, 1D histograms for 5 different raw OPV2-2BT datasets are included 
(various shades of green), demonstrating that the intensity and location of the peaks in the synthetic 
mixture lie well within the range of the different pure OPV2-2BT datasets.  
 

However, because the low-conductance feature of OPV2-2BT partially overlaps the primary 
C6-2SMe feature, this synthetic mixture provides an excellent challenge case for segment 
clustering. This can be seen in the 2D histogram for the mixture (Figure 3.17g), which is 
qualitatively quite similar to the pure OPV2-2BT histogram (Figure 3.17d) and displays exactly 
the type of ambiguous dual density cloud often reported in literature,86,89,118,259,260  and sometimes 
imbued with speculative microscopic meaning. Moreover, Figure 3.17i shows that the intensity 
and location of the lower peak in the 1D histogram of this synthetic mixture falls within the 
variability observed between different pure OPV2-2BT datasets, further illustrating the challenge 
posed by separating these two molecular distributions.  
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As shown in Figure 3.17h, segment clustering of this mixture dataset identifies two full-valley 
clusters that appear to correspond to the main OPV2-2BT and C6-2SMe features (though because 
both molecular features are “diluted” by mixing, the minimum valley size was lowered below 1% 
to locate these valleys; see SI of Bamberger et al.221 for details). Because this mixture was 
constructed synthetically, this hypothesis can be quantitatively tested. I find that the separation of 
molecular features is indeed quite accurate, even though the two clusters partially overlap: 97% of 
the data in the OPV2-2BT cluster belong to traces taken from the OPV2-2BT dataset, and 84% of 
the data in the C6-2SMe cluster come from C6-2SMe traces. It is not surprising that the C6-2SMe 
cluster has a higher misidentification rate, because this cluster’s shorter segments are much more 
likely to be found in an arbitrary dataset simply by chance. This is evidenced by the fact that a 
cluster of C6-2SMe-like segments did not exist in the pure OPV2-2BT dataset, indicating that the 
misassigned segments added to the C6-2SMe cluster from the mixture dataset did not form a region 
of high density by themselves. To further test the robustness of this feature separation, I 
constructed seven additional 1:1 OPV2-2BT:C6-2SMe synthetic mixture datasets using different 
combinations of traces from different pure-molecule datasets (Section 3.3.7.2). Segment clustering 
successfully extracted both molecular features for all but one of these mixtures (see SI of 
Bamberger et al.221), and each of these separations displayed high quantitative accuracy.   

By reliably separating features in an experimental dataset, segment clustering contributes to an 
important goal of single molecule transport research, towards which some progress has already 
been made.  For example, several existing clustering algorithms have a demonstrated ability to 
extract multiple sub-features from experimental datasets of one molecular species.213,214,216,219,263 
However, while these studies offer intriguing hints about different binding modes and molecular 
conformations, such sub-features are unfortunately difficult to corroborate without extremely 
trustworthy atomistic simulations. More-testable examples of feature separation have been 
demonstrated by Hamill et al., whose sorting algorithm successfully separated the features for two 
molecules in a mixture displaying an “obvious bimodal feature”,216 and recently by Huang et al., 
whose deep-learning clustering algorithm separated two features from an overlapping molecular 
mixture.218 However, because neither mixture was synthetic, these separations could not be 
quantitatively confirmed for the accuracy of cluster assignments. Finally, Vladyka and Albrecht 
very recently applied a neural network-based classification algorithm to a synthetic mixture of 
three different molecules, and while some pairwise separation was qualitatively observed, the 
combination of all three molecular features could not be separated.262 The OPV2-2BT/C6-2SMe 
case study described here is thus a significant advance in that it constitutes a quantitatively 
validated example of experimental feature separation, and it does so in the challenging case of 
overlapping features. This provides a powerful demonstration of the usefulness of segment 
clustering as a hypothesis generation tool.  
 
Section 3.3.6: Segment Clustering Conclusions and Summary 
 

In this section I have introduced segment clustering, a novel approach to aid hypothesis 
generation for datasets of single-molecule breaking traces. Segment clustering is categorically 
different than all previous clustering approaches since it treats, for the first time, pieces of breaking 
traces as the fundamental clustering unit, allowing behaviors occurring in just part of a trace to be 
more readily identified. This sub-trace focus gives segment clustering the potential to yield new 
and powerful insights into single-molecule datasets because grouping the data by segments is a 
better match for the empirical “local history” and piece-wise linear structure of break junction data 
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than grouping by entire traces. This suggests that the segmentation approach described here may 
be a valuable avenue for future investigations even outside the context of clustering, for example 
by comparing the distribution of segment lengths between different datasets or exploring the 
likelihood of certain types of segments to appear in the same traces as others.  

To demonstrate the power and versatility of the full segment clustering approach, in the 
preceding sub-sections I have applied it to two common challenges faced in the analysis of 
breaking traces. First, to address the related issues of complex peak shapes and varying background 
signals in conductance histograms, I used segment clustering to extract the “primary” molecular 
feature in a series of similar molecules. I showed that this increases measurement reproducibility 
and the robustness of peak-fitting, allowing subtle conductance changes to be distinguished with 
confidence. Second, to address the problem of separating ambiguous or overlapping molecular 
features, I used segment clustering to search for clusters corresponding to particular features in 1D 
and 2D histograms. By constructing a synthetic mixture of traces from two different molecules 
with overlapping conductance distributions, I demonstrated that segment clustering performs this 
feature separation with high quantitative accuracy even in challenging circumstances. I expect that 
these two advances in particular, as well as the new perspective offered by segment clustering in 
general, will aid in the establishment of structure-property relationships in single molecule 
quantum transport and thus help unlock new paths toward harnessing molecular electronics by 
design.   
 
Section 3.3.7: Supplementary Information for Segment Clustering 
 

Section 3.3.7.1: Additional Design Criteria for Segment Clustering.  
: Trace Starting and Ending Criteria. In the BUS segmentation process, the 

first segment of each trace is forced to start at the first data point. It is thus important to use 
consistent starting criteria for every trace in a dataset to avoid any influence from confounding 
variables. For segment clustering, I thus begin each trace the last time it passes below 2.5 G0, to 
avoid issues with limited discrimination and accuracy of our bridge amp at higher conductance 
values.230  Modifications to these starting criteria do not meaningfully affect our results (see SI of 
Bamberger et al.221). 

The ending criteria for each trace are similarly important. I first exclude any conductances 
below the noise floor of our amplifier230 (typically 10-6 G0, but slightly higher in a few datasets; 
see Section 3.3.7.2). Additionally, in cases where a trace drops below the noise floor but then later 
returns to a higher conductance, for this tool I end the trace the first time it drops below this level. 
This is necessary to avoid large empty gaps in traces, since BUS is not designed to work in such 
cases.  

: Parameter Standardization. Standardizing the distribution of a variable 
typically involves dividing by the sample standard deviation. However, because the standard 
deviation is sensitive to outliers, this can skew the standardization process. In contrast, the range 
of the middle 80% of values in a dataset is quite insensitive to outliers, so I use this measure of 
spread to standardize the first three segment parameters (X0, Y0, and Log(L)). Because the θ and 
R2 parameters have limited possible ranges—(-90° to 90°) and (0 to 1), respectively—I standardize 
them by dividing by 80% of those full possible ranges. This has the advantage of making the 
standardization process less dependent on a particular dataset.  
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Finally, θ is only calculated after the inter-electrode distance and log(conductance) dimensions 
have already been standardized. This is necessary to ensure that θ is fully independent of the units 
on the x- and y-axes.  

: Assignment of SOPTICS Parameter Values. The cL and cP SOPTICS 
parameters control how many random projections are performed, with larger values leading to a 
more stable and accurate approximation of the original OPTICS algorithm. The creators of 
SOPTICS found that cL = cP = 20 produced excellent results;282 out of an abundance of caution, I 
use a higher value of cL = cP = 30 (see SI of Bamberger et al.221 for details).  

The minSize parameter helps control how the random projections are sampled to find nearby 
points.282  Because SOPTICS is extremely insensitive to the value of minSize over a large range 
(see SI of Bamberger et al.221), I fix its value at 120.  

: Length-Weighting of Segments. Because OPTICS/SOPTICS is a density-
based clustering algorithm, the density of segment parameters in 5-dimensional space ultimately 
determines how segments are clustered, with the densest regions forming the “cores” of key 
clusters. However, because segments are drawn from traces of roughly the same length, there will 
almost always be many more short segments than long ones. Perversely, this leads to a lower 
density of long segments, even though they represent many more data points from the original 
traces, making it difficult to form clusters of long segments. To remedy this issue, in the density 
calculations I apply a weighting factor to each segment that is proportional to its length. This 
ensures that the density of segments in parameter space corresponds to the density of raw data 
points rather than the number of segments themselves. In practice, this weighting is accomplished 
by duplicating each segment in proportion to its length before clustering. This step introduces 
another parameter, len_per_dup, that controls how many times a segment of a given length is 
duplicated. This parameter also serves as the minimum segment length, as we exclude segments 
that are not long enough for even a single duplicate. I set len_per_dup to 0.05 nm (e.g., segments 
between 0.20 and 0.24 nm long will have 4 total copies) to ensure that all segments down to the 
length of a single bond will be included. I also note that the effects of changing len_per_dup are 
correlated with the effects of changing minPts, the parameter that defines how density is estimated 
(see SI of Bamberger et al.221). Therefore, because we use 12 different values of minPts, we are 
already capturing much of the possible variation from using different values of len_per_dup. 
Segment duplication is performed after the parameterization step.  

Section 3.3.7.2: Dataset Collection and Construction. For the OPV3-2BT-X case study in 
Section 3.3.4, I considered 41 different molecular datasets, each corresponding to an entire 
deposition/trial block of traces (Table 3.2). No apparent correlation between the number of 
depositions or trials and junction conductance was observed. In nearly all of these datasets, the 
noise floor was set to 10-6 G0, the nominal bottom end of the range for the bridge amp.230  However, 
due to differences in calibration, a few samples displayed higher noise levels, requiring a higher 
noise floor setting to prevent physically meaningless data from affecting clustering results (Table 
3.2).  
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Table 3.2. List of all OPV3-2BT-X datasets considered in Section 3.3.4. Each dataset corresponds to a 
full deposition/trial block of traces. All molecular solutions were 1 µM. The top-to-bottom order of datasets 
in this table corresponds with the left-to-right order of points in Figure 3.16. 

Dataset ID# Sample # Trial # Deposition # # of Traces Molecule Name Noise Floor (G0) 
2 113-2 1 1 5424 OPV3-BT-H 1.0E-06 
3 113-2 1 2 9446 OPV3-BT-H 1.0E-06 

12 104-5 1 1 3545 OPV3-BT-H 1.0E-06 
13 104-5 1 2 4550 OPV3-BT-H 1.0E-06 
14 104-5 2 2 2997 OPV3-BT-H 1.0E-06 
15 104-5 3 2 6280 OPV3-BT-H 1.0E-06 
16 104-5 4 2 5062 OPV3-BT-H 1.0E-06 
59 104-4 3 3 6294 OPV3-BT-H 1.0E-06 
25 097-1 2 1 4065 OPV3-BT-MeO 1.0E-06 
26 097-1 2 2 3137 OPV3-BT-MeO 1.0E-06 
28 111-2 2 1 4051 OPV3-BT-MeO 1.0E-06 
29 111-2 2 2 6214 OPV3-BT-MeO 1.0E-06 
31 098-2 1 1 5182 OPV3-BT-F 1.0E-06 
95 099-1 1 1 7695 OPV3-BT-F 1.0E-06 
96 099-1 1 2 2147 OPV3-BT-F 1.0E-06 
34 099-5 1 1 7922 OPV3-BT-F 1.0E-06 
35 099-5 1 2 18568 OPV3-BT-F 1.0E-06 
37 099-5 2 3 3941 OPV3-BT-F 1.0E-06 
98 098-3 1 2 8661 OPV3-BT-F 1.0E-06 
99 098-3 1 4 8753 OPV3-BT-F 1.0E-06 
101 098-3 2 5 4120 OPV3-BT-F 1.0E-06 
86 098-4 2 1 2940 OPV3-BT-Cl 1.0E-06 
88 098-4 3 2 7670 OPV3-BT-Cl 1.0E-06 
103 102-5 1 1 6394 OPV3-BT-Cl 1.0E-06 
104 102-5 1 2 7841 OPV3-BT-Cl 1.0E-06 
50 097-2 1 1 8603 OPV3-BT-Br 1.0E-06 
51 097-2 1 2 10529 OPV3-BT-Br 1.0E-06 
83 106-1 1 1 9572 OPV3-BT-Br 1.0E-06 
84 106-1 1 2 15707 OPV3-BT-Br 1.0E-06 
19 113-3 1 1 7310 OPV3-BT-NO2 1.0E-06 
20 113-3 1 2 8083 OPV3-BT-NO2 1.0E-06 
22 113-4 1 1 7799 OPV3-BT-NO2 1.0E-06 
107 101-4 2 2 6679 OPV3-BT-CN 5.5E-06 
108 101-4 2 3 7449 OPV3-BT-CN 5.5E-06 
109 101-4 2 4 2309 OPV3-BT-CN 5.5E-06 
116 101-3 2 3 5477 OPV3-BT-CN 1.0E-05 
118 114-2 1 3 4280 OPV3-BT-CN 3.0E-06 
121 103-2 1 1 10259 OPV3-BT-CN 1.0E-06 
123 103-2 2 2 3175 OPV3-BT-CN 1.0E-06 
125 103-2 3 3 2783 OPV3-BT-CN 1.0E-06 

126* 103-2 3 3 6548 OPV3-BT-CN 1.0E-06 
*Pure dichloromethane was deposited between datasets #125 and #126; hence they are treated as distinct datasets even though they 
have the same trial number and number of molecular depositions.  
 

For the overlapping features case study in Section 3.3.5, I considered five OPV2-2BT datasets 
and two C6-2SMe datasets (Table 3.3). In two of these cases, the dataset consisted of a subset of 
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consecutive traces from a deposition/trial block in order to exclude clear noise features (Table 3.3). 
I then constructed eight different 1:1 synthetic mixtures of these OPV2-2BT and C6-2SMe datasets 
by combining different sets of traces from different datasets. Because the OPV2-2BT datasets 
contained more traces, for each mixture I used all of the traces from one of the C6-2SMe datasets 
and then added an equivalent number of consecutive traces from a subset of one of the OPV2-2BT 
datasets (see Table 3.4 for details).  

 
Table 3.3. List of all OPV2-2BT and C6-2SMe datasets considered for the overlapping features 
case study in Section 3.3.5. “Subset” refers to datasets corresponding to a consecutive subset of 
traces from an entire deposition/trial block, taken to exclude clear noise features. All noise floors 
are 10-6 G0. 
Dataset 

ID# 
Sample 

# 
Trial 

# 
Deposition 

# Subset # of 
Traces 

Molecule 
Name 

Solution 
Concentration (μM) Solvent Used 

128 111-4 1 1 No 3234 OPV2-2BT 1 DCM 
129 111-4 1 2 No 2680 OPV2-2BT 1 DCM 
132 108-5 1 2 Yes 2400 OPV2-2BT 1 DCM 
133 108-5 3 5 No 6562 OPV2-2BT 1 DCM 
134 108-5 4 1* No 5807 OPV2-2BT 10 DCM 
136 108-4 1 2 Yes 1315 C6-2SMe 10 Hexanes 
137 108-4 2 2 No 1065 C6-2SMe 10 Hexanes 

*1st deposition of a 10 μM solution, but 6th depositon overall (first 5 depositions were each with a 1 μM solution). 
 

Since each sample has a slightly different attenuation ratio, the density of data points on the 
inter-electrode distance scale is also different for each sample. This is an issue for constructing 
synthetic mixture datasets because it would cause the denser dataset to have extra weight in what 
is supposed to be a 1:1 mixture. I therefore used linear interpolation to resample all OPV2-2BT 
and C6-2SMe traces at a rate of one data point per 4×10-4 nm of inter-electrode distance. This 
resampling was performed before clustering the pure datasets and before the construction and 
clustering of the synthetic mixture datasets.  
 
Table 3.4. List of the eight different 1:1 OPV2-2BT:C6-2SMe synthetic mixture datasets created 
for this work, along with details of their construction. Dataset ID #s refer to Table 3.3. Mixture #1 
is the dataset used for Figure 3.17g-i. 

Mixture # Total # of 
Traces 

Dataset ID for 
OPV2-2BT Traces 

Dataset ID for 2,9-
dithiadecane 

Traces Used from 
OPV2-2BT Dataset 

1 2630 134 136 1-1315 
2 2130 134 137 1-1065 
3 2630 133 136 1-1315 
4 2630 128 136 1-1315 
5 2630 132 136 1-1315 
6 2130 132 137 1-1065 
7 2630 129 136 1-1315 
8 2630 134 136 1500-2814 
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Section 3.3.7.3: Peak Fitting Details. In order to have a point of comparison to the main 
plateau cluster peak fits, I also pursued the standard approach of fitting the molecular peak in each 
raw 1D histogram with a single Gaussian. However, due to the complex and asymmetric peak 
shape, fitting within the conductance range surrounding the molecular peak typically leads to 
unreasonable results (e.g., dotted green line in Figure 3.18), and moreover can strongly depend on 
exactly how this conductance range is defined. Therefore, to fit the raw 1D histogram molecular 
peaks for the OPV3-2BT-H datasets, I used an iterative approach to set the conductance bounds 
for fitting. Each histogram is first fit with a single Gaussian peak while only considering the 
conductance range 10-5.5 G0 to 10-2.5 G0 (e.g., the dotted green line in Figure 3.18). Ten more 
restricted fits are then performed, with the conductance bounds modified each time based on the 
results of the previous fit. At each iteration, the conductance bounds are centered around the peak 
value from the previous fit, and the width of this fitting region is 2 decades for the first two 
iterations, 1.5 decades for the next four, and 1 decade for the last four. This process was empirically 
found to produce reasonable fits for the eight OPV3-2BT-H datasets we applied it to (e.g., dashed 
red line in Figure 3.18), and the peak value always fully converged by the tenth iteration.   

 

 
Figure 3.18. Example of fitting molecular peak in a raw 1D histogram. The raw data (blue) is from 
the OPV3-2BT-H dataset from Figure 3.15b. A single Gaussian fit to only the range 10-5.5 G0 to 
10-2.5 G0 is shown in dotted green, and the result of an iterative process described in the text for 
determining the fitting range is shown in dashed red.  
 

For fitting the distributions of conductance values from specific clusters, in every case I used 
a single, unrestricted Gaussian fit. In the majority of cases, these distributions matched a Gaussian 
peak shape extremely well (e.g., Figure 3.14). Even in the cases where the distributions displayed 
minor asymmetry or increased kurtosis, a single unrestricted Gaussian fit still provided quite 
reasonable approximations of the peaks and peak centers (see SI of Bamberger et al.221). For all 
histogram fitting in Section 3.3, the histogram bin width was determined based on the Freedman–
Diaconis rule.  

Section 3.3.7.4: Selecting Clusters from Multiple Cluster Outputs for the Same Dataset.  
As discussed above, for my standard implementation of segment clustering each dataset is re-
clustered twelve times using different values of the parameter minPts in order to account for 
uncertainty in the “optimal” setting for this parameter. For the figures in Section 3.3, I calculated 
and show each clustering output for minPts = 85 (roughly the center of the 12 minPts values).  
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After selecting a particular full-valley cluster of interest in the minPts = 85 output of a given 
dataset (e.g., the main plateau cluster for each OPV3-2BT-X dataset), I used an automated 
algorithm to identify the analogous full-valley cluster in each of the other eleven clustering outputs 
for that same dataset. This algorithm first calculates the median value of each normalized segment 
parameter for the manually chosen cluster as well as for every full-valley cluster in the other eleven 
outputs. It then selects the single full-valley cluster from each of those outputs with the smallest 
Euclidean distance between its “median centroid” and that of the manually chosen cluster. The 
clusters identified with this automated algorithm matched the unambiguous assignments that 
would have been made by eye.  

When the distributions for chosen clusters were fit to determine peak conductance values, the 
clusters from the twelve different outputs for each dataset were fit independently to obtain twelve 
different peak values. To represent the peak conductance of a single dataset I use the median from 
among these twelve peak values, along with error bars representing the range of the middle eight 
of the twelve values (i.e., the middle 66.7%).  
 
Section 3.4: Grid-Based Correlation Analysis 
 

The previous section demonstrated that segment clustering is a powerful and useful tool for 
analyzing single-molecule transport data. However, as I have repeatedly emphasized in this 
dissertation, no single tool will or can be appropriate for all contexts. In this section I therefore 
introduce a suite of grid-based correlation tools that I independently developed to address the 
specific problem of rare event detection, and apply it to the particular challenge of rare plateau 
identification as a demonstration. As explained below, identifying rare events is an application that 
clustering methods in the field (including segment clustering) are not optimized for and therefore 
tend to struggle with. In addition, the framework that these new grid-based correlation tools are 
based on is quite distinct from all analysis tools introduced in the field to date. This new approach 
thus helps address my stated belief that diverse perspectives and strategies are needed when 
analyzing single-molecule transport results in order to gain a more-complete picture of these 
complex datasets.  

The work in this section is reproduced in part from my paper “Grid-Based Correlation Analysis 
to Identify Rare Quantum Transport Behaviors” published in the Journal of Physical Chemistry C 
in August 2021, Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.286 Supplementary information that 
I consider important to fully explaining how these new tools work and how they were applied to 
our experimental data are included in Section 3.4.6. For supplementary details that fall under the 
topic of “due diligence”—e.g., demonstrations that results are robust to parameter choices, extra 
comparisons and examples, etc.—the reader is directed to the SI of the published paper itself.286  

 
Section 3.4.1: Introduction 
 

The starting point for my grid-based correlation analysis approach is again a focus on the 
limitations of the most common analysis tools for single-molecule transport data, namely 1D and 
2D histograms. These 1D and 2D histograms are a powerful tool to reveal the average and/or most 
common behaviors in a dataset, such as an exponentially decaying conductance in the absence of 
molecules (“tunneling behavior”), or a relatively constant conductance over the length of a bound 
molecule (“molecular plateaus”). However, creating histograms inherently excludes all “trace 
history” information—i.e., the specific paths through distance/log(conductance) space followed 
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by different traces. This makes it difficult to distinguish qualitatively different behaviors that may 
be present in the same dataset, since histograms will effectively average these behaviors together. 
A particular challenge is presented by behaviors that occur in only a minority of traces, which can 
become effectively invisible due to histogram averaging. However, previous work has 
demonstrated that such rare events  may nonetheless correspond to physically important behaviors, 
such as switching between different spin states287 or different sequences of binding behaviors.59 
Critically, the molecular signature itself—i.e., molecular plateaus—can in some circumstances 
become an easily lost rare event. Due to the stochastic nature of molecular binding, such plateaus 
are typically only observed in a fraction of all breaking traces, with the remaining traces displaying 
tunneling behavior. The magnitude of this so-called “molecular yield” varies depending on binding 
group strength,86,118,128 molecular concentration,119 and other unknown or uncontrolled 
variables.211,214 Figure 3.19 uses simulated traces to illustrate that, for short molecules whose 
molecular plateaus mostly overlap with the tunneling background, low molecular yield can make 
the molecular signature functionally impossible to identify in both the 1D and 2D histograms. 
Partially for this reason, most break junction experiments focus on systems with molecular yields 
>10%,87,90,128,211,288,289 and often approaching 100%,86,90,118 because this produces histograms with 
clear molecular features. However, high molecular yields increase the risk of measuring multi-
molecule rather than the desired single-molecule features.211 Moreover, requiring high molecular 
yields restricts the binding modalities under consideration, which may end up excluding optimal 
molecular structures for specific applications. For example, a large fraction of all molecules 
studied in break junctions employ thiol linker groups,16 in part because the strong sulfur-gold bond 
typically produces high molecular yields. However, the gold-sulfur bond also has a tendency for 
strong Fermi-level pinning,46,290–293 which can negatively impact tunability of the quantum 
transport properties. A major benefit of rare event detection in break junction data, therefore, is 
that identifying infrequent molecular plateaus in the case of low molecular yields could allow a 
broader variety of molecular structures and metal-organic interfaces to be studied.  
 

 
Figure 3.19. Demonstration, using simulated data, of how a short and rare molecular plateau 
feature can be effectively invisible when looking at histograms of raw data. (a) 2D histogram of 
2000 simulated tunneling traces. (b) 25 overlaid simulated molecular traces. (c) 2D histogram for 
dataset containing 1975 of the simulated tunneling traces from (a) combined with the 25 molecular 
traces from (b). Despite looking identical to the 2D histogram in (a), the presence of the 25 
molecular traces will produce a positive correlation between different locations along the 
molecular plateau region (e.g., pink arrows); my new approach thus quantifies such spatial 
correlations to identify rare-yet-meaningful trace behaviors. (d) Overlaid 1D conductance 
histograms for the datasets from (a-c), again showing that the plateau feature in the mixed dataset 
is invisible in the raw data.  
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One strategy for separating qualitatively different behaviors that may overlap in 1D and 2D 
histograms is to employ clustering. Indeed, over the past five years several clustering approaches 
have been designed specifically for breaking traces213–224 and related data,225,263 and these 
approaches have had varied success in extracting known and potential features, including “hidden” 
features, from real and simulated datasets (see, e.g., Section 3.3). However, during their design 
and demonstration these clustering algorithms have been primarily used to investigate features 
occurring fairly frequently in their respective datasets. Therefore, while such approaches can detect 
rare behaviors in certain cases, they will in general struggle with this task that falls on the edge of 
what they were designed for. A few types of filtering or plateau-detection algorithms are able to 
extract weak molecular features from background behavior,82,92,146,211,212 but these tend to be 
specifically tuned to a single system and/or rely on arbitrary cutoffs. There is therefore need for a 
new type of robust approach which is specifically targeted to the challenge of rare event detection, 
unlike current clustering approaches, and which unlike filtering requires only minimal a priori 
knowledge of the type of feature to be identified.  

In this section, I introduce such a new approach by focusing exactly on the very information 
that is lost when making 1D and 2D histograms: trace history, and in particular, any correlation 
between the future trajectory of a trace and its past behavior. While previous analysis tools for 
break junction data have considered correlations between the number of points at each conductance 
(see Section 3.2.4),250 or between conductance cuts at different distances (see Section 3.3.2),221 
these approaches reduce the natural space of breaking traces from two dimensions to one. In 
contrast, in our approach we calculate correlations between different locations in the full two-
dimensional distance/log(conductance) space, which allows us to identify rare paths followed by 
a subset of traces. For example, due to the 25 molecular traces contained in the dataset shown in 
Figure 3.19c, there will be a positive correlation between the two areas indicated with pink 
arrows—that is, more traces pass through both areas than would be expected if traces had no 
history and simply progressed like random walks through the 2D histogram. This positive 
correlation will then map out the shape of the rare event, e.g., the molecular plateau. In this work, 
we therefore define a new framework for rigorously defining two-dimensional spatial correlations, 
and also present tools based on this framework that can identify rare events like the one contained 
in Figure 3.19c. This approach is designed to be applicable for identifying many types of rare 
events in break junction data, but here I focus on the particular challenge of recognizing rare 
molecular plateaus both as a concrete example and because of its importance.  

In the remainder of this section, I first use simulated data (described in Section 3.4.2) to 
introduce my new approach, which starts by using coarse-gridding to define pairwise correlations 
between discrete locations in distance/log(conductance) space (Section 3.4.3). Markov-Chain 
Monte-Carlo simulations are then used to extract particular types of rare features and identify 
interesting regions for further analysis (Section 3.4.4). I use simulated data for this purpose in order 
to demonstrate how this approach works on datasets containing known rare plateau features. 
Finally, in the last section, I apply this new framework to experimental datasets, thereby validating 
that it can successfully and reproducibly identify rare plateau features in practice (Section 3.4.5). 
This application also reveals that molecular signatures may be more common than previously 
thought, enabling research on systems with low molecular yield and with potential implications 
for our understanding of the nanoscopic environment of the junction. These results are summarized 
and put into perspective in Section 3.4.6, and supplementary details are provided in Section 3.4.7. 
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Section 3.4.2: Creating Simulated Traces 
 

Due to the atomic-scale complexity of single-molecule junctions, creating physical models that 
faithfully reproduce all features and properties of experimental breaking traces remains a 
significant challenge (see, e.g., Section 1.3.7). For this section, I therefore instead used an 
empirical model to generate simulated breaking traces that capture at least the most obvious 
properties of observed breaking traces. Such traces are sufficient for the current purposes, despite 
obvious shortcomings in terms of capturing the full richness of experimental breaking traces, 
because I only use them to demonstrate how the grid-based correlation tools operate, not as a means 
of training or validating these tools.   

Two types of simulated breaking traces were created: tunneling and molecular. All traces were 
generated on a logarithmic conductance scale with 500 data points per nm of inter-electrode 
distance. The tunneling traces consist of three sections: a pre-rupture plateau near 1 G0, followed 
by a sharp drop-off to represent snap-back,118,228 and finally a shallower linear drop-off to represent 
tunneling. The parameters defining each of these sections (e.g., the slope of the tunneling drop-
off) were fixed for each individual trace, and normally distributed across the set of all tunneling 
traces. Low-amplitude random noise was then added on top of each trace to create a more realistic 
shape. The molecular traces were generated in the same way as the tunneling traces, except that 
they contained two additional sections—a very gradually sloped plateau and a fairly sharp drop-
off from the end of this plateau—which occur after the tunneling drop-off has decreased to the 
chosen conductance value for the plateau. See the SI of Bamberger et al.286 for full details of 
simulated trace generation.  

2000 tunneling traces were generated to produce the 2D histogram in Figure 3.19b, and then 
25 simulated molecular traces were combined with the first 1975 of those tunneling traces to 
produce the dataset shown in Figure 3.19c and used throughout Section 3.4.3 and Section 3.4.4 
below.  
 
Section 3.4.3: Calculating Correlations and Defining Connection Strength 
 

Before I can calculate correlations between different locations in distance/log(conductance) 
space, such locations first need to be formally defined. To this end, each trace is superimposed 
onto a coarse grid and then represented as a series of lattice points from the grid, which I call 
“nodes”. As shown in Figure 3.20a, each successive node in a coarsened trace increases by exactly 
one grid unit in x but can increase or decrease by any amount in y. The advantage of using 
coarsened traces is that nodes represent finite and discrete locations in distance/log(conductance) 
space that each trace unambiguously either does or does not pass through, making it 
straightforward to consider spatial correlations (see Section 3.4.7.1.1 and Section 3.4.7.1.2 for 
details). It is important to note that the size of the coarse grid can impact the correlations that are 
subsequently able to be found: if the grid is very coarse then subtle correlations can be drowned 
out by the great number of uncorrelated traces passing through each node; and if the grid is very 
fine an ever-larger total number of traces is needed to provide the statistical power to identify 
correlations in the first place. In practice, however, there is a broad range of gridding sizes over 
which our approach works well and yields reasonable results. Throughout this section, I thus use 
a grid with 25 nodes per nm and 10 nodes per conductance decade, but the main conclusions are 
not overly sensitive to modest changes in this grid size (see SI of Bamberger et al.286).  
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The main idea behind my strategy for identifying when trace behavior is correlated with past 
trace history is the realization that if no such correlations existed, then traces would simply proceed 
as (weighted) random walks through distance/log(conductance) space (i.e., whether each trace 
visits a given node would depend only on the single node visited immediately prior). Therefore, 
such correlations can be found by looking for the “least random-walk-like” trace behaviors. This 
idea is illustrated on an extremely simplified case in Figure 3.20b,c: suppose there is a set of 502 
traces (Figure 3.20b) with 100 traces each sloping downwards through 5 parallel nodes (to 
represent tunneling traces) and 2 traces which proceed horizontally (to represent molecular 
plateaus). Based on all of the traces that pass through a given node, I can calculate “exit 
probabilities” (Figure 3.20c) for each node to its neighboring nodes (Section 3.4.7.1.3). Using the 
exit probabilities in Figure 3.20c, it is clear that if traces behaved like random walks, then, on 
average, only (2%)4 = 0.000016% of the traces passing through node X would also pass through 
node Y. However, for the actual traces (Figure 3.20b), 2/102 = 2% of the traces from X also pass 
through Y. Because 2% >> 0.000016%—that is, more traces go from X to Y than expected under 
random-walk behavior—we conclude that nodes X and Y are positively correlated.  

To quantify this measure of correlation while also rigorously accounting for the contribution 
of random chance, we use a pair of one-sided binomial hypothesis tests. As explained in Section 
3.4.7.1.4, these tests allow the probability to be calcualted, under the null hypothesis of random 
walk behavior, of more or fewer traces than observed passing between two nodes. For the example 
in Figure 3.20b,c, these tests compute the probability of seeing 2 or more traces going from X to 
Y under random walk conditions as only 5.5 x 10-10%, and the probability of seeing 2 or fewer 
such traces under random walk conditions as ~100%. We refer to these two types of probability as 
𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) and 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌), respectively.  

Positively correlated node-pairs will have small 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 and large 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 values, while 
negatively correlated node-pairs—i.e., cases in which fewer traces pass between both nodes than 
would be expected under random walk conditions—will have large 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 and small  𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 
values, and node-pairs with little-to-no correlation will have relatively large 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 and  𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 
values. I therefore combine both values into a single measure of pairwise node correlation that I 
call “connection strength”, or CS, using the definition (Section 3.4.7.1.5): 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) = −ln�𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌)� + ln�𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌)� 
Taking logarithms allows us very small probabilities to be easily differentiated from one 

another, and the sign choices ensure that CS will be positive (negative) for positively (negatively) 
correlated node pairs. Moreover, in information theory log-probabilities represent the self-
information or “surprisal” of an event,294 making this a well-motivated definition for the goal of 
identifying correlations that are surprising relative to the expectation of random-walk behavior. To 
make CS symmetric with respect to nodes X and Y, X is always chosen as the node farther left and 
Y as the node farther right, since traces are only able to proceed from left to right. For nodes in the 
same column, CS is set to zero, indicating no correlation (since it is impossible by design for a 
single trace to pass through both such nodes).  
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Figure 3.20. Illustration of central framework of grid-based correlation analysis. (a) Example of 
coarse-gridding two traces by representing each as a series of lattice points from the same grid. 
The original traces are represented with solid lines, the coarsened traces are represented with 
circles connected by dotted lines, and the grid is represented with gray lines. To make the grid 
easily visible, a coarser gridding is used for this plot than that used elsewhere in this section. (b) 
Hypothetical example of a small set of nodes with 502 traces passing through them. (c) Exit 
probabilities calculated based on the traces in (b). Based solely on these exit probabilities, the 
probability of going from node X to node Y is vanishingly small, but in fact two traces followed 
this path, revealing their correlation with their own history. (d) Connection Strength distribution 
for all nodes versus the circled green node for the dataset from Figure 3.19c. The most-positive 
Connection Strength nodes (red) clearly pick out the molecular plateau feature that was invisible 
in the raw data.  
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This concept of pairwise connection strength between nodes is central to the ability to use 
spatial correlation to identify rare events in breaking traces. To demonstrate this, Figure 3.20d 
shows the connection strength distribution for the simulated dataset in Figure 3.19c for every node 
compared to the green-circled node. The positive correlations clearly form a plateau shape, 
indicating that more traces passing through the circled node follow a plateau-like path than would 
be expected from pure random walk behavior. This shows that there must exist a subset of traces 
that do not behave like random walks, but rather follow this plateau path instead of the average 
behavior of the dataset; in other words, pairwise connection strength has exactly picked out the 
rare event that was purposefully built into this simulated dataset! While “higher-order” 
correlations—e.g., if a trace passes through nodes X and Y, is it more or less likely than a random 
walk to also pass through node Z?—can be calculated in principle, the number of observations for 
such events in a given dataset, and hence the statistical power of the binomial tests, would drop 
exponentially. For this reason, I focus exclusively on pairwise connection strength in this section.  

 
Section 3.4.4: Identifying Significant Features 
 

Figure 3.20d demonstrates that connection strength distributions are a powerful way of 
visualizing spatial correlations and can reveal rare events. However, for each dataset there will be 
as many different distributions like the one in Figure 3.20d as there are nodes, making it unrealistic 
to examine all of them. The connection strength distribution with a specific node is thus most 
useful as a tool for investigating locations in distance/log(conductance) space that a researcher is 
already interested in. To perform a less-directed exploration, I developed a new tool to identify 
such “interesting nodes” in the first place, with what counts as an “interesting node” naturally 
depending on what type of feature/rare event is under consideration.  

The basis of this new tool is determining where in distance/log(conductance) space the “least-
random-walk-like” node sequences meeting certain criteria can be found. To formalize the concept 
of “least-random-walk-like”, I define the “significance” of a sequence of nodes as the average 
connection strength between all possible node-pairs chosen from that sequence (Section 3.4.7.1.6). 
High significance node sequences intuitively represent paths through distance/log(conductance) 
space that real traces followed significantly more often than random walk traces would have, and 
which may thus correspond to physically meaningful rare events. To solve the problem of 
identifying high-significance node sequences, I make use of Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
simulation, which is a way to estimate the distribution of multidimensional objects according to a 
pre-defined weighting. In this case, the multidimensional objects are node sequences meeting 
specifiable criteria and the weighting of each sequence is exp(significance/T), where T is an 
“effective temperature” controlling how flattened vs. peaked the distribution will be. This tool, 
which I refer to as the “MCMC feature-finder”, thus produces a distribution of node sequences 
heavily weighted towards high-significance paths, allowing us to find those very paths and locate 
the “interesting nodes” introduced above (see Section 3.4.7.2 all MCMC details). 

As a first illustration of the MCMC feature-finder, I will consider 8-node sequences for the 
simulated dataset from Figure 3.19c, with no additional restrictions placed on the sequences’ 
shape, slope, etc. Because a distribution of node-sequences is difficult to represent visually, we 
instead examine the feature-finder results by plotting the frequency with which each individual 
node was included in the sequences produced by the MCMC (Figure 3.21a). Instead of following 
the rare molecular plateau feature, these node sequences are concentrated in the high-conductance 
tunneling region. This is because tunneling is also not a random-walk behavior; as explained in 
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Section 3.4.2, each simulated tunneling trace has a fixed average slope, so its future trajectory is 
correlated with its past behavior (and this is likely true of experimental tunneling traces as well). 
This demonstrates a critically important point: traces in the same dataset can possess correlation 
with their histories in multiple different ways. To identify a specific type of correlation in a given 
dataset using the MCMC feature-finder, therefore, I include the option within this tool to impose 
extra criteria on the node sequences being generated.   
 

 
Figure 3.21. Illustration of MCMC feature-finder results on simulated data. (a) Final distribution 
of nodes produced by running the MCMC feature-finder with 8-node sequences and no additional 
restrictions on the simulated dataset from Figure 3.19c. The main feature discovered is a tunneling-
like feature at high conductance, because tunneling traces are also correlated with their own 
history. (b) To focus the search on plateau-like features in particular, slope criteria are added to 
the MCMC feature-finder, leading to the successful recovery of the rare plateau feature hidden in 
the dataset in Figure 3.19c.  
 

For example, in this section I am focused on the specific case of plateau-like features. In the 
second illustration of the MCMC feature-finder (Figure 3.21b), I thus require the 8-node sequences 
to have slopes of no more than 2.5 decades/nm (for details on slope calculation see Section 
3.4.7.2.2). The inclusion of this relatively weak restriction results in the MCMC feature-finder 
highlighting exactly the rare molecular plateau feature that was built into this simulated dataset. 
The high-probability nodes in Figure 3.21b thus represent “interesting nodes” in the context of 
plateau-like behavior, which could be further explored using connection strength distributions as 
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in Figure 3.20d. I note that these nodes and the rare plateau feature they constitute were identified 
without knowing anything a priori about its location in distance/log(conductance) space. The only 
input needed was what type of rare event we were looking for—i.e., relatively flat sequences that 
are 8 nodes (~0.32 nm) in length.   

While specifying the type of feature ahead of time does provide an avenue of influence for the 
user’s biases, I note that user choice and biases are necessarily involved in any type of analysis, 
for example through the selection of which unsupervised machine-learning algorithm to use. It is 
therefore advantageous to have the user make certain decisions explicitly and consciously, rather 
than making them implicitly and perhaps unknowingly via algorithm design. This is especially 
true for the case of choosing a feature type, because constructing a single universal and automated 
algorithm for identifying every type of rare event in every possible dataset is likely unfeasible. The 
MCMC feature-finder should therefore be thought of as a guided exploration tool used to locate 
rare events of a type loosely defined by the user based on their physical intuition and/or the context 
of their particular application. Under this view, the ability of the MCMC feature-finder to be 
targeted at different types of rare behavior in the same dataset, depending on the user’s focus, is 
an advantage.  
 
Section 3.4.5: Case Study: Extracting Rare Plateau Features 
 

In the previous section a simulated dataset containing a known rare molecular plateau feature 
was used to demonstrate that my new grid-based correlation tools can detect such rare behaviors 
in principle, and to explain how and why this is the case. Simulated breaking traces, however, can 
differ in critical ways from experimental breaking traces. Validating that these new tools achieve 
their goals in practice thus requires turning to such experimental data.  

 

 
Figure 3.22. Example of finding a rare plateau feature in experimental data. (a) Overlaid 1D 
conductance histograms for three experimental MCBJ datasets collected on the same sample with 
the molecule OPV2-2SMe (inset). The “actually empty” dataset was collected before any 
molecules were deposited, the “seemingly empty” dataset was collected after molecular 
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deposition, but its raw data looks indistinguishable from the actually empty dataset, and the 
“clearly molecular” dataset was collected after molecular deposition and shows a clear molecular 
peak. (b) Node probabilities, projected onto the conductance axis, from the MCMC feature-finder 
when it was applied to the three datasets from (a) in order to search for plateau-like features. The 
same plateau feature is discovered in both the “seemingly empty” and “clearly molecular” datasets, 
and not discovered in the “actually empty” dataset.  
 

Figure 3.22a shows overlaid 1D conductance histograms for three datasets collected on the 
same MCBJ sample with the short molecule OPV2-2SMe (see SI of Bamberger et al.286  for 2D 
histograms). These datasets collectively form an ideal test case for the ability to detect rare 
molecular plateau features. The “actually empty” dataset (blue in Figure 3.22a) is composed of 
breaking traces collected before any molecule was introduced to the system, and so serves as a 
control in which no molecular plateaus should exist. The “clearly molecular” dataset (yellow in 
Figure 3.22a) contains breaking traces collected after a solution of the molecule OPV2-2SMe was 
deposited on the sample. As the name suggests, this dataset contains a clear molecular feature, and 
thus serves as a positive control for where the plateaus for this particular molecule are expected to 
appear. Crucially, the “seemingly empty” dataset (red in Figure 3.22a) contains breaking traces 
that were also collected after molecular deposition, and yet appears nearly identical to the “actually 
empty” dataset when examining histograms. This “seemingly empty” dataset thus serves as a test 
case, because it could plausibly contain OPV2-2SMe plateaus—since OPV2-2SMe was physically 
present on the MCBJ sample during data collection—but if so they must be rare, which would 
inform our understanding of the junction environment (see below).  

I applied the MCMC feature-finder to all three datasets from Figure 3.22a, with the MCMC 
simulation set to generate 12-node sequences restricted to have a slope of no more than 2.5 
decades/nm (Section 3.4.7.2.2). As shown in Figure 3.22b, the MCMC discovered a plateau feature 
in in the “seemingly empty” dataset that is nearly identical to the plateau feature discovered in the 
“clearly molecular” dataset, and distinct from the feature found in the “actually empty” dataset. 
Due to the presence of both positive and negative controls, this result provides strong evidence 
that rare molecular plateaus for this OPV2-2SMe molecule have indeed been successfully 
identified. To demonstrate the advantages of this approach for such rare plateau detection, I also 
analyzed the “seemingly empty” dataset from Figure 3.22a using a few representative clustering 
strategies (see SI of Bamberger et al.286). The results show that these strategies, while having some 
success, are generally challenged by this task, especially as the “rareness” of the feature increases. 
The grid-based correlation approach performs better at this task because it was specifically 
designed with rare events in mind.   

In order to validate the results in Figure 3.22b, two potential concerns must be addressed. First, 
there is a concern that the plateau-shapes discovered by the MCMC feature-finder are not 
representative of the original experimental data. This concern arises because the node sequences 
in the MCMC simulation are not restricted to node sequences that occurred in the actual 
experimental traces. Moreover, as described above, in order to focus on rare plateaus in particular, 
I applied a slope restriction to the MCMC simulations. There is thus a potential risk that the final 
MCMC results were “forced” into plateau-like shapes for the “seemingly empty” dataset.  

To address this concern and connect back to the original breaking traces, I start by considering 
the connection strength distribution with respect to one of the “interesting nodes” identified by the 
MCMC feature-finder (Figure 3.23a). Next, a new grid-based correlation tool is introduced which 
scores each trace passing through the selected node by the average connection strength vs. the 
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selected node of all the other nodes the trace passes through (Section 3.4.7.1.7). Intuitively, higher 
scores identify the least-random-walk-like experimental traces passing through the selected node. 
Finally, the 2D and 1D histograms for just the top 10%-scoring of these traces are plotted (Figure 
3.23b,c). This reveals that plateau-like features are present in the actual experimentally collected 
traces in the “seemingly empty” dataset. No slope criteria or restrictions are used at any point in 
making Figure 3.23; I just selected the least-random-walk-like traces through a particular node, 
and those traces turn out to have plateau features. This scoring tool is thus a useful way to validate 
that a feature discovered with the MCMC feature-finder really exists in the experimental data. It 
is also a great way to extract for further analysis the traces in a dataset that actually correspond to 
a particular type of rare behavior. The results in Figure 3.23 are robust to other choices of high-
probability nodes from the MCMC output (see SI of Bamberger et al.286). 
 

 
Figure 3.23. Example of validating MCMC results by connecting back to original trace data. (a) 
Connection strength distribution for the “seemingly empty” dataset from Figure 3.22 versus the 
node circled in green, which was identified as a high-probability node by the MCMC feature-
finder. To connect these results back to the original traces, this distribution is used to score each 
of the traces passing through the selected node by the average connection strength of the other 
nodes they visit. (b) A 2D histogram for the top 10% scoring traces through the selected node (now 
shown in red) demonstrates that plateaus are present in the original experimental traces, not just 
the MCMC results. (c) These top-scoring traces show a very clear molecular peak (green) which 
is completely invisible in the raw data (gray), and only weakly visible in all of the traces passing 
through the selected node (black).  
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The second potential concern about the MCMC feature-finder results in Figure 3.22b is that 
the plateau feature discovered in the “seemingly empty” dataset could be located at the same 
conductance as the plateau feature in the “clearly molecular” dataset simply by chance. After all, 
the MCMC feature-finder is designed to always find some feature matching its input criteria, 
because some path through distance/log(conductance) space will always be least random-walk-
like. For example, a “plateau-like” feature (albeit at a different conductance) was still discovered 
in the “actually empty” dataset, despite our expectation that plateaus will not occur when no 
molecules are present. This is, in fact, an inherent and unavoidable challenge for any attempt at 
rare event detection in a highly stochastic and/or noisy system: in any single dataset, it can be 
difficult to distinguish whether an identified rare event is “real” or just due to random noise-like 
behavior. The solution is to consider multiple datasets, since “real” rare events should be detected 
consistently in the same place.  
 

 
Figure 3.24. Conductance distributions for the plateau-like features identified by the MCMC 
feature-finder in 27 different experimental datasets for three different short molecules. The 
distributions for “actually empty” datasets are shown in blue, for “seemingly empty” datasets in 
yellow, and for “clearly molecular” datasets in red (see Section 3.4.7.3 for details). For each 
molecule, the location of the identified plateau is quite consistent across all “seemingly empty” 
and “clearly molecular” datasets, providing strong evidence that the rare plateaus discovered by 
the MCMC feature-finder are in fact signatures of the molecules in question.  
 

I thus applied the MCMC feature-finder, with the same settings used in Figure 3.22b (12-node 
sequences, slope ≤ 2.5 decades/nm), to additional examples of “actually empty”, “seemingly 
empty”, and “clearly molecular” datasets collected in the presence of three different short 
molecules (Section 3.4.7.3). As shown in Figure 3.24, for each molecule the MCMC feature-finder 
consistently identifies essentially the same plateau feature in both the “seemingly empty” and the 
“clearly molecular” datasets, and this result is robust to changes in the MCMC feature-finder 
parameters (see SI of Bamberger et al.286). This constitutes strong evidence that the rare plateaus 
detected in the “seemingly empty” datasets are in fact molecular signatures and not just 
random/noisy behavior. That the identified plateau features appear at different conductances for 
the different molecules provides yet more evidence that these plateaus originate from the 
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experimental data and are not simply an artifact of the MCMC simulation. In contrast, there is 
significant variation in the conductance of the features found in the “actually empty” datasets, and 
these features are mostly not robust to changes in the MCMC feature-finder parameters (see SI of 
Bamberger et al.286). This is in agreement with the hypothesis that these datasets do not contain 
consistent plateau features, but rather just random behaviors that sometimes approximate plateau-
like shapes by chance.  

Besides helping to validate our ability to detect rare events in practice, the data in Figure 3.24 
also provide potential insights into the nanoscopic environment of single-molecule junctions. I 
note that most of the “seemingly empty” datasets were collected under essentially identical 
conditions to their “clearly molecular” counterparts (Section 3.4.7.3). While the reasons for such 
variation in event frequency are not well studied in the field, one hypothesis is that the 
concentration of molecules in the immediate vicinity of the junction (and hence the frequency of 
molecular plateaus) is controlled in large part by random chance, and is only loosely dependent on 
the concentration of the deposited molecular solution.  Therefore, the identification of molecular 
behavior in so many “seemingly empty” datasets may suggest that, at room temperature, these 
molecules are mobile enough that they can still find their way into the junction even when their 
concentration in the immediate vicinity is quite low. Additionally, the fact that there is little-to-no 
systematic difference between the conductances of the plateaus identified in the “seemingly 
empty” and “clearly molecular” datasets is consistent with the widely held assumption that MCBJ 
experiments are truly measuring single-molecule junctions, with little-to-no contribution from 
multi-molecule junctions.  
 
Section 3.4.6: Summary, Conclusions, and Limitations 
 

Extracting as much meaningful information as possible from the large, stochastic datasets 
created by single molecule break junction experiments continues to be a challenging 
multidimensional problem that will consequently require multiple different approaches to solve. 
Much effort has recently gone into developing different types of filtering, and, especially, 
clustering algorithms for break junction data. While these approaches have many advantages and 
documented successes, to date they have mostly been designed for and applied to the problem of 
extracting prominent dataset features, rather than the related but distinct challenge of identifying 
rare behaviors in huge samples of breaking traces. In this section I specifically addressed this latter 
challenge by introducing a novel approach that uses the trace history information which is ignored 
by traditional histogram-based analysis to calculate pairwise correlations between discretized 
locations in distance/log(conductance) space. This framework is quite distinct from other 
published analysis tools for single-molecule transport data, which I believe has value; all analysis 
tools make implicit assumptions about dataset structure through their design, and so increasing the 
variety of these designs and assumptions is important for gaining new perspectives and generating 
new hypotheses.   Using simulated breaking traces, I demonstrated how a suite of tools based on 
this framework can be used to detect different types of rare features in the same dataset.  

To evaluate the utility of these new rare event identification tools, I chose to focus on the 
specific challenge of detecting rare molecular plateaus in the case of short molecules for which 
those plateaus overlap with a strong tunneling background signal. Using experimental MCBJ 
datasets collected for three separate short molecules, I demonstrated a consistent ability to detect 
molecular plateau features corresponding to the molecular species that was known to be physically 
present, but whose signature was invisible in the raw data. These rare and hidden molecular 
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plateaus were identified without any a priori knowledge or assumptions about their conductance 
values, and multiple controls and validation tests supported the inference that they are in fact 
signatures of the molecules in question.  

The successful detection of rare molecular plateaus in several experimental datasets is 
important for multiple reasons. First, it provides important insight into the junction environment, 
suggesting for example that molecules can find their way to the very middle of the junction even 
when the overall frequency of molecular bridging events is quite low. In future studies these tools 
may help yield insight into the causes of variable bridging frequency, such as varying local 
concentration. Second, addressing the challenge of identifying rare molecular plateaus is of 
particular importance, because if very weak molecular signatures can be reliably detected, then 
single-molecule researchers are empowered to explore a greater variety of molecular binding 
groups, concentration regimes, or perhaps single molecule chemical reactions. Third, despite the 
importance of rare plateaus in particular, this grid-based correlation approach is not limited by 
design to this one type of rare event. Therefore, rigorously validating that the new tools presented 
here can successfully detect one form of rare behavior is also important because it suggests that 
they can be used for rare event detection more generally. This could potentially allow new types 
of physically meaningful break junction behaviors to be found and understood. I also note that this 
approach was able to identify molecular plateaus in the “clearly molecular” datasets as well, 
suggesting that while these tools were designed for rare event detection in particular, they may in 
fact have applicability for extracting more common events as well.  

In contemplating the possible extension of this grid-based correlation approach to other types 
of rare events, however, it is also important to consider its limitations. For example, the MCMC 
feature-finder is designed to focus on the single most-correlated feature of a given type. If multiple 
features match the user-specified criteria—e.g., a dataset with two rare plateau features—then the 
MCMC feature-finder is likely to be heavily weighted towards the one with even just slightly 
higher internal correlation (though the second could then be found by modifying the MCMC 
criteria). An example of this situation is shown in the SI of Bamberger et al.286 using simulated 
data. Another limitation of this approach is that it is designed to identify rare events that are 
localized in distance/log(conductance) space. This is relevant, for example, for the consideration 
of rare switching events between multiple molecular conductance states. As illustrated in the SI of 
Bamberger et al.286 using simulated data, this approach is capable of identifying such switching 
events if they occur at a preferred distance (e.g., if the switching is caused by stretching-induced 
conformational change), but is not suitable for detecting switching that stochastically occurs across 
a broad range of distances (e.g., if the switching mechanism is light-induced).  
 
Section 3.4.7: Supplementary Information for Grid-Based Correlation Tools 
 

Section 3.4.7.1: Further Details of Grid-Based Correlation Framework.  
: Coarse-Gridding Traces. Before coarse-gridding, the traces in each dataset 

were chopped to begin at -0.05 nm inter-electrode distance, thus excluding most of the above-G0 
region. Potential correlations between trace behavior before and after final gold rupture (above and 
below G0 in conductance) are certainly an interesting subject for future work. However, while our 
bridge amp is very stable for measuring conductances between 10-6 G0 and 1 G0,230 it displays a 
small amount of drift over time for conductances much above 1 G0 (Section 2.4.1). This drift would 
produce non-meaningful correlations within the above-G0 part of our datasets, and so for this 
section the focus was limited to the sub-G0 conductance regime.  
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The coarse grid of nodes is always aligned so that a node lies at 0 nm inter-electrode distance 
and 1 G0 (i.e., 0 log(G/G0)) of conductance. This ensures that the grid alignment is meaningful and 
consistent across datasets, rather than random. To convert each trace into a coarse trace, each 
successive node in the coarse trace is required to advance by exactly one grid-step in the x-
direction. The y-grid value at each step is obtained by averaging together all data points from the 
original trace that are closest to the current x-grid value, then rounding to the nearest y-grid.  

All datasets used in this section have a nominal noise floor of 10-6 G0, and so data below this 
conductance value are not included. For this tool, my strategy for traces that dip below the noise 
floor but then come back above it was to create multiple independent coarse traces for each 
consecutive section of at least 2 above-the-noise nodes. This choice ensures that meaningless sub-
noise-floor measurements do not affect our results while still making use of as much meaningful 
data as possible. 

: Treatment of Nodes. Within each dataset, there is only information on nodes 
that were visited by at least one trace. For the purposes of calculating node-pair properties such as 
exit probabilities, connection strengths, etc., I therefore consider all nodes never visited by any 
traces to “not exist” in that particular dataset. As described in the main text, the heart of the grid-
based correlation approach considers the different paths a trace might take between any two nodes. 
This concept struggles in cases where only a single path exists between two nodes, e.g., because 
the nodes in question were only visited by a single trace. I thus define a “dangling node” as any 
node having neither a direct neighbor above nor below itself (see Figure 3.25), and I remove all 
such dangling nodes from each dataset. To maintain the appropriate connectivity of all remaining 
nodes, dangling nodes are removed in practice by removing all of the coarse traces that passed 
through them. This process results in the removal of only 1-2% of traces from each dataset. I note 
that removing these dangling nodes is a conservative choice, because, at worst, it could result in 
the removal of rare events of interest, but should not introduce any bias to rare behaviors that are 
retained.  

 
Figure 3.25. Illustration of the concept of dangling nodes. In this example dataset, the dangling 
nodes—those missing a neighboring node both immediately above and immediately below—are 
shown in red, and all other nodes are shown in blue. As this example shows, dangling nodes are 
typically found on the very edge of the distribution and often were visited by only a single trace. 
These dangling nodes are removed before the grid-based correlation tools are applied because 
these tools are designed for nodes with multiple potential paths through them, not just one. Nodes 
are removed by removing the traces that passed through them, so removing dangling nodes is an 
iterative process.  
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: Exit Probabilities.  I refer to the empirically derived probability that a trace 

exiting node X will pass immediately to node Y as an “exit probability” (also called “transfer 
probabilities” in my MATLAB code). Exit probabilities are thus defined whenever node Y lies in 
the column immediately to the right of node X, and undefined in all other cases. As shown in 
Figure 3.26, exit probabilities are directly calculated from the observed coarse traces in a given 
dataset by taking the fraction of those traces that followed each exiting path.  
 

 
Figure 3.26. Diagram illustrating the concept of exit probabilities. In this example, 100 traces pass 
through the node on the left, and only the exit probabilities for that specific node are shown. Exit 
probabilities are only defined for a pair of nodes in which the second node is in the column 
immediately to the right of the first node.  
 

: Binomial Hypothesis Tests for Node Pairs. For each unique pair of nodes X 
and Y, two binomial hypothesis tests are computed, producing values for 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) and 
𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌). First, I calculate 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌): the probability that a trace starting from node X will 
eventually pass through node Y, under the null hypothesis that the trace behaves like a random 
weighted walk according to the exit probabilities between nodes, which can be calculated from the 
set of all exit probabilities using the theory of absorbing Markov chains.295 If N traces pass through 
node X, and m of those traces also pass through node Y, then 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) and 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) are 
calculated as: 

𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) = �
𝑁𝑁!

𝑖𝑖! (𝑁𝑁 − 𝑖𝑖)!
(𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)𝑖𝑖(1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)𝑁𝑁−𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=𝑚𝑚

 

 

𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) = �
𝑁𝑁!

𝑖𝑖! (𝑁𝑁 − 𝑖𝑖)!
(𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)𝑖𝑖(1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)𝑁𝑁−𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚

𝑖𝑖=0

 

In other words, 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) and 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) are the upper-tail and lower-tail p-values for these 
two binomial hypothesis tests. They represent how likely it is that we would observe, respectively, 
at least as many traces going from X to Y as we did, or no more than the number of traces going 
from X to Y than we did, if traces really did behave like random walks.  

For cases in which 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is zero (e.g., if node X is to the right of node Y), 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) and 
𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) are both undefined. In a few rare cases, 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 or 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 is calculated as zero, despite 
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pnull being nonzero, simply due to limited numerical precision. Such zero values would cause 
problems when connection strength is calcualted by taking logarithms of 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 and 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 (see 
below). To deal with this possibility, I impose a minimum value for all 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 and 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 values 
of 1/(# 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑)2.  This is a logical choice because (# 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑)2 is 
the number of different hypothesis tests potentially performed for a given dataset, and so we cannot 
expect reliable measurement of any p-values for events that would be observed in the entire dataset 
less than once, on average, under the null hypothesis.  

: Connection Strength.  To calculate the connection strength, or CS, between 
any two nodes, I first define X to be the node farther to the left and Y to be the node farther to the 
right. This ensures that 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) and 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) will both be defined. If the two nodes are 
in the same column as each other, the connection strength between them is automatically set to 
zero (to represent no correlation, since a single trace cannot visit multiple nodes in the same 
column). Connection strength is then defined as: 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌) =  −ln (𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌)) + ln (𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑋𝑋,𝑌𝑌)) 
: Node-Sequence Significance. The MCMC feature-finder operates on “node 

sequences”, which are a series of n nodes (𝑚𝑚1,𝑚𝑚2,⋯ ,𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛) with each node one x-grid to the right 
of the previous—in other words, a node sequence is a section cut out of a potential coarse trace. 
In order to represent how correlated with each other the nodes in a particular sequence are, I define 
the “significance” of a particular n-node sequence s as: 

𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑛𝑛) =  
2

𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛 − 1)
� � 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 ,𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗)

𝑛𝑛

𝑗𝑗=𝑖𝑖+1

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

In other words, the significance of a node sequence is simply the average connection strength 
between every possible unique pair of nodes which can be drawn from that sequence. All possible 
node pairs are included because meaningful spatial correlations might exist between any two points 
within the node sequence. In the MATLAB code, the significance of a node sequence is also 
referred to as its “weight”.  

: Trace Scoring.  As explained above, I “score” a trace versus a particular 
node it passes through by taking the average connection strength between that selected node and 
all the other nodes the trace passes through. Mathematically, if a trace t is composed of the nodes 
𝑑𝑑 =  (𝑚𝑚1,𝑚𝑚2,⋯ ,𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿), and if 𝑋𝑋 ∈ {𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖} is one of those nodes, then the score of t versus X is defined 
as: 

1
𝐿𝐿
�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 ,𝑋𝑋)
𝐿𝐿

𝑖𝑖=1

 

Two examples are shown in Figure 3.27: the pink trace passes through many nodes that have 
positive connection strengths with the selected (green-circled) node and so receives a fairly high 
score; conversely, the cyan trace mostly passes through nodes that have small or negative 
connection strengths with the selected node, and so receives a low score.  
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Figure 3.27. Examples of scoring traces versus particular nodes. The red and blue circles represent 
the connection strength distribution for dataset ID #185 versus the green-circled node. Overlaid in 
pink and cyan are two coarse traces, with the pink one receiving a high score versus the green-
circled node since it passes through many high connection strength nodes, and the cyan one 
receiving a low score since it does not.  
 

Section 3.4.7.2: Details of MCMC Feature-Finder. 
: General Operation of MCMC. Markov Chains of n-node sequences are 

generated using the Metropolis MCMC algorithm. Briefly, Metropolis MCMC creates a list of 
points—in this case, n-node sequences—by iteratively generating a new point, known as a trial 
step, based on the current last point in the list. The Metropolis criterion (see below) is used to 
determine whether that trial step is accepted—meaning that the new point is added to the list—or 
rejected, meaning that the current last point in the list is repeated. After a large number of iterations, 
the list of points will converge to the desired distribution,296,297 in this case a distribution of the 
most significant node-sequences.  

In my specific MCMC simulation, six different types of trial steps are used to enable the node 
sequences to efficiently explore the entire available space (see Figure 3.28): a “single shift”, in 
which one of the sequence’s nodes at random is moved up or down by one grid unit; a “rigid shift”, 
in which all of the sequence’s nodes are moved up or down by one grid unit together; a “split 
shift”, in which the left half of the sequence is moved up or down by one grid unit while the right 
half is moved in the opposite direction by one grid unit; a “scramble shift”, in which each node in 
the sequence is randomly moved up or down by one grid unit independently of the others; a “rigid 
translate”, in which all of the sequence’s nodes are moved left or right by one grid unit together; 
and a “snake translate”, in which the left-most node is removed and then added to the right end of 
the sequence at the same vertical location, or vice versa. For each step, the movement direction(s) 
of any nodes are chosen uniformly at random to ensure that the trial step distribution is symmetric 
(which is what makes this a Metropolis rather than a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm296,297). At each 
MCMC iteration, the type of trial step is chosen at random according to the probabilities listed in 
Figure 3.28. These probabilities were empirically chosen to roughly achieve an overall acceptance 
rate of ~0.1 to 0.6, as this range typically produces high efficiency for MCMC algorithms.296 I 
stress, however, that the specific types of trial steps and their relative probabilities are only 
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important for how long the MCMC runs take to converge. Any set of trial steps that allows the 
entire available space to be explored will produce the same final distribution, provided that the 
MCMC run includes sufficient steps to achieve convergence.  

 

 
Figure 3.28. Examples of the six different types of trial steps being applied to a 5-node sequence. 
The middle grid shows the original 5-node sequence in black, and each surrounding grid shows 
one possible result of applying each type of trial step, in color, with the original sequence overlaid 
in dotted black. The percentages next to each arrow indicate the probability that that type of trial 
step is randomly chosen at each MCMC iteration. Each type of trial step involves randomness in 
how it is applied (e.g., which node to shift and/or which direction to shift node(s) in).  
 

As stated in the main text, I assign the probability of each n-node sequence s appearing in the 
desired distribution to be proportional to exp (𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑛𝑛)/𝑇𝑇), where T is an effective temperature 
(Section 3.4.7.2.3). Because the trial steps are all fully symmetric, the Metropolis criterion states 
that a trial step will be accepted if and only if:296 

x ≤ exp�
𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏) − 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡)

𝑇𝑇
� 

where x is a number between 0 and 1 generated uniformly at random, 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 is the current n-
node sequence and 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 is the n-node sequence produced by the trial step. If the trial n-node 
sequence includes one or more nodes that do not exist in the dataset being analyzed (Section 
3.4.7.1.2), or if the trial n-node sequence does not meet the user-specified criteria for the given 
MCMC run (Section 3.4.7.2.2), 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏) is set to infinity so that the trial step is always rejected.  

: Including User-Specified Criteria. As explained in the main text, because 
traces can be correlated with their own history in multiple different ways in the same dataset, it 
can be helpful to apply extra criteria to the n-node sequences produced by the MCMC feature-
finder in order to focus attention on a particular type or category of rare event. In our algorithm, 
any trial n-node sequence that does not meet the user specified criteria is automatically rejected, 
resulting in a final distribution of only sequences that meet the criteria. This algorithm is written 
flexibly so that any imaginable set of criteria can be easily incorporated for a given run.  
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In this section, I apply what I call “range slope” criteria. I define the “range slope” of an n-
node sequence to be the number of nodes spanned vertically by the sequence, divided by n. I then 
set a maximum allowable value for this range slope (a minimum allowable value could also be 
defined, but is not used in this work). This definition of slope was chosen because it works well 
for focusing on relatively flat features. Other types of slope definition work better for focusing on 
highly-slanted features, and are implemented in SMAUG, but such highly-slanted features are 
outside the scope of this dissertation.  

: The Role of Effective Temperature. The significance of an n-node sequence 
(Section 3.4.7.1.6) intuitively represents how “non-random-walk-like” the path represented by 
those nodes is. However, this significance value does not have any natural units associated with it, 
and the typical scale of significances for a set of n-node sequences can vary meaningfully 
depending on the dataset analyzed, the value of n, and the type of criteria the sequences must meet. 
Therefore, the effective temperature T included in the MCMC algorithm (Section 3.4.7.2.1) should 
be thought of as a way to set an appropriate relative scale for sequence significances during a given 
MCMC run.  

Practically, T has the effect of “tempering” the probability distribution simulated by the 
MCMC: small values of T accentuate any peaks in this distribution so that the simulation spends 
more of its time there, while large values of T flatten the distribution so that differences between 
high- and low-significance sequences are less pronounced. Because the MCMC feature-finder is 
designed to find the most significant features, low T values and highly-peaked probability 
distributions are desirable in this context.  

As described above, different sets of node sequences can have meaningfully different scales 
on which their significance values fall. To correct for this, for each dataset I first perform an 
MCMC simulation with 𝑇𝑇 =  ∞—meaning that all possible node sequences are equally likely to 
appear in the final distribution—and then compute the standard deviation of the significance values 
from all node sequences produced by the simulation, which I call 𝜎𝜎∞ (Figure 3.29). Because 𝜎𝜎∞ 
represents the typical significance difference between two potential node sequences, it can be used 
to put the significances from different sets of node sequences onto equivalent scales. I find 
empirically that effective temperatures in the range 𝑇𝑇 = 𝜎𝜎∞

3
 to 𝑇𝑇 = 2𝜎𝜎∞

3
 typically produce 

reasonable results—across a range of datasets, sequence lengths, and criteria types—in which the 
most significant feature is easy to identify. The results in this section are therefore taken from 
MCMC runs with 𝑇𝑇 = 4𝜎𝜎∞

9
. 

: Parallel Tempering.  As described in the previous section, I use relatively 
low effective temperatures in the MCMC feature finder in order to produce clear and highly-
peaked features. However, these low temperatures can make it easy for the simulated node 
sequences to get “stuck” at a local maximum in the probability distribution and hence take a very 
long time to fully explore the available space. In the limit of infinite MCMC steps such a simulation 
will still converge to the correct final distribution, but in practice these “cold” simulations can 
produce misleading results and/or be extremely difficult to converge.  

To address this issue, I employ a strategy known as parallel tempering.296,298 This involves 
constructing a “super MCMC chain” composed of several MCMC chains run in parallel, each at a 
different effective temperature. In addition to the regular trial steps in which each sub-chain 
attempts to move its own node sequence independently of the other sub-chains, there is also a new 
type of trial step that attempts to swap the node sequences from two adjacent temperatures. This 
strategy helps the convergence of the low-temperature chains, because the high-temperature chains 
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can efficiently explore the entire available space and then allow the low-temperature chains to 
“jump” between poorly-connect local probability maxima via the swap steps. An added benefit is 
that each parallel tempering MCMC simulation produces results for multiple effective 
temperatures, which helps confirm that our conclusions are not overly sensitive to a particular 
value of T (see SI of Bamberger et al.286).   

For the results in this section, I employ parallel tempering with five different temperatures: 
4𝜎𝜎∞
9

, 5𝜎𝜎∞
9

, 6𝜎𝜎∞
9

,𝜎𝜎∞, and ∞. A swap step is randomly attempted 20% of the time, and the other 80% 
of the time each sub-chain independently attempts a regular trial step according to the probabilities 
in Figure 3.28. Within a swap step, I randomly start with either the highest or lowest temperature 
sub-chain and then sequentially attempt to swap each node sequence with the one from the 
immediately lower or higher temperature sub-chain, respectively. This approach preserves the 
symmetry of the trial step distribution.    

: Starting Point and Burn-In. In order to generate an initial n-node sequence 
for each MCMC simulation, a random node is chosen in proportion to the number of traces passing 
through each node, then an n-node sequence is randomly generated centered on that node 
according to the exit probabilities. If this sequence does not meet the user-specified criteria, the 
process is repeated until a sequence that does meet criteria is obtained. A separate starting node 
sequence is independently chosen for each different temperature in the parallel tempering MCMC 
super-chain.  

  The above strategy for choosing starting points is chosen for convenience; the starting point 
for an MCMC simulation should have essentially no effect on the final results. The one caveat is 
that it is important to choose a starting point from a region of high probability,299 because otherwise 
convergence of the MCMC chain will take a very long time. For example, if the starting point only 
has a probability of one billionth, it will take a minimum of one billion steps to converge to the 
correct final distribution. In our context it is difficult to even approximate the probability of any 
single node sequence a priori, and so I employ the strategy of “burn in”: I discard the results from 
the first N MCMC steps so that the node sequence has an opportunity to move into a region of high 
probability before its locations start being included in the final simulated distribution. While some 
authors have criticized burn-in for being an inefficient way to start in a high-probability region, it 
has the advantage of being simple and easy, and should never cause any harm.296 In this 
dissertation, I use N = 200,000 unless otherwise stated (Figure 3.29).   

: Criteria for MCMC Convergence. To assess when the MCMC simulations 
have run for sufficiently many steps that they will provide a good estimate of the desired 
distribution, I use a version of the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic, one of the most popular choices for 
this purpose.299 This diagnostic relies on simulating multiple independent MCMC chains in 
parallel, each beginning at a different starting point. These parallel chains should not be confused 
with the sub-chains run at different temperatures for parallel tempering (which are not 
independent, because of the swap steps); rather, because I use parallel tempering, in order to use 
the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic I must run multiple independent copies of the entire parallel 
tempering super MCMC chain in parallel.  

The intuition behind the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic is that, if the independent MCMC chains 
have suitably converged to the desired distribution, then the variance within each chain should be 
the same as the variance when data from all the chains are combined. This diagnostic test thus 
involves taking a ratio of between-chain to within-chain variance and requiring this ratio to be 
close to one.296,297  
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Formally, suppose that 𝜃𝜃 is any parameter that can be calculated at a single MCMC step, and 
that there are m independent chains run for k steps each. If 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 represents the value of 𝜃𝜃 at the ith 

step of the jth independent chain, then we can calculate the average within-chain variance as:297 

𝑊𝑊 =
1
𝑚𝑚
��

1
𝑛𝑛 − 1

�(𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 − �̅�𝜃𝑗𝑗)2
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 �
𝑚𝑚

𝑗𝑗=1

 

where �̅�𝜃𝑗𝑗 is the average value of 𝜃𝜃 within chain j. Next, the variance between the chain averages is 
calculated as:297 

𝐵𝐵 =  
1

𝑚𝑚 − 1
���̅�𝜃𝑗𝑗 − �̅�𝜃�2
𝑚𝑚

𝑗𝑗=1

 

where �̅�𝜃 is the average value of 𝜃𝜃 across all steps from all chains. I then take a ratio involving these 
two values, defined as:297 

𝑅𝑅� = �
𝑛𝑛 − 1
𝑛𝑛 𝑊𝑊 + 𝐵𝐵

𝑊𝑊
 

This value of 𝑅𝑅� will converge to 1 as 𝑛𝑛 → ∞,297 and 1.1 is commonly used as a cutoff value, 
meaning that the MCMC simulation will be considered to be suitably converged when 𝑅𝑅� < 1.1.299  
 

 
Figure 3.29. Flow chart for how the MCMC feature-finder is applied to each dataset. A single-
temperature (at 𝑇𝑇 =  ∞) MCMC simulation is first performed (green) in order to determine 𝜎𝜎∞, 
which is used to set the relative temperature scale for the 5-temperature parallel tempering MCMC 
simulation (red) used to obtain the final node probability distributions (purple). Convergence 
criteria (yellow) are used to ensure that the outputs of both the single-temperature and 5-
temperature MCMC simulations are reliable.  

 
In this section, I apply convergence criteria in two different places. The first time is for the 

single-temperature, 𝑇𝑇 =  ∞, MCMC simulation used to determine 𝜎𝜎∞ (Section 3.4.7.2.3). No 
burn-in steps are used for this MCMC simulation since every possible node sequence is assigned 
equal probability at 𝑇𝑇 =  ∞. Following the advice of Brooks et al.,296 I use three independent 
MCMC chains. Since 𝜎𝜎∞ is calculated from the significances of each node sequence, the parameter 
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for which convergence is monitored is the current node sequence’s significance, 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡). 
Because our 𝜎𝜎∞ will in turn affect the estimates from the main MCMC simulation, I apply very 
conservative convergence criteria of 𝑅𝑅� < 1.005. The three MCMC chains are run for a minimum 
of 150,000 steps each, after which 𝑅𝑅� is calculated every 1000 steps until 𝑅𝑅� < 1.005 is achieved 
(Figure 3.29).  

The second place where convergence criteria are applied is to the parallel tempering MCMC 
simulations used to produce the node distributions that are the output of the MCMC feature-finder 
tool. I again use three independent parallel tempering MCMC super-chains, and convergence is 
monitored independently for each temperature. Within each temperature, I independently monitor 
convergence for each node, using whether or not a given node is included in the current node 
sequence—i.e., 0 or 1—as the parameter used to calculate 𝑅𝑅�.  Two criteria must be met for a 
parallel tempering MCMC simulation to achieve convergence. First, for every temperature, each 
node that is occupied in ≥ 0.1% of all steps at that temperature must have 𝑅𝑅� < 1.1. Second, in 
order to be extra-conservative, I also compute a single weighted average of 𝑅𝑅� at each temperature 
by using the occupancy of each node, and this weighted average 𝑅𝑅� must be less than 1.05. Each 
parallel tempering MCMC super-chain is run for a minimum of 200,000 steps, and 200,000 
additional steps are collected for each chain until the convergence criteria are met (Figure 3.29).  

Section 3.4.7.3: Details on Datasets. Table 3.5 lists all of the experimental datasets considered 
in Section 3.4, each assigned a unique identification number, as well as the trial number and 
number of molecular depositions for each dataset. It is important to stress that all usable datasets 
from these four MCBJ samples are analyzed and reported on in this section. If a certain dataset 
appears to be missing—e.g., deposition #3 for sample #108-5—it is because that dataset contained 
only a few hundred traces, and thus was not suitable for analysis, not because it was excluded for 
producing “undesired” results.  

In some of the large datasets collected for this section, the molecular signature seemingly 
disappeared partway through the block of sequential traces. I chose to break these datasets into 
multiple subsets and analyze each subset independently to provide more test cases for our rare 
event detection tools. Unlike the dataset-splitting events discussed in Section 2.5.2, we do not 
believe there is any fundamental reason to analyze these blocks of traces separately, and the 
dividing points for the different subsets were chosen somewhat arbitrarily. These subsets, and what 
block of traces each one corresponds to, can be found in Table 3.5.  

The 1D and 2D histograms for each dataset or subset from Table 3.5 can be found in the SI of 
Bamberger et al.286. For datasets collected after molecular solution had been deposited, I 
considered both the 1D and 2D histograms in order to categorize each dataset as either “seemingly 
empty” or “clearly molecular”. My primary criteria for making these determinations was whether 
a molecular peak is present in the 1D histogram and whether a plateau-like feature is 
distinguishable in the 2D histogram. Not all of the datasets that I categorized as “seemingly empty” 
look identical to the “actually empty” datasets collected on the same MCBJ sample. However, 
different “actually empty” datasets collected on the same MCBJ sample also do not always look 
identical (see SI of Bamberger et al.286). The “seemingly empty” assignments are thus justified 
because in all such cases it is not a priori obvious from the 1D and 2D histograms whether or not 
molecules were truly present. However, I acknowledge that the datasets labeled as “seemingly 
empty” in fact span a range, with datasets which truly appear indistinguishable from the “actually 
empty” datasets on one end, and datasets that do not have a molecular peak in their 1D histograms, 
but maybe do show a hint of molecular behavior in their 2D histograms on the other end. As shown 
by Figure 3.24, my rare event detection tools work well across this range.  
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Table 3.5. List of each experimental dataset, or dataset subset, analyzed in Section 3.4. Sample # 
specifies the specific MCBJ sample that the breaking traces were collected on, and Dataset ID# 
specifies the specific block of traces collected for a given trial/deposition combination. In some 
cases, a single dataset was broken into multiple subsets for independent analysis. All usable 
datasets from four MCBJ samples run with three different molecules are included. The order of 
datasets and dataset subsections in this table matches the order of the results in Figure 3.24, going 
first top-to-bottom and then left-to-right. 

Dataset 
ID# 

Sample 
# Trial # Deposition 

# 
Concentration 

(μM) 
# of 

Traces Subset? Molecule 
Present 

130 108-5 1 0 N/A 3847 No None 
131 108-5 1 2 1 2500 Yes, 1-2500 OPV2-2BT 
131 108-5 1 2 1 7592 Yes, 2501-10092 OPV2-2BT 
133 108-5 3 5 1 6562 No OPV2-2BT 
134 108-5 3 5a 1 11897 No OPV2-2BT 
135 108-5 4 1b 10 5807 No OPV2-2BT 
184 114-5 1 0 N/A 4093 No None 
185 114-5 1 2 1 4650 No OPV2-2SMe 
186 114-5 1 3 1 2594 No OPV2-2SMe 
187 114-5 1 4 1 4467 No OPV2-2SMe 
188 114-5 2 7 1 4212 No OPV2-2SMe 
189 114-5 2 8 1 2543 No OPV2-2SMe 
190 114-5 2 1c 10 8605 No OPV2-2SMe 
191 114-5 2 2d 10 9236 No OPV2-2SMe 
192 125-3 1 0 N/A 2861 No None 
193 125-3 1 2 1 3832 No OPV2-2SMe 
194 125-3 1 1e 10 6353 No OPV2-2SMe 
195 125-3 1 2f 10 2837 No OPV2-2SMe 
196 125-3 1 2g 10 5812 No OPV2-2SMe 
231 119-1 1 0 N/A 5066 No None 
232 119-1 1 1 1 2500 Yes, 1-2500 OPV2-2SAc 
232 119-1 1 1 1 2500 Yes, 2501-5000 OPV2-2SAc 
232 119-1 1 1 1 3885 Yes, 5001-8885 OPV2-2SAc 
233 119-1 1 2 1 2745 No OPV2-2SAc 
234 119-1 1 3 1 2500 Yes, 1-2500 OPV2-2SAc 
234 119-1 1 3 1 2500 Yes, 2501-5000 OPV2-2SAc 
234 119-1 1 3 1 3655 Yes, 5001-8655 OPV2-2SAc 

aPure dichloromethane was deposited between datasets 133 and 134, so they are considered distinct despite having the 
same trial number and number of depositions. 
bFirst 10 μM deposition, preceded by 5 1 μM depositions. 
cFirst 10 μM deposition, preceded by 8 1 μM depositions. 
dSecond 10 μM deposition, 10th deposition overall.  
eFirst 10 μM deposition, preceded by 2 1 μM depositions. 
fSecond 10 μM deposition, 4th deposition overall. 
gPure dichloromethane was deposited between datasets 195 and 196, so they are considered distinct despite having 
the same trial number and number of depositions.   
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CHAPTER 4 – CORRELATED ENERGY-LEVEL ALIGNMENT 
EFFECTS AND MOLECULAR SUBSTITUENTS 

 
Whereas in Chapter 3 I discussed analysis tools that help us extract information from single-

molecule transport data, in this chapter and the next I now turn to questions of how that information 
can help us understand molecular transport properties in terms of molecular structure. In this 
chapter in particular, I use our OPV3 molecular conductance measurements determined with the 
aid of segment clustering (Section 3.3) to explore how small chemical substituents can be used to 
tune molecular conductance. As discussed below, we found that this tunability is controlled by the 
physical connections between multiple energy-level alignment effects, and that understanding 
these connections can improve our ability to predict and eventually control single-molecule 
conductance.  

This work in this chapter is reproduced in part from the paper “Correlated Energy-Level 
Alignment Effects Determine Substituent-Tuned Single-Molecule Conductance”, published in 
ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces in January 2021, Copyright 2021 American Chemical 
Society.300 This paper was the culmination of years of effort by both myself and former graduate 
student Jeffrey Ivie, and so first authorship was shared between us. Supplementary information 
that I consider important for fully explaining this work has been included throughout the sections 
below. For additional supplementary information that falls under the topic of “due diligence”—
e.g., calculation results used as extra examples or to justify that certain effects are minor—the 
reader is referred to the SI of the published paper.300 

 
Section 4.1: Introduction 
 
As explained in Section 1.1, single-molecule electronics represent one promising technology to 
enable small and more powerful electronic devices in the future. A significant impediment to 
wafer-scale fabrication of single-molecule devices, however, is a continued dearth of straight-

forward, predictive, and generalizable design rules to help choose an appropriate molecular 
structure for achieving specific electronic properties. To help address this challenge, in this work 
we focus on how to modulate the fundamental electronic property of molecular conductance, G 
= I / V, by incorporating different small chemical substituents on a conserved backbone. While 
rarely studied to date,140–145 variation of substituents has several advantages over other known 
strategies for tuning conductance,115,117,118,127,138,139,151,301,302 including minimal impact on self-

assembly, compatibility with most structures, and a near-continuous design space. In this 
chapter, the OPV3-2BT-X structure with seven different substituents is used as a model system ( 

Figure 4.1a).  
Substituents in the OPV3-2BT-X series have a large effect on the gas-phase electronic structure 

of the molecule, in particular the gas-phase ionization energy (IEg) values (Figure 4.1b). Such 
changes to electronic structure are expected to influence the size of the hole-injection barrier 
(Schottky barrier), a key determinant of interfacial charge transfer efficiency in metal-organic 
systems.303 As a first approximation, one might therefore expect the large variation in IEg seen in 
Figure 4.1b to directly translate into a correspondingly large variation in the single-molecule 
conductance of the OPV3-2BT-X series. For example, a simple rectangular tunneling barrier 
model (Section 1.3.5) would suggest that varying the barrier height by 300 meV can easily lead to 
conductance variation of 50x or more. Instead, as discussed here, the conductance variation in 
OPV3-2BT-X and other series140,141 is much more muted because electronic structure affects 
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conductance via multiple interrelated mechanisms. Importantly, and as we will show, in these 
series the different mechanisms turn out to affect energy level alignment in anti-correlated and 
opposing ways, thus limiting the variation of highly tunable molecular properties. A deep 
understanding of the physical origins of these mechanisms and their correlations with each other 
is therefore necessary for deducing design rules that predictively connect chemical substituents to 
single-molecule conductance.  

 

 
Figure 4.1. Summary of the OPV3-2BT-X series considered in this chapter. The molecular 
structure is shown in (a) and the calculated gas-phase ionization energies 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔 are shown in (b), 
demonstrating that the seven substituents significantly modify the electronic structure of the 
molecule. The color convention introduced here for the different substituents will be used 
throughout this chapter.  
 

To gain such an understanding, in this work we first determine the single-molecule 
conductance of each molecule in the OPV3-2BT-X series using both mechanically controlled 
break junction (MCBJ) experiments and first-principles theory combining non-equilibrium 
Green’s functions (NEGF) and density functional theory (DFT). The limited conductance variation 
found by both approaches directly demonstrates the insufficiency of predicting conductance from 
IEg values alone. We next employ simple physical models to independently estimate the role of 
the two most important energy-alignment effects—namely, vacuum level shifts and image charge 
interactions. This reveals how the correlation of both effects with IEg explains the direction and 
magnitude of the observed conductance trend. We show that these correlations generalize to 
previously studied molecular systems and are even consistent with the trend across series, which 
IEg values alone cannot explain even at a qualitative level. This comparison across series also 
serves as an example of how molecular design attributes such as length can be used to modulate 
the strength of these correlated effects and hence control the conductance variation caused by 
substituents. These findings show that the two correlations described here can be used as new 
design rules to help identify new types of molecular scaffolds in which substituent-induced 
conductance variability/tailoring can be maximized.  
 
Section 4.2: Experimental Conductance Results 
 

We used our MCBJ set-up to experimentally measure conductances for each of the molecules 
in the OPV3-2BT-X series. Because these conductance distributions were all quite broad compared 
to the variation in the “background” signature of broken or incomplete plateaus (e.g., Figure 3.9a), 
differentiating conductance across the series is challenging. As described in Section 3.3, we 
addressed this challenge by using segment clustering to robustly extract and fit the main plateau 
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feature from each dataset, and the OPV3-2BT-X datasets considered in this chapter have mostly 
already been presented in that section. The one exception is OPV3-2BT-CCH, which was 
measured later. In addition, I note that the OPV3-2BT-NO2 molecule considered in Section 3.3 
differs in qualitative ways from the other OPV3 molecules: its calculated gas-phase band gap is 
significantly smaller, whereas the bandgaps for the other molecules in the series are all quite 
similar; and NEGF-DFT calculations found an anti-resonance indicative of destructive quantum 
interference (DQI; see Section 1.4.2) in its transmission function, unlike all the other molecules in 
the series. These factors could serve to confound the energy-level alignment effects being 
investigated here, and so OPV3-2BT-NO2 is not considered in this chapter.  
 

 
Figure 4.2. Peak conductance values for the OPV3-2BT-X molecules studied in this chapter. The 
error bars represent the uncertainty in cluster bounds as well as variation between multiple datasets 
measured for each molecule. 
 

For each molecule in the OPV3-2BT-X series, multiple experimental datasets were 
independently analyzed with segment clustering. Moreover, as explained in Section 3.3, segment 
clustering produces twelve different peak conductances for each dataset to represent the 
uncertainty in the cluster bounds. For this chapter, I thus took the median value from among the 
combined set of all twelve peaks from all datasets for each molecule to represent its experimental 
conductance. I then used the range of the middle 68% of peak values in each combined set to 
determine error bars for each of these conductance measurements. The results for all seven 
OPV3-2BT-X molecules considered in this chapter are summarized in Figure 4.2, and reveal that 
the conductance variation due to substituents is surprisingly small relative to the variation in gas-
phase electronic structure (i.e., compare to Figure 4.1b). 
 
Section 4.3: Comparison with Theoretical Conductance Results 
 

To gain further insight and help validate our experimental findings, we turned to quantum 
transport calculations to determine the conductance of the OPV3-2BT-X series from first 
principles. These calculations combine the NEGF technique and DFT (see Section 1.3.7), as 
implemented in the Nanodcal code.70,71 The electron many-body effects are treated in the 
exchange-correlation functional form of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE).304 Each molecular 
junction was simulated by an OPV3-2BT-X molecule connected to two gold electrodes with finite 
thickness which taper to single atom apexes. Initial geometry optimizations were performed using 
density functional theory (DFT) with VASP305 using a plane wave cutoff of 400 eV and a force 
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convergence threshold of 0.02 eV/Å.  Two Au layers at the end of each electrode were restricted 
from moving during the optimization process to maintain the structural integrity of the electrodes. 
A region of vacuum was included so that one electrode could be moved relative to the other while 
maintaining at least 20 Å of separation between periodic images to avoid interactions. Geometry 
optimization was repeated for a range of electrode separations, and showed that the most stable 
configuration occurred for an electrode gap size of ~2.3 nm for each molecule (Figure 4.3a), 
though qualitatively similar results are obtained for a smaller gap size (see SI of Ivie and 
Bamberger et al.300). While different conformations of the OPV3 backbone have minimal impact 
on calculated electronic structure, the orientation of the methoxy substituent in OPV3-2BT-OMe 
meaningfully influences the theoretical results (see SI of Ivie and Bamberger et al.300). Two 
possible stable orientations are thus considered throughout this chapter: the methoxy substituent 
parallel to the plane of the ring (always shown in solid red), and the methoxy substituent 
perpendicular to the backbone (always shown in dotted and/or unfilled red).  
 

 
Figure 4.3. Summary of NEGF-DFT results for the OPV3-2BT-X series. (a) Geometry of 
optimized electrode-molecule-electrode system with OPV3-2BT-H. (b) Comparison of calculated 
transmission functions for each OPV3-2BT-X molecule. Shaded gray region indicates the range 
in which the true EF likely falls. (c) Scattering states of the OPV3-2BT-H junction at the two 
transmission peaks seen in (b). (d) HOMO and LUMO orbitals of the isolated OPV3-2BT-H 
molecule. Comparison of (c) and (d) indicates that the two transmission peaks correspond to 
HOMO- and LUMO-mediated transport, respectively. 
 

Optimized geometries from VASP were then used in Nanodcal for transport calculations, with 
the junction seamlessly connected to semi-infinite bulk Au electrodes at zero potential difference. 
All valence electrons were treated with double-zeta polarization (DZP) basis functions. The 
resulting transmission functions for all molecules (Figure 4.3b) are broadly similar, with shared 
peaks near -1.75 eV and +0.25 eV.  Comparison of scattering states at those energies (Figure 4.3c) 
with the orbitals of the isolated OPV3-2BT-H molecule (Figure 4.3d) reveals that those peaks 
correspond to HOMO- and LUMO-like transport levels, respectively. NEGF-DFT places the 
Fermi energy (EF) on the edge of the LUMO peak, but DFT is well-known to underestimate the 
HOMO-LUMO gap and often misplaces EF within that gap (see Section 1.3.7).78 In contrast, –SR 
linker groups such as –BT usually lead to HOMO-mediated transport because the sulphur lone pair 
is typically included in the HOMO,34 and indeed the results of fitting experimental I-V curves to 
computed transmission functions in previously studied molecules with –BT linker groups were 
most consistent with HOMO-mediated transport.86 Furthermore, the ordering of transmission 
functions along the edge of the LUMO-peak (Figure 4.3b) is in stark disagreement with our 
experimental results, making it unlikely that the real-world transport occurs in that energy range.  
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For all of these reasons, in this work we place the true EF along the edge of the HOMO-peak. 
Throughout this broad region (shaded in Figure 4.3b), the ordering of molecular conductances 
remains consistent, allowing for a direct comparison to experimental results. Although quantitative 
agreement between calculations and experiment is not expected at this level of theory because 
calculated conductances tend to overestimate measurements by an order of magnitude (see Section 
1.3.7),86 NEGF-DFT should capture the correct relative conductance trends.73,74  

Experimental and theoretical results are compared in Figure 4.4, with both sets of values 
normalized by the conductance of OPV3-2BT-H to remove effects that might arise from DFT 
systematically under-estimating band-gaps.306,307 To calculate the relative theoretical 
conductances, the transmission for each molecule was first divided by the transmission for OPV3-
2BT-H at each energy in the shaded region of Figure 4.3b (-1.5 to -1.0 eV). The median from 
amongst these values was then used as the central theoretical value for each molecule, with the 
error bars representing the central 68% of the distribution of ratios for each molecule.   

The slope in Figure 4.4 deviates slightly from 1, which is not unexpected given the known 
limitations of DFT mentioned above. Overall, however, broad agreement between experiment and 
theory is observed, both in terms of the qualitative ordering of the molecular conductances and in 
the relative magnitude of conductances. Both theoretical and experimental results thus agree that 
small substituents can be used to tune molecular conductance in the OPV3-2BT-X series, as is 
expected due to the variation in gas-phase electronic structure properties including 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔. The major 
finding, however, is that the magnitude of this tunability is surprisingly small given the range of 
𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔 (i.e., a factor of 2 to 3 change in conductance vs. a range of 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔 in excess of 300 meV). In the 
remainder of this chapter, I show how this strikingly small sensitivity of conductance to molecular 
electronic structure stems from a peculiar anti-correlation of several different effects, and show 
that this understanding of energy level alignment in the junction provides a unified picture of 
conductance trends in diverse molecules beyond OPV3-2BT-X. This insight defines new 
possibilities for tuning energy level alignment and hence conductance in molecular junctions. 

 

 
Figure 4.4. Comparison of experimental and theoretical conductances for the OPV3-2BT-X series.  
Each conductance value GX is divided by the conductance of OPV3-2BT-H (GH) to obtain relative 
conductances on each axis. Experimental error bars represent uncertainty arising from independent 
datasets collected for each molecule and from uncertainty in cluster bounds, while theoretical error 
bars represent uncertainty about where in the shaded region in Figure 4.3b the true EF lies. The 
shaded oval highlights the close linear agreement between experiment and theory for all points 
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except –OMe in the parallel orientation; however, even including –OMe-parallel, there is broad 
qualitative agreement in the ordering of conductances.  
 
Section 4.4: Conceptual Model of Level-Alignment Effects 
 

To understand how multiple anti-correlated effects explain the limited variability of observed 
conductance across the OPV3-2BT-X series, we first propose a simple conceptual model that 
allows us to consider the contributions of each major effect separately. The molecules in the 
OPV3-2BT-X series share the same conjugation, length, and linker group, and calculations suggest 
no meaningful variation in the twist angles between oligomer units (see SI of Ivie and Bamberger 
et al.300). We therefore focus our attention on energy level alignment, as this is the primary attribute 
in which these molecules are expected to differ from each other. In particular, since the OPV3-
2BT-X series is expected to be HOMO-conducting, variation in the hole-injection barrier (HIB) 
should determine the conductance trend across these molecules.  
 

 
Figure 4.5. Energy level diagram illustrating the major effects that control conductance variation 
across the OPV3-2BT-X series by determining the size of the hole injection barrier (HIB, green).  
The starting point is the alignment between the gas phase ionization energy (IEg, yellow and 
referenced to the vacuum level of the empty junction, VEJ) and the Fermi energy of the electrodes 
(EF; panel 1). Molecule-induced changes to the surface dipole cause VEJ to decrease by ΔV (purple), 
moving the transport level (red) farther from EF (panel 2). Interaction between the molecular 
charge distribution and image charges in the electrodes causes the ionization energy to shrink by 
RNE (blue), reducing the HIB (panel 3). In the OPV3-2BT-X series, these three effects are 
correlated such that any changes to IEg are partially canceled out by the changes that 
simultaneously occur to ΔV and RNE (see Figure 4.6a,b).  
 

Figure 4.5 illustrates the three major physical mechanisms that control variation in HIB values 
in our conceptual model. The starting point in the limit of no molecule-electrode interactions is the 
molecular gas-phase ionization energy (IEg) referenced to the vacuum level of the empty junction 
(VEJ) (Figure 4.5, panel 1; vacuum level alignment or Schottky-Mott limit). As is well known from 
organic/metal interfaces, coupling of a linker group to the electrode changes the local vacuum level 
due to the build-up of a surface dipole.308 This typically shifts VEJ down by ΔV, moving the 
transport level farther from EF (Figure 4.5, panel 2). Finally, interactions between the charge 
distribution of the positively charged ionized molecule and its image charge distribution in the 
electrodes renormalizes the transport levels;56 this renormalization energy (RNE) reduces the 
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ionization energy and thus decreases the HIB (Figure 4.5, panel 3). While this overall picture of 
energy level alignment does not include effects such as surface reconstruction, such higher-order 
contributions are expected to play a minor role and to be mostly conserved across the series as 
long as the linker group is maintained. The three effects listed in Figure 4.5 thus represent the 
primary determinants of relative molecular conductance in our system. 

 

 
Figure 4.6. Correlations between different level-alignment and conductance values for the OPV3-
2BT-X series. (a) Correlation between calculated values of ΔV and of IEg. (b) Correlation between 
calculated values of RNE and of IEg. (c) Correlation between experimentally measured 
conductances and calculated IEg values. The fact that ΔV and RNE are each correlated with IEg 
explains both why IEg alone predicts the qualitative trend in conductances quite well, and why the 
variation in conductance is so minimal. 
 

To investigate the OPV3-2BT-X series in accordance with the conceptual model in Figure 4.5, 
we employ a local electrostatic potential model to estimate ΔV values and a simple image charge 
model to estimate RNE values (see details below). These two models of specific effects 
complement our NEGF-DFT model: whereas the latter provides a single integrated quantitative 
picture, the former provide conceptual insight into the physical origins of observed trends. As 
shown in Figure 4.6a,b, these independent calculations reveal a tight linear correlation between 
IEg and both ΔV and RNE. These correlations consequently explain why the conductance trend is 
broadly predicted by IEg values alone (Figure 4.6c), despite there being three major components 
that determine HIB values (Figure 4.5). Moreover, the directions of the correlations in Figure 
4.6a,b are such that increasing IEg is associated with a less-negative ΔV and a more-negative RNE. 
This leads to our main conclusion: variation in both ΔV and RNE opposes any variation in IEg, 
leading to a much smaller spread of both HIB values and conductances than might otherwise be 
expected. In particular, our calculations suggest that of the ~320 meV spread in IEg values across 
the OPV3-2BT-X series, variation in ΔV counteracts ~70 meV of this spread and variation in RNE 
counteracts ~80 meV. As these numbers are the result of two different simple models, they should 
only be taken as estimates. However, the fact that all three ranges are of the same order of 
magnitude provides strong evidence that the correlations delineated in Figure 4.6a,b play a 
significant role in reducing the range of HIB values in the OPV3-2BT-X series, and are thus the 
primary reason for the direct correlation of conductance with IEg and the limited conductance 
tunability observed in Figure 4.6c.  

In the following sections, we probe the ΔV and RNE models independently to uncover the 
causes of the correlations in Figure 4.6a,b. We show that these correlations are not happenstance, 
but arise instead due to inherently linked physical phenomena, and therefore serve as new design 
principles that are expected to apply to a broad range of molecular structures. To demonstrate this 
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wide applicability, we show in Section 4.7 how the RNE correlation in particular yields a unified 
description of previously published results.  
 
Section 4.5: Correlation of Vacuum Level Shifts 
 
Section 4.5.1: Electrostatic Potential Model of ΔV 
 

To calculate trends in ΔV across the OPV3-2BT-X series, we used VASP to examine the xy-
averaged local electrostatic potential relative to EF for each molecular configuration used in the 
transport calculations, as well as for an empty junction of the same size. First, the difference 
between the empty junction and the junction containing each molecule was averaged across the 
length of the molecule to calculate the shift in local potential (ΔLP) for each molecule. However, 
correctly translating these ΔLP values into ΔV estimates requires careful consideration of the 
physical meaning and definition of both quantities in the present context.    

In single electrode systems, the shift in the local vacuum level due to an adsorbed molecule is 
calculated using the long-range local potential above the molecular assembly, and molecular 
ionization energies and hole injection barriers are referenced to this level293 (Figure 4.7a). In 
contrast, in a two-electrode break-junction system such a long-range potential is never developed 
due to the presence of the second electrode in the near-field of both the molecule and the first 
electrode. Therefore, while ΔLP includes all physical effects, the correct reference point for the 
ionization energy (IE) will be offset by the difference between a hypothetical long-range potential 
and the potential in the molecular region (Figure 4.7b). This difference (ΔMP) can be estimated 
from the local potential of the isolated molecule (Figure 4.7c).  

 

 
Figure 4.7. Example xy-averaged local electrostatic potentials (relative to EF) calculated for 
OPV3-2BT-H systems (blue) and the equivalent bare gold systems (gold). (a) When OPV3-2BT-
H is attached to a single electrode, we can look beyond the molecule, where the long-range 
potential has been established, to calculate the local vacuum level shift ΔV (purple). This long-
range potential is also the correct reference point for the IE (orange), whereas it would be incorrect 
to reference the IE to the average potential on top of the molecule (dotted red). (b) In a two-
electrode junction, a long-range potential is never established, but it is still incorrect to reference 
the IE to the average potential on top of the molecule. Instead, the correct IE reference point lies 
ΔMP above the potential inside the junction (dotted green). In this work we thus use ΔV = ΔLP – 
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ΔMP to refer to the shift from the bare gold vacuum level to this correct IE reference point. (c) 
ΔMP can be estimated from a local electrostatic potential calculation for the isolated molecule as 
the difference between the average potential outside of and on top of the molecule.  

Therefore, because we are defining the “local vacuum level” as a reference point for ionization 
energies (e.g., Figure 4.5), we must calculate the shift in this local vacuum level as 
ΔV = ΔLP – ΔMP. As shown in Figure 4.8a, subtracting ΔMP from the local electrostatic potential 
at each point removes the corrugation seen in Figure 4.7b. Moreover, the relative ordering of the 
different molecules—which is what we care about in the context of this chapter—is largely the 
same over the span of the molecule (Figure 4.8b). Therefore, to obtain a single value of ΔV for 
each molecule, we average over the region between the midpoints of each carbon-sulfur bond 
(indicated with gray dotted vertical lines in Figure 4.8b).  
 

 
Figure 4.8. Results of subtracting ΔMP from ΔLP at all distances to define ΔV.  (a) The xy-averaged 
local electrostatic potential (relative to EF) for a gold junction containing each OPV3-2BT-X 
molecule after subtracting ΔMP, as well as for an empty gold junction of the same size (gold). 
Because ΔMP has already been subtracted, ΔV is simply the shift relative to the potential of the 
empty junction. (b) Zoomed in view of the area within the dashed box in (a), showing that the 
relative ordering of the different molecules is largely the same over the length of the molecule. To 
obtain a single ΔV value for each molecule, these potentials were therefore averaged over the span 
of the molecule (vertical dotted gray lines).  
 
Section 4.5.2: Physical Origin of ΔV Correlation 
 

To explain the correlation between IEg and ΔV, we conceptually decompose the vacuum level 
shift into two components (Figure 4.9a). First is the push-back effect, in which the presence of the 
molecule reduces the spill-out of the electrode wavefunction, decreasing the surface dipole and 
hence lowering the vacuum level by ΔVPB (Figure 4.9a, panel 1).52,53 We assume this contribution 
to be constant across the series because push-back should mainly be caused by the shared BT linker 
group. Next, coupling to the electrodes broadens the molecular energy level, resulting in charge-
transfer from the tailing molecular states extending above EF to the electrodes (Figure 4.9a, panel 
2). The resulting surface dipole produces the second contribution, ΔVCT (Figure 4.9a, panel 3).54 
Our electrostatic potential calculations in the junction show that ΔV exhibits a tight linear 
correlation with the amount of charge transferred off the molecule (Figure 4.9b), which we 
attribute to variation in ΔVCT. The molecular charge transfer is in turn tightly correlated with IEg, 
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because IEg determines what fraction of the broadened molecular energy level extends above EF 
upon junction formation (Figure 4.9c). This is the same relationship that can lead to Fermi-level 
pinning in more extreme cases where the molecular energy level is brought especially close to 
EF.309,310 The correlation between ΔV and IEg seen in Figure 4.6a is thus mediated by the 
fundamental physical process of interfacial charge transfer, and so should apply to most HOMO-
conducting molecular systems. Even in the case of LUMO-conducting molecules, however, an 
analogous opposing correlation is expected due to charge transfer from the electrodes into the 
broadened LUMO level. 
 

 
Figure 4.9. Conceptual model of the physical origins of the local vacuum level shift ΔV, and our 
calculated results. (a) A portion of the vacuum shift, ΔVPB, is due to the push-back effect. Charge 
transfer between the broadened molecular energy level and the electrodes then causes a further 
shift ΔVCT. (b) A tight correlation is found between ΔV and the charge on the molecule; this is 
attributed to the contribution of ΔVCT, which is proportional to the amount of charge transfer. 
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(c) The amount of charge transferred off the molecule is in turn tightly correlated with IEg, thus 
explaining the link between IEg and ΔV seen in Figure 4.6a.  
 
Section 4.6: Correlation of Image Charge Renormalization 
 
Section 4.6.1: Image Charge Model of RNE 
 

To estimate RNE values, we employed a simplified model of image charge effects in which 
each electrode is treated as a perfectly-conducting half-infinite plane and the molecular charge 
distribution is approximated as a set of point charges centered on each atom. Despite its simplicity, 
this type of image charge model has provided useful insight into several single-molecule transport 
results.57,73,82,83,311,312 It is particularly appropriate for the present context because we are focused 
on differences between similar molecules, and so systematic errors in the model (e.g., from treating 
the electrodes as planes instead of sharp tips) are likely to cancel. However, we stress that the 
results of this model should not be quantitatively compared to other results in this work, but are 
instead only meaningful in terms of revealing qualitative trends and estimating the order of 
magnitude of RNE values.   

For the OPV3-2BT-X series, atomic positions were fixed at the same values used for the 
transport calculations (see above; separate calculations with the atomic positions free to move were 
used to calculate vertical IEg values). Hirshfeld charges on each atom were then calculated for 
every molecule with a net charge of both 0 and +1 using Gaussian 16 with B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p), 
in the absence of electrodes. Leaving off the electrodes for these partial charge calculations is 
justified because we are focused on trends across a series of similar molecules, and moreover the 
neutral molecules show very minimal charge redistribution when the electrodes are included (see 
SI of Ivie and Bamberger et al.300). Each molecule was then aligned to place its two sulfur atoms 
along the x-axis and the two half-infinite electrodes were placed in the yz-plane with the gap size 
equal to the sulfur-to-sulfur distance of the molecule plus 0.2 nm. This gap size was chosen to 
roughly account for both the sulfur-to-gold bond lengths and the distance between the gold nuclei 
and the image plane, but different gap sizes do not change the trend across molecules (Section 
4.6.4). Differences in sulfur-to-sulfur lengths between molecules were extremely slight and do not 
account for the differences in image charge renormalization energy. For both the neutral and 
cationic form of each molecule, image charges were added until the cumulative interaction energy 
converged to within 2 meV, and then RNE was calculated as ΔEcat – ΔEneu (Figure 4.10).  

After obtaining atomic partial charges and coordinates from DFT results, all image charge 
calculations and visualizations were performed using custom MATLAB code which I have made 
freely available online on the LabMontiTM GitHub page.  
 
Section 4.6.2: Simplified Conceptual Picture of Image Charge Effects 
 

In order to qualitatively understand why RNE varies across molecules, it is helpful to first 
simplify the thousands of individual pair-wise interactions considered by the full model by 
grouping them by atom type and focusing on the most dominant contributions. In this section I 
thus demonstrate how these simplifications occur and why they are justified. It is important to 
stress that the simplified picture of RNE developed here is solely used at a conceptual level to 
understand why our RNE results correlate so tightly with IEg; all RNE values presented in this 
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chapter (e.g., Figure 4.6b) come from the full, un-simplified image charge model described in the 
previous section.  
 

 
Figure 4.10. Energy diagram for OPV3-2BT-H illustrating the dominant role of the cation 
renormalization. Energies of the neutral (gray) and cationic (red) species are show with dotted 
lines for the gas phase and with open circles after including the renormalization due to image 
charge effects as a function of image plane gap size. All energies are shown relative to the gas-
phase neutral OPV3-2BT-H energy. As the gap size decreases, both the neutral molecule and the 
cation decrease in energy, causing the gas-phase ionization energy IEg to renormalize into IERN. 
However, the change in the neutral energy is negligible compared to the change in cation energy, 
and so the overall renormalization of the ionization energy (RNE) is essentially just equal to the 
change in cation energy (ΔEcat).  
 

As described above, the full RNE calculations consider the effect of image charge interactions 
on the energy of both the neutral and cationic molecular species (Eneu and Ecat, respectively) 
because changes in either energy can influence the value of IE = Ecat – Eneu. As shown in Figure 
4.10 for the example of OPV3-2BT-H, both energies decrease compared to their gas-phase values 
as the electrodes are brought closer to the molecule, but the decrease in ΔEneu is negligible. 
Therefore, RNE ≈ ΔEcat, and so as our first conceptual simplification we focus solely on the image 
charge interactions in the cationic version of each molecule.  
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Figure 4.11. Demonstration of the convergence of the image charge interaction energy for the 
OPV3-2BT-H and OPV3-2BT-CN cations as higher- and higher-order images are included. While 
the sum must be extended past the 300th order images to obtain convergence to within 2 meV, the 
relative interaction energies are well-approximated by just including the 1st order images.  

In principle, the two-electrode configuration in our model produces an infinite series of image 
charges in each electrode through a “hall of mirrors” effect (Figure 4.13a). As described above, 
we include enough of these image charges in our calculations to achieve convergence to within 2 
meV. This convergence is illustrated in Figure 4.11 for the OPV3-2BT-H and OPV3-2BT-CN 
cations. Due to the long range of Coulombic interactions, in each case over 300 sets of images 
must be included. However, the majority of the interaction energy is accounted for by just the first 
order image charges, and moreover the difference between the two molecules is nearly constant 
over the entire course of convergence. Therefore, in order to qualitatively understand the direction 
and magnitude of these image charge interactions, and especially trends across molecules, we can 
further simplify our conceptual picture by focusing on only the 1st order cation images.  
 

 
Figure 4.12. Investigation of different cationic contributions of RNE for OPV3-2BT-H. (a) Partial 
charges assigned to each atom of the OPV3-2BT-H cation, with red (blue) circles indicating 
positive (negative) charges, and the circle area proportional to the charge magnitude. The infinite 
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planar electrodes are shown in gold and the image planes are indicated by dotted black lines. 
(b) Contributions to the total renormalization energy of the OPV3-2BT-H cation from image 
charge interactions between different types of atoms. Energies have been summed across the 
diagonal due to the symmetry of the image charge interactions. Note that the highest-magnitude 
energies all correspond to interactions involving the hydrogens.  
 

Since our model employs point charges, the total image charge interaction energy is calculated 
as a sum of individual pair-wise interactions. To better understand which of these interactions are 
the most important, we group them by atom type. We find that because the highest-magnitude 
charges are found on the hydrogens (Figure 4.12a), interactions involving these hydrogens are the 
largest contributors to ΔEcat and hence RNE (Figure 4.12b). This observation allows us to simplify 
our conceptual picture one final step by focusing solely on not just the 1st order images, but the 1st 
order hydrogen images in particular. Due to the mathematical symmetry of the image charge 
model, we can include the non-hydrogen atoms in the original charge distribution but ignore them 
in the image charge distribution without losing any information (for derivation of this symmetry, 
see SI of Ivie and Bamberger et al.300).  
 
Section 4.6.3: Physical Origin of RNE Correlation 
 

 
Figure 4.13. Before and after summary of the application of conceptual simplifications to the 
image charge model. (a) Representation of the atomic partial charges on the OPV3-2BT-H cation, 
with red (blue) circles indicating positive (negative) charges and circle area proportional to charge 
magnitude. The planar electrodes are also represented (gold) along with multiple sets of charge 
images induced within each electrode. The full calculation of RNE for OPV3-2BT-H involves 
contributions from all of these image charges, as well as from those of the neutral molecule (not 
shown). However, as justified in Section 4.6.2, at a conceptual level we can simplify this picture 
to the cartoon in (b), in which atoms are grouped by type, neutral molecule interactions are ignored, 
and we focus solely on cation interactions involving the (negatively charged) first order hydrogen 
images. This demonstrates that the negative sign of RNE for OPV3-2BT-H arises because 
attractive interactions are dominant. 
 

Figure 4.13 shows the application of the simplifications and approximations explained in the 
previous section to the example of OPV3-2BT-H, with the physical system considered by the full 
RNE model shown in Figure 4.13a and then our simplified conceptual picture shown in Figure 
4.13b. This shows that for OPV3-2BT-H, a modest repulsive potential exists between the 
negatively charged carbon atoms and the negatively charged hydrogen images, but that this is more 
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than counteracted by a large attractive potential between the positively charged hydrogen and 
sulfur atoms and the negatively charged hydrogen images, explaining why the RNE for 
OPV3-2BT-H has an overall negative value of -0.76 eV. This reduced image charge picture can 
then be used to understand trends in RNE across the OPV3-2BT-X series, and in particular the 
anti-correlation between RNE and IEg. For example, for a change from –H to a more 
electronegative substituent such as –CN, the substituent itself becomes more negatively charged 
at the expense of the atoms of the OPV3 backbone (Figure 4.14a). As shown in Figure 4.14b,c, 
while this extra negative charge on the substituent increases repulsion with the hydrogen images, 
at the same time the more positive backbone causes increased attraction with the hydrogen images. 
Crucially, because it is closer to the electrodes on average, the backbone response dominates. This 
means that making the substituent more electron-withdrawing directly causes RNE to become 
more negative. 
 

 
Figure 4.14. Changes in image charge interactions when the –H substituent is replaced with –CN. 
(a) Change in partial charge on each conserved atom, with orange (cyan) circles indicating charges 
that became more positive (negative), and the area of each circle proportional to the magnitude of 
change. The net charge change on the substituent is represented by the open circle. (b) Changes in 
cation contributions to RNE, with atoms grouped into three categories: conserved hydrogens, 
conserved carbons/sulfurs, and atoms belonging to the substituent. Energies have been summed 
across the diagonal due to the symmetry of the image charge interactions. These energy changes 
can be rationalized using the simplified cartoon model in (c): the substituent net charge flips from 
positive to negative, leading to more repulsive interactions with the hydrogen images. However, 
this is outweighed by the increase in attractive potential due to the backbone atoms becoming more 
positively (or less negatively) charged. 
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Electron-donating substituents have an analogous but opposite effect on RNE, as shown by the 
example in Figure 4.15 of replacing –H with –OMe. This case is slightly more complicated than 
the –H to –CN example, because while –OMe is overall an electron donor to the conjugated π-
system, the electronegative oxygen atom significantly withdraws electron density from the carbon 
it is immediately attached to (Figure 4.15a). It is therefore convenient to conceptually include this 
bonded carbon (CS) as part of the substituent. Considering the different contributions to how the 
renormalization energy changes going from OPV3-2BT-H to OPV3-2BT-OMe now reveals the 
opposite pattern to Figure 4.14b (Figure 4.15b).  Specifically, because RNE is dominated by 
interactions with the negatively charged 1st order hydrogen images, the extra electron density 
donated to the backbone leads to a more repulsive potential (middle and lower left squares in 
Figure 4.15b), more than making up for the increased attraction caused by less electron density on 
the substituent + CS itself (top left square in Figure 4.15b). Therefore, we find that making the 
substituent more electron-donating directly causes RNE to become less negative.  
 

 
Figure 4.15. Changes in image charge interactions when the –H substituent is replaced with –OMe. 
(a) Change in partial charge on each conserved atom. The area of each circle is proportional to the 
change in charge, with orange (cyan) circles indicating charge increases (decreases). The position 
of the substituent is indicated by the black “x”. While –OMe withdraws significant electron density 
from the carbon it is immediately bonded to (CS), it adds electron density to nearly every other 
atom in the backbone, consistent with its role as an electron donor. (b) Change in the contribution 
of each type of interaction to ΔEcat when –H is replaced with –OMe. The extra electron density 
donated to the backbone leads to more repulsive interactions with the 1st order hydrogen images 
(middle and bottom left squares), more than making up for the extra attractive potential from the 
substituent + Cs due to its decreased negative charge.  
 

Because the substituents in the OPV3-2BT-X series are directly connected to the molecular 
π-system, substituent donating or withdrawing character also directly controls IEg,141 thus 
explaining the tight RNE vs. IEg anti-correlation shown in Figure 4.6b. This physical link can 
therefore be expected to be present in a wide variety of molecular systems, and an analogous anti-
correlation also arises in the case of LUMO-mediated transport (see SI of Ivie and Bamberger et 
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al.300). In Section 4.7, we explicitly show how this explanation unifies single molecule conductance 
observations for other seemingly unrelated systems. First, however, we test the robustness of this 
relationship in the OPV3-2BT-X series.  
 
Section 4.6.4: Robustness of RNE Results 
 

One limitation of our RNE model is that the true tapering shapes of the electrodes are 
approximated as half-infinite planes. To help confirm that the anti-correlation between RNE and 
IEg is not an artefact of this simplification, two types of robustness test were performed. First, we 
investigated the effect of modifying the gap size between the two image planes, to account for 
uncertainty in where these planes should be positioned to best approximate the effective image 
planes of the true tapering electrodes. We calculated RNE for gap sizes varying from the minimum 
size that keeps all atoms between the two image planes to much larger than the length of the 
molecule. As shown in Figure 4.16a, the outputs of the RNE model that we claim are meaningful—
the order of magnitude of the RNE values and their range, and the qualitative trend across the 
OPV3-2BT-X series—are not significantly impacted by this uncertainty in the true image plane 
gap size.  

Next, we also investigated the impact of modeling spherical rather than planar electrodes. Like 
half-infinite planes, spherical electrodes are another case in which the classical image charge effect 
can be solved exactly, and they may better approximate the shape of the true electrodes. For all of 
our spherical electrode RNE calculations, we always found the same tight anti-correlation between 
IEg and RNE, as shown in the example in Figure 4.16b. Moreover, the order of magnitude of the 
RNE values, and especially their range, are largely preserved as the radius of the electrodes is 
varied over a reasonable range (Figure 4.16c).  

Taken together, the results in Figure 4.16 thus demonstrate that the anti-correlation we 
discovered between IEg and RNE is quite robust to changes in the electrode shapes and to the 
position of the molecule relative to the electrodes.  

 

 
Figure 4.16. Variation in calculated RNE values for each OPV3-2BT-X molecule due to changes 
in electrode shape and positioning. (a) RNE values calculated using planar electrodes with varying 
gaps between the two image planes. (b) RNE values calculated using spherical electrodes with a 
radius of 0.5 nm and a gap size of 2.15 nm between the surfaces of each electrode, plotted against 
IEg. (c) RNE values calculated using spherical electrodes of varying radii, with the gap size 
between the surfaces of the spheres held constant at 2.15 nm. In all of these cases, the qualitative 
trend in RNE values in identical to that found in Figure 4.6b, and the order of magnitude of the 
spread in these values is also largely preserved.  
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Section 4.7: Extension of Correlations to Other Molecular Systems 
 

Based on the physical connections discussed above, each of our new design principles—the 
correlation of both ΔV and RNE with IEg—should extend to a broad variety of molecular systems 
beyond OPV3-2BT-X, where they may play a similarly important role in determining the range of 
conductance variation. To investigate this generalizability, we focus here on the RNE effect since 
it is more readily computationally accessible and more distinct from previously reported 
relationships in multi-molecule junctions.291  

The effect of substituents on molecular junctions has been investigated by a handful of 
groups.140–145 Here we concentrate on the two most prominent cases in which single-molecule 
conductance was measured across a series of molecules while holding the linker groups and 
backbone constant but varying a single substituent: the benzene diamine (BDA) series studied by 
Venkataraman et al.141, and the penta-phenyl cyclophane dithiol series (P5-cyclophane-2SH-X) 
studied by Lo et al.140. These series span a wide swath of design space, as they differ in length, 
backbone structure, and linker group compared to both OPV3-2BT-X and each other (Figure 4.17). 
However, after applying our model to both series,* we find the same tight anti-correlation between 
IEg and RNE as found previously in the OPV3-2BT-X series (Figure 4.18). We also find this same 
anti-correlation in two carotenoid series studied by Aragonès et al.142 (see SI of Ivie and Bamberger 
et al.300), further demonstrating the wide applicability and robustness of this relationship. However, 
because these carotenoid series have four substituents each, they cannot be directly compared to 
the three series above.  
 

                                                 
*Atomic positions were fixed to values determined from DFT gas-phase equilibrium optimization calculations for 
each neutral molecule performed using Gaussian 16 with B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p). All subsequent steps were the same 
as described in Section 4.6.1.  
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Figure 4.17. Specific substituents considered by Venkataraman et al. and Lo et al. for the BDA 
and P5-cyclophane-2SH-X series, respectively, along with the substituents for the OPV3-2BT-X 
series considered in this work for comparison. As shown, a few molecules in the BDA series have 
two or four substituents attached to the backbone, but the majority have just one like the other two 
series.  
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Figure 4.18. RNE vs. IEg plots for the BDA (a) and P5-cyclophane-2SH-X series (b). The same 
tight anti-correlation is observed for each of these series as for OPV3-2BT-X, demonstrating that 
the relationship from Figure 4.6b generalizes to other constructs. Note that a few molecules in the 
BDA series have multiple substituents (Figure 4.17).   
 

Based on the tight anti-correlations in Figure 4.18, we predict that—just as for OPV3-2BT-X—
the conductances in these two other series are qualitatively well-explained by IEg values alone, but 
that the magnitude of conductance variation is small relative to the variation in IEg. Both 
predictions turn out to be true: as shown in Figure 4.19, the experimentally measured conductances 
for each series correlate quite well with their gas phase ionization energies alone,* despite the fact 
that multiple major effects influence energy alignment; and as shown in Table 4.1, the relative 
range of conductances for each series is rather small given the significant variation in IEg (recall 
that a simple rectangular tunneling barrier model suggests that changing the barrier height (HIB) 
by 300 meV can easily lead to over 50x variation in conductance). This demonstrates that the 
opposition between IEg and RNE that we discovered in the OPV3-2BT-X series is quite general, 
predictive, and provides a uniform theoretical underpinning for understanding the direction and 
magnitude of conductance trends within diverse molecular series.  
 
                                                 
*Note that Lo et al. present evidence that transport in P5-cyclophane-2SH-NO2 is LUMO-mediated, but all other 
molecules in both series are expected to exhibit HOMO-mediated transport.140,141  
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Figure 4.19. Correlation of the experimental conductances measured by Venkataraman et al.141 for 
the BDA series (a) and by Lo et al. for the P5-cyclophane-2SH-X series (b) with the vertical gas 
phase ionization energies obtained from our DFT calculations.  
 
Table 4.1. The overall range of relative conductances and IEg values for three different molecular 
series in which the backbone and linker group are conserved while substituent identity is varied. 
Also included is the conductance ratio for the –OMe and –Cl substituents, since they were shared 
between all three series.  

Molecular Series Max/Min G Ratio Total IEg Range (eV) -OMe/-Cl G Ratio 
BDA 1.49a 1.307d 1.15a 

OPV3-2BT-X 2.85b 0.318d 1.43b 

P5-cyclophane-2SH-X 15.11c 0.301d 5.21c 

aVenkatarman et al.141 
bThis work 
cLo et al.140 
dOur Gaussian DFT calculations 
 

We now consider the trend in conductance variability between the three series (BDA, OPV3-
2BT-X, and P5-cyclophane-2SH-X). We note that focusing on IEg values alone, which works well 
to explain conductance ordering within series,140,141 would predict exactly the wrong trend in 
relative conductance between the three series: the largest IEg variation is in fact associated with 
the least relative conductance variation (Table 4.2; we focus on the substituents –Cl and –OMe 
since they are included in all three series). In contrast, considering RNE values as well is fully 
consistent with the observed conductances, because the series with more RNE variation—which 
is predicted to reduce conductance variability by opposing shifts in IEg—do indeed display less 
variation in relative conductance (Table 4.2). This trend in RNE variation appears to be primarily 
a consequence of backbone length (see Table 4.2, as well as SI of Ivie and Bamberger et al.300 for 
additional examples), demonstrating how the IEg/RNE correlation serves as a design principle that 
directly connects molecular structure to transport properties. Due to model limitations, the IEg and 
RNE ranges in Table 4.2 cannot be directly compared to determine which trend across series 
dominates, and of course these three molecular series differ in other ways that may also influence 
conductance variability. However, the fact that the IEg/RNE correlation provides a unified view of 
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conductance across diverse molecular designs that is consistent with the conductance trend 
between series illustrates how this design principle offers powerful insight into single-molecule 
conductance trends.  
 
Table 4.2. Comparablea conductance ratios and energy ranges for the three molecular series 
considered in this chapter. The backbone length of each structure is also included.  

Molecular Series Conductance 
Ratio IEg Rangeb (eV) RNE Rangec (eV) Backbone 

Lengthb (nm) 
BDA 1.15d 0.450 0.154 0.57 

OPV3-2BT-X 1.43e 0.205 0.045 1.96 
P5-Cyclophane-2SH 5.21f 0.117 0.031 2.37 

aTo be comparable, these are for two substituents (-OCH3 and –Cl) that are conserved across all three series 
bFrom DFT calculations in this work 
cFrom image charge model calculations in this work 
dFrom Venkatarman et al.141 
eFrom MCBJ experiments in this work 
fFrom Lo et al.140 
 
Section 4.8: Summary and Conclusions for OPV3 Investigation 
 

In this chapter, I have reported our investigations on the use of small chemical substituents as 
a means to tune single-molecule conductance, using the OPV3-2BT-X series as a model system. 
Our results confirm that such substituent-induced tuning is indeed possible. While IEg values alone 
superficially appear to explain the trend in conductance variation, we demonstrated that they are 
insufficient to explain the magnitude of variation. Instead, the superficial IEg trend conceals a more 
intricate relationship in which variation in vacuum level shift (ΔV) and image charge 
renormalization energy (RNE) also significantly affect conductance, but these latter two energies 
turn out to be highly correlated with, and in opposition to, variation in IEg. Using simple physical 
models, we showed how these correlations arise due to electrostatics in the junction providing 
inherent physical links, and how the degree of opposition can be controlled by molecular structure. 
We therefore propose that these correlations serve as new “design principles” that are crucial for 
explaining, predicting, and controlling conductance variation across molecular series with varying 
substituents, in the case of either HOMO- or LUMO-mediated transport. This generalization was 
demonstrated by extending our calculations to previously measured molecular series, and showing 
that the predictions of the RNE design principle in particular are consistent with the trends both 
within and between those series.  

In the molecular series studied here, the ΔV and RNE correlations serve to oppose changes in 
IEg and hence limit conductance variation between molecules. Looking to the future, the question 
naturally arises of whether it is possible to break or circumvent these correlations, as this would 
be desirable from the perspective of maximizing substituent-induced conductance tunability. The 
prospects for avoiding opposition from ΔV appear limited, especially if high absolute conductances 
are also desired. Eliminating the extension of the broadened molecular energy level above EF 
would require either lowering molecule-electrode coupling or significantly increasing IEg, both of 
which would drastically diminish total conductance. However, it may still be possible to reduce 
ΔV opposition somewhat while maintaining reasonable absolute conductance, and local 
electrostatic potential calculations of the type performed here can be used as a screening tool to 
search for structures that achieve this.  
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We propose that overcoming the RNE correlation is a more promising strategy, because image 
charge effects are also sensitive to substituent positioning and connectivity. We note for example 
that while the three series discussed in this work are quite different in many respects, they also 
have several attributes in common: they are all based on conjugated backbones, they all use 
relatively small substituents, and those substituents are all attached directly to the center of the 
backbone. More exotic molecular scaffolds which do not share one or more of these properties 
may therefore allow the IEg/RNE anti-correlation to be effectively eliminated, or even reversed. 
The simple image charge model described here, together with our conceptual model of the 
dominant image charge interactions, can each help in both searching and screening for such novel 
structures. This work thus demonstrates how a deep understanding of the physical origin of the 
connections between molecular structure and electronic properties is essential for the intentional 
design of new functional single-molecule devices in the future.  
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CHAPTER 5 - INTERACTION BETWEEN MOLECULAR 
CONFORMATION AND METAL/MOLECULE COUPLING 

 
In this chapter, I use a series of OPV2 molecules to investigate the effect on single-molecule 

conductance of cis/trans isomerization, a fundamental structural attribute that has been studied 
minimally and with inconsistent results to date. Similar to my findings in Chapter 4, we found that 
several interconnected physical effects must be taken into account to explain the observed 
conductance values. In particular, we used conformationally flexible -SMe linkers to focus on 
potential interactions between backbone geometry and metal/molecule binding. As explained 
below, our results indicate that connections between the backbone and linker conformations can 
indeed play a dominant role in determining molecular conductance by controlling the strength of 
metal/molecule electronic coupling and hence transport efficiency. This new knowledge will help 
both cis vs. trans geometry and flexible linker groups to be predictively used as design elements 
in single-molecule junctions in the future. More generally, these results also demonstrate the need 
for more-nuanced structure-property relationships which consider competition and/or interactions 
between multiple physical effects, even in relatively simple molecular designs.  

The work in this chapter is adapted from a manuscript in preparation for submission to the 
Journal of Physical Chemistry C. Key supporting details that we plan to include in the 
supplementary information of the published manuscript are included in Section 5.6  
 
Section 5.1: Introduction 
 

Cis vs. trans isomerization of stilbene-like moieties is an important structural consideration for 
single-molecule transport research because it is a design element that commonly appears in 
molecular scaffolds considered in this field,75,126,313–315 especially in the context of photo-activated 
switches.164,316 Single molecule conductance—the most fundamental transport property—has 
indeed already been investigated both theoretically and experimentally for a stilbene-like 
molecule,317 as well as for several derivatives of the structurally similar azobenzene moiety.65,318–

322 However, such studies have produced results varying from an ~2x higher conductance for cis 
over trans,317 to the exact opposite,321 and even all the way up to ~100x higher conductance for 
trans318 or ~30x higher conductance for cis.322 Part of the reason for this inconsistency is likely 
that changing from trans to cis unavoidably causes multiple structural changes at once, each of 
which can affect conductance (Figure 5.1): the length of the molecule decreases, which is expected 
to increase conductance by reducing the tunneling barrier width;133 steric hindrance causes each 
ring in the cis molecule to twist out of plane by ~35º, which is expected to decrease conductance 
by partially breaking the conjugated π-system;117,138,139 and the modified geometry of the molecule, 
especially the angles at which linkers attached in the standard para positions extend out from the 
backbone, may impact the orbital alignment between metal and molecule and hence the efficiency 
of electronic coupling between the two. (Attaching linkers in positions other than para often 
produces destructive quantum interference,12 which would add yet another confounding factor 
influencing conductance). Therefore, while most previously developed structure-property 
relationships focus on one design property at a time,78,115,137,138,141 the effects of cis/trans 
isomerization on single-molecule conductance cannot be expected to be as simple. Instead, a more 
nuanced structure-property relationship will be required that considers the roles of multiple effects 
simultaneously, including potential interactions between them.  
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Figure 5.1. Generic structures of trans (a) and cis (b) stilbene derivatives with para-connected 
linker groups (represented by red circles). These structures illustrate three key differences that 
arise upon isomerization: 1) The linker-to-linker length decreases by ~25%; 2) the second ring 
twists out of plane with respect to the first; and 3) the two linkers are no longer pointed 1800 
opposite each other.  
 

In particular, previous results have suggested that differences in how cis and trans geometries 
influence molecule/metal coupling may play an important, but not fully understood, role in 
determining single-molecule conductance. For example, calculations by Osella et al.319 found that 
chemisorption vs. physisorption produces opposite cis/trans conductance orderings, and Martin et 
al.317 rationalized their experimental results by positing that cis geometry leads to stronger 
coupling by allowing not just the linker groups but also one phenyl ring to come into close contact 
with the metal electrode. Nevertheless, these effects remain poorly understood. One especially 
important case that has not been explored yet is how the coupling of conformationally flexible 
linker groups to the metal electrodes might be differentially affected by cis vs. trans backbone 
geometries. This possibility is motivated by density functional theory (DFT) calculations for the 
common -SMe (methylsulfide) linker group, which have shown that the barrier to rotation of this 
linker is quite small,323,324 while at the same time molecule/metal electronic coupling, and hence 
conductance, is strongly controlled by the angle between the S-Au bond and the π-system, with 
maximal coupling occurring for a 90º angle.323,325Any differences in the geometric constraints that 
cis and trans geometries place on -SMe linker orientation therefore have the potential to be a major 
avenue for cis/trans isomerization to impact single-molecule conductance, and such an interaction 
could apply to other flexible linkers as well.  

In order to investigate this possibility and explore the interactions between cis/trans 
isomerization and molecular conductance more generally, in this chapter I use a combination of 
experiment and theory to investigate the single-molecule conductance of a series of stilbene 
derivatives functionalized with -SMe linkers (Figure 5.2). This series includes the cis and trans 
versions of this structure (trans-OPV2-2SMe and cis-OPV2-2SMe), as well as single-linker 
versions (trans-OPV2-1SMe and cis-OPV2-1SMe) to help understand the role of -SMe/metal 
orbital coupling. In order to help elucidate and control for potential confounding effects from 
molecular twisting that breaks the π-system conjugation, I also include a version of the cis 
molecule with the rings locked into a fully planar geometry (L-cis-OPV2-2SMe) and a version of 
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the molecule with the π-conjugation fully broken by saturating the double-bond linkage 
(sat-OPV2-2SMe). Together, this series thus explores and helps disentangle several key design 
parameters used throughout the single molecule literature.  

 

 
Figure 5.2. Structures of the six OPV2 molecules considered in this chapter, as well as the naming 
and color conventions used throughout. All six molecules were synthesized and characterized by 
our collaborates in the McGrath group.  
 

In the remainder of this chapter, I present experimental evidence that the geometric constraints 
of the cis geometry result in less efficient metal/molecule electrical coupling, and hence lower 
conductance, than for the trans geometry. I also show how this interaction between backbone 
conformation and linker orientation can explain the striking observation that cis-OPV2-2SMe, cis-
OPV2-1SMe, and L-cis-OPV2-2SMe all display essentially the same peak conductance value. I 
then include computational results to support these interpretations and offer additional insight into 
how -SMe linker orientation affects single-molecule conductance. These findings illustrate the 
limitations of “standard” structure-function relationships in systems where multiple effects can 
interact, and begin to develop more nuanced relationships that will help the readily accessible 
cis/trans structural motif to be predictively used to control conductance. In addition, these results 
highlight the fact that the potential complexity introduced by -SMe linkers—and likely other 
common linkers with conformational flexibility as well—must be taken into account when 
designing molecules for transport experiments.   
 
Section 5.2: Experimental Conductance Measurements 
 

Following the procedures outlined in Chapter 2, several datasets of breaking traces were 
collected for each of the six molecules in Figure 5.2, including datasets from at least two 
independently run MCBJ samples for each molecule. Representative 1D conductance histograms 
for one dataset from each molecule, as well as a negative control with pure DCM, are overlaid in 
Figure 5.3a (see Section 5.6.1 for details of datasets used in this chapter). Each histogram shows a 
broad peak whose location is largely reproducible across the other datasets collected with the same 
molecule (see Section 5.6.2 for further details).  
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Figure 5.3. Experimental conductance measurements for the OPV2 series. (a) Overlaid example 
1D conductance histograms for each OPV2 molecule and a negative control with only DCM 
deposited. (b) Summary of the peak conductance values determined for each molecule, across 
multiple datasets, using segment clustering.  
 

To determine reproducible conductance measurements for each molecule, I applied the 
segment clustering approach described in Section 3.3. The main plateau features identified in each 
dataset by the algorithm tend to agree well with the peaks in the raw conductance histograms, 
indicating that segment clustering is reliably extracting molecular signatures (Section 5.6.3). These 
segment clustering results are thus summarized in Figure 5.3b, using the same format as Figure 
4.2: namely, each point represents the median from among the set of all 12 peak conductance 
values produced by segment clustering from all datasets collected with each molecule, and the 
error bars represent the range of the middle 67% of those values.300 These error bars are thus a 
measure of the uncertainty due to both dataset-to-dataset variation and ambiguity about the exact 
cluster bounds, but should not be interpreted as a single universal measure of experimental error.  

Many of the relative conductance relationships in Figure 5.3b are in agreement with the 
predictions of “standard” structure-property rules. For example, going from trans-OPV2-2SMe to 
sat-OPV2-2SMe, which fully breaks the conjugated system while leaving the molecular length 
largely unchanged, causes the conductance to drop by over an order of magnitude, which is 
consistent with both previous measurements313 and the widely accepted principle that conjugated 
π-systems extending from linker to linker are needed to produce highly-conducting molecules. 
Similarly, multiple studies88,126,244,274 have found that single-linker molecules (including reports of 
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trans-OPV2 with single -SMe linkers)126 conduct significantly less than double-linker molecules, 
and this agrees with the results for trans-OPV2-1SMe vs. trans-OPV2-2SMe. Either direct gold-π 
coupling and/or two-molecule junctions involving π-π stacking have been proposed to explain the 
lower conductance of single-linker molecules,126,244,274 and both structures could arise in our 
experiments. The apparent lengths of the molecular features in this study suggest, however, that 
direct gold-π coupling is the more likely explanation (Section 5.6.4).  

Figure 5.3b also reveals the striking result that approximately the same conductance was 
measured for all three cis molecules, with all three less conductive than trans-OPV2-2SMe. This 
finding does not conform to “standard” structure-property rules: these might expect the shorter cis 
molecules to conduct more than the trans; they would predict cis-OPV2-1SMe to have significantly 
lower conductance than cis-OPV2-2SMe, in analogy to the trans structures; and they would predict 
L-cis-OPV2-2SMe to have a conductance at least as high as trans-OPV2-2SMe due to full 
conjugation combined with a shorter length. A new, more nuanced structure-property relationship 
is thus required to explain these results. In particular, the fact that the -2SMe and -1SMe molecules 
have very different conductances in a trans geometry but similar conductances in a cis geometry 
suggests that the role of the identical -SMe linker groups must depend on the backbone geometry 
somehow. In the next section I thus examine the role of those linkers in detail, and explain how 
they can explain the surprising conductances of each of the three cis molecules.  
 
Section 5.3: Proposed Dominant Role of Metal/Molecule Coupling Efficiency 
 

It was previously shown by DFT that, for conjugated molecules with -SMe linkers, the 
orientation of the Au-S bond relative to the π-system—quantified by the Au-S-C-C dihedral angle 
shown in Figure 5.4—strongly controls the strength of metal/molecule electronic coupling, and 
hence conductance. Coupling is maximized at an angle of 90º, which allows the sulfur lone pair 
involved in the Au-S bond to align with the extended π-system of the molecule, and minimized at 
0º.323,325 In light of this, we hypothesize that the geometric constraints imposed by the twisted 
structure of the cis-OPV2 backbone force the Au-S-C-C angles to spend more time closer to 0º, 
while in the less-constrained trans-OPV2 geometry these angles are free to spend more time closer 
to the optimal 90º. As a result, the average metal/molecule electronic coupling in cis-OPV2-2SMe 
and L-cis-OPV2-2SMe is weaker than in trans-OPV2-2SMe, explaining the lower conductances 
we measured for these cis molecules.  

 
Figure 5.4. Definition of the Au-S-C-C dihedral angle known to control metal/molecule coupling 
in the specific case of molecules with conjugated backbones and –SMe linker groups.  
 

The fact that conductance is lowered to a similar extent in both cis-OPV2-2SMe and 
L-cis-OPV2-2SMe relative to trans-OPV2-2SMe, despite the absence of inter-ring twisting in the 
locked version, suggests that the weaker electronic coupling caused by the cis geometry is the 
more important effect in this series of structures. That is not to say that inter-ring twisting has no 
effect on conductance: the central estimate of conductance for L-cis-OPV2-2SMe in Figure 5.3b 
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is ~1.3 times higher than for cis-OPV2-2SMe, on the same order as the factor of ~2 predicted by 
the well-known “cos2 rule” for twisting in conjugated systems117,138,139 (though the difference in 
Figure 5.3b is small compared to the uncertainties in each measurement). However, even with this 
modest increase in conductance from being locked in-plane, L-cis-OPV2-2SMe remains about two 
times less conductive than the longer trans-OPV2-2SMe, and so we conclude that weaker 
metal/linker coupling must be the dominant way in which cis geometry influences conductance.  

Finally, to explain the near-identical conductances of cis-OPV2-2SMe and cis-OPV2-1SMe, 
we propose that the overall metal/molecule coupling is quite similar between the two molecules. 
The explanation for this is that in cis-OPV2-1SMe, the lack of a second point for covalent, 
mechanical coupling between molecule and electrodes likely results in less geometric constraint 
on the remaining Au-S-C-C angle. Therefore, cis-OPV2-2SMe would have medium-to-weak, 
constrained -SMe/Au coupling on both sides, whereas cis-OPV2-1SMe would have strong, 
unconstrained -SMe/Au coupling on one side but weak π/Au coupling on the other, averaging out 
to produce similar conductance values.   

Previous studies considering the role of -SMe linker orientation on single-molecule 
conductance have focused on how the range of orientations that might be probed by experiment 
can help explain the breadth of measured conductance distributions or the overall conductance 
relative to other linker types.323–327 The results in this work thus constitute the first experimental 
evidence that -SMe linker orientation interacts with other structural attributes such as cis vs. trans 
geometry. This type of interaction is an important consideration when using -SMe or other linkers 
with multiple conformational degrees of freedom, and demonstrates that more nuanced structure-
property relationships are needed in such cases where multiple structural effects are in play at the 
same time.  
 
Section 5.4: Insight from Computations 
 

To further explore the interaction between cis/trans geometry and -SMe/Au coupling 
efficiency, NEGF-DFT calculations were performed for the four two-linker OPV2 molecules from 
Figure 5.2 using similar methods to those described in Section 4.3. In the case of the two single-
linker molecules, calculations may not be able to offer the same level of reliable insights into 
transport through these structures because of the much larger conformational space available to 
single-linker molecules, combined with ambiguity about how such molecules bind in experimental 
junctions. I thus focus exclusively on the two-linker molecules in this section.   
 
Section 5.4.1: Transmission and Geometry of the OPV2 Series 
 

In order to approximately span the conformational space available to their -SMe linkers, for 
each of trans-OPV2-2SMe, cis-OPV2-2SMe, and L-cis-OPV2-2SMe, two different junction 
conformations were created by starting both methyl groups either parallel or perpendicular to the 
planes of the neighboring phenyl rings, and then allowing the geometry to fully relax from that 
starting point. These two relaxed conformations, which I label -par and -perp, thus help us consider 
the two extremes of high- or low-coupling efficiency for each molecule (Figure 5.5). This is 
necessarily an incomplete description of the experimentally probed junctions, which likely sample 
a large number of conformations, and in which variations in the atomic structure of the electrodes 
may also affect the -SMe orientations. Nevertheless, these conformations roughly span the 
available space and aid in interpreting the experimental results. Note that  quantitative agreement 
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between NEGF-DFT and experimental results is not expected in any case due to the limitations of 
this method (see Section 1.3.7). For sat-OPV2-2SMe, only a single conformation is considered 
since the saturated backbone, rather than linker orientation, dominates molecular conductance.  
 

 
Figure 5.5. The relaxed structures of each two-linker OPV2 molecule used for NEGF-DFT 
transport calculations. For trans-OPV2-2SMe, cis-OPV2-2SMe, and L-cis-OPV2-2SMe, two 
relaxed conformations were generated by starting both -SMe linkers either parallel (par) or 
perpendicular (perp) to their attached rings and then minimizing the energy. For sat-OPV2-2SMe, 
only a single conformation was considered because saturating the double bond has a much larger 
effect on conductance than linker orientation.  
 

As shown in Table 5.1, the Au-S-S-C dihedral angles in both cis molecules are significantly 
farther from the optimal coupling angle of 90º compared to the analogous conformations of 
trans-OPV2-2SMe. This is consistent with our hypothesis that a cis backbone imposes geometric 
constraints that force the -SMe linkers to spend more time in positions that experience weaker 
metal/molecule electronic coupling. The effect of these deviations on molecular conductance can 
be approximated by multiplying the sine squared of each dihedral angle (maximal for 𝐷𝐷1 = 𝐷𝐷2 =
90°), which shows that the differences observed in Figure 5.5 have a significant impact on 
conductance (Table 5.1). Comparison with experimental results shows that this approximation 
captures the main qualitative differences in conductances between trans-, cis- and L-cis-OPV2-
2SMe quite well. 
 
Table 5.1. The two Au-S-C-C dihedral angles (D1 and D2) for the relaxed structures in Figure 5.5, 
shaded according to whether the -SMe linkers were started in parallel (par) or perpendicular (perp) 
positions prior to relaxation. Also included is the product of the sine squared of both angles as an 
approximation of the expected drop in conductance due to deviation from the ideal 90º.  

Molecule D1 D2 sin2(D1)sin2(D2) 
trans-OPV2-2SMe-par 97.1º 102.3º 0.94 
cis-OPV2-2SMe-par 72.5º 63.9º 0.73 
L-cis-OPV2-2SMe-par 60.1º 51.9º 0.47 
trans-OPV2-2SMe-perp 65.0º 62.1º 0.64 
cis-OPV2-2SMe-perp 45.1º 38.1º 0.19 
L-cis-OPV2-2SMe-perp 47.1º 38.5º 0.21 
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The transmission functions for each of the conformations in Figure 5.5 are shown in Figure 
5.6. The Fermi energy (EF) in these calculations falls very close to the LUMO-like transmission 
peak, but NEGF-DFT often mis-places EF within the HOMO-LUMO gap,78,328 and the orbital 
composition of the -SMe linker is known to typically induce HOMO-dominated transport.34 I 
therefore focus on the region containing the transmission function minima and the trailing edge of 
the HOMO peaks in order to compare the computational results to my low-bias experimental 
conductance measurements (-0.75 to -1.5 eV, shaded region in Figure 5.6). The qualitative 
ordering of the calculated transmission functions throughout this region agrees well with our 
experimental measurements. This agreement supports the importance of the extreme 
computational conformations considered here for understanding transport in these -SMe-linked 
molecules, and we conclude that that the Au-S-C-C angle differences seen in Table 5.1 are relevant 
for the systems at hand.  
 

 
Figure 5.6. Overlaid transmission functions calculated for each of the conformations shown in 
Figure 5.5. The red rectangle indicates the expected region of the experimental Fermi energy, EF, 
(i.e., off-resonant but nearer the HOMO peak than the LUMO peak). The ordering of transmission 
functions within this region matches the experimentally measured conductances in Figure 5.3b.  
 

It is important to note that the calculated zero-bias transmission function of 
trans-OPV2-2SMe-perp is larger than that of cis-OPV2-2SMe-par, despite the fact that the 
Au-S-C-C dihedrals are closer to 90º in the latter. This implies that while the linker orientation 
may be a large reason for the lower conductance of the cis molecules vis-à-vis trans-OPV2-2SMe, 
additional factors are also at play. We propose that the partially broken conjugation caused by ring 
twisting in cis-OPV2-2SMe, discussed above, explains this extra reduction in conductance. While 
L-cis-OPV2-2SMe overcomes this internal twisting problem, this may be counteracted by the 
locked-cis backbone keeping the Au-S-C-C angles even farther from the optimal 90º than in the 
unlocked cis structure (see Table 5.1). In addition, the transmission functions in Figure 5.6 indicate 
that L-cis-OPV2-2SMe has a slightly larger band gap than cis-OPV2-2SMe, which can also 
partially counteract the increase in conductance from being untwisted. This provides another 
example of how true structure-function relationships in single molecule quantum transport may 
require the inclusion of multiple competing factors, a central finding in this chapter.  
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Section 5.4.2: Systematic Investigation of -SMe Orientation 
 

To probe the impact of -SMe linker orientation on molecular conductance more systematically, 
NEGF-DFT calculations were also performed on a series of structures with Au-S-C-C dihedral 
angles varying from 0º to 90º. The L-cis-OPV2-2SMe structure was used for this investigation to 
eliminate the confounding factor of ring-twisting degrees of freedom. Two separate strategies are 
used to control the Au-S-S-C dihedral angles. In the first approach, both angles are simply locked 
at a fixed value while the rest of the geometry is allowed the relax, and then the transmission 
function is calculated. This has the advantage of directly controlling the parameter of interest, but 
the limitation that the molecule may be forced into quite strained and unrealistic overall 
conformations. In the second approach, the size of the nanogap is varied, which is accompanied 
by steady changes in the Au-S-C-C dihedral angles as the molecule is allowed to relax at each 
fixed gap size. This latter approach has the advantage of allowing the molecule to adopt more 
realistic conformations, but at the price of introducing a second variable (gap size) that is changing 
at the same time.  

 
Figure 5.7. Overlaid transmission functions calculated for L-cis-OPV2-2SMe in order to compare 
the impact of different Au-S-C-C dihedral angles in different ways. (a) Transmission functions 
calculated with both Au-S-S-C dihedral angels locked at values ranging from 0º to 90º. (b) 
Transmission functions calculated for relaxed geometries at different Au-Au gap sizes, which also 
systematically changes the Au-S-S-C dihedral angles (see legend).  

 
As shown in Figure 5.7, both approaches find that transmission significantly drops as the Au-

S-C-C dihedral angles vary from 90º towards 0º. This constitutes direct evidence that -SMe linker 
orientation has a large impact on single-molecule transport in the OPV2 system, which agrees with 
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previous findings for conjugated molecules.323,325 Moreover, the full set of transmission functions 
in Figure 5.7 provides further insight into molecular electronic structure in the junction compared 
to previous studies, which connected -SMe orientation and conductance using simplified models323 
or only presented transmission functions for one or two -SMe orientations.325,326 In particular, the 
fact that the HOMO and LUMO peaks shift as the -SMe linkers rotate suggests that the Au-S-C-C 
angles influence energy-level alignment in addition to electronic coupling strength, an added layer 
of complexity that has not been reported before.  
 
Section 5.5: Conclusions and Summary for OPV2 Investigation 
 

In summary, in this chapter I showed, using both experiment and computations, the 
multifaceted reasons whereby single-molecule conductance is modified by the simple modification 
from cis- to trans-geometry in -SMe-linked stilbene derivatives. In particular, I demonstrated that 
a dominant role is played by the different ways in which cis and trans geometry constrain the 
binding conformations available to the -SMe linker groups, which in turn controls the 
metal/molecule electronic coupling efficiency and even in-junction molecular electronic structure. 
This study thus shows how two common structural attributes and design elements for single 
molecule electronics—cis vs. trans isomerization, and coupling efficiency of flexible linkers such 
as -SMe—can interact with each other as they control molecular conductance. These lessons are 
relevant to single-molecule transport studies employing structural elements in molecular design 
that induce large geometric changes, and to those that rely on conformationally flexible linkers 
like -SMe as design elements. More generally, this reveals that, in many practical cases, “simple” 
single parameter structure-property rules and relationships may be insufficient, and instead more 
nuanced rules that take such interactions between effects into account are needed.  
 
Section 5.6: Supplementary Information for OPV2 Investigation  
 
Section 5.6.1: OPV2 Datasets Analyzed in this Chapter 
 

The breaking trace data used in this chapter were collected using 15 separate MCBJ sample. 
Details on each of the trans-OPV2-2SMe, cis-OPV2-2SMe, and sat-OPV2-2SMe datasets 
considered in this chapter are provided in Table 5.2, including a unique dataset ID number, an ID 
number identifying the MCBJ sample used, the molecule name, the number of consecutive traces 
in the dataset, the concentration of the molecular solution most recently deposited, and the trial 
and deposition numbers. Each of these datasets was independently clustered for the peak 
conductance analysis.  

The other three molecules (trans-OPV2-1SMe, cis-OPV2-1SMe, and L-cis-OPV2-2SMe) tend 
to have relatively weak molecular features. Combined with their short lengths, this resulted in 
relatively small main plateau clusters that were difficult for segment clustering to identify. I 
therefore chose to group the datasets for these molecules by trial number before clustering them, 
as shown in Table 5.3, Table 5.4, and Table 5.5. By increasing the absolute number of molecular 
plateaus in the set of traces being clustered, this grouping improved the robustness and ease of 
identification of main plateau clusters by segment clustering. However, I emphasize that clustering 
each of the datasets for these three molecules separately would not qualitatively change the main 
findings of this work; it would simply require more full-valley clusters (see Section 3.3.3.4) to be 
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examined to locate the main plateau cluster in each dataset, and it would result in a few cases with 
ambiguity about which cluster represents the main molecular feature.  

The histograms in Figure 5.3a are for the datasets in the following tables with the ID numbers 
(in order): 186, 312, 255, 198, 250, and 279.  
 
Table 5.2. Details of trans-OPV2-2SMe, cis-OPV2-2SMe, and sat-OPV2-2SMe datasets analyzed 
in this work.  

Dataset 
ID# 

Sample 
ID# Molecule # of Traces Concentration 

(µM) Trial # Deposition # 

186 114-5 trans-OPV2-2SMe 2594 1 1 3 
189 114-5 trans-OPV2-2SMe 2543 1 2 8 
190 114-5 trans-OPV2-2SMe 8605 10 2 1a 

191 114-5 trans-OPV2-2SMe 9236 10 2 2 
194 125-3 trans-OPV2-2SMe 6353 10 1 1b 
195 125-3 trans-OPV2-2SMe 2837 10 1 2 
198 118-3 cis-OPV2-2SMe 9257 10 1 1b 

199 118-3 cis-OPV2-2SMe 6822 10 1 2 
200 118-3 cis-OPV2-2SMe 2257 10 1 3 
201 118-3 cis-OPV2-2SMe 4543 10 2 3 
202 118-3 cis-OPV2-2SMe 6906 10 2 4 
207 125-5 cis-OPV2-2SMe 3560 1 2 3 
208 125-5 cis-OPV2-2SMe 4627 1 2 5 
209 125-5 cis-OPV2-2SMe 4499 10 2 1c 

210 125-5 cis-OPV2-2SMe 2955 10 3 1c 

253 127-4 sat-OPV2-2SMe 5690 1 2 1 
254 127-4 sat-OPV2-2SMe 2376 1 2 2 
255 127-4 sat-OPV2-2SMe 5741 1 2 3 
256 127-4 sat-OPV2-2SMe 2046 1 3 3 
257 127-4 sat-OPV2-2SMe 2003 1 3 4 
259 133-3 sat-OPV2-2SMe 2702 1 4 2 
260 133-3 sat-OPV2-2SMe 4163 1 4 3 

a First 10 µM deposition, preceded by eight 1 µM depositions. 
b First 10 µM deposition, preceded by two 1 µM depositions. 
c First 10 µM deposition, preceded by five 1 µM depositions. 
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Table 5.3. Details of trans-OPV2-1SMe datasets analyzed in this work. Datasets were grouped 
according to MCBJ sample and trial number before clustering, as indicated by the first column.  

Trial 
Combination ID# 

Dataset 
ID# 

Sample 
ID# Molecule # of 

Traces 
Concentration 

(µM) 
Trial 

# 
Deposition 

# 

C1 
265 135-4 trans-OPV2-1SMe 1663 10 3 1a 

266 135-4 trans-OPV2-1SMe 3022 10 3 3 
267 135-4 trans-OPV2-1SMe 1741 10 3 4 

C2 
268 135-4 trans-OPV2-1SMe 2189 10 4 4 
269 135-4 trans-OPV2-1SMe 2905 10 4 5 

N/A 273 127-2 trans-OPV2-1SMe 1560 10 4 1b,c 

C3 
309 131-3 trans-OPV2-1SMe 4716 10 2 1 
310 131-3 trans-OPV2-1SMe 1979 10 2 2 

C4 
311 131-3 trans-OPV2-1SMe 2230 10 3 2 
312 131-3 trans-OPV2-1SMe 5258 10 3 3 

C5 
313 131-3 trans-OPV2-1SMe 284 10 4 3 
314 131-3 trans-OPV2-1SMe 4568 10 4 4 

a First 10 µM deposition, preceded by one 1 µM deposition. 
b First 10 µM deposition, preceded by two 1 µM depositions. 
c This dataset is a subset of an entire trial/deposition block, in order to exclude an unreproducible noise feature that 
occurred partway through.  
 
Table 5.4. Details of cis-OPV2-1SMe datasets analyzed in this work. Datasets were grouped 
according to MCBJ sample and trial number before clustering, as indicated by the first column.  

Trial 
Combination ID# 

Dataset 
ID# 

Sample 
ID# Molecule # of 

Traces 
Concentration 

(µM) 
Trial 

# 
Deposition 

# 
N/A 325 126-1 cis-OPV2-1SMe 3263 10 2 1a 

C6 
326 126-1 cis-OPV2-1SMe 2542 10 3 2 
327 126-1 cis-OPV2-1SMe 2922 10 3 3 
328 126-1 cis-OPV2-1SMe 1491 10 3 4 

C7 
329 126-1 cis-OPV2-1SMe 2946 10 4 4 
330 126-1 cis-OPV2-1SMe 5576 10 4 5 

C8 

240 133-5 cis-OPV2-1SMe 2229 1 1 1 
241 133-5 cis-OPV2-1SMe 3528 1 1 2 
242 133-5 cis-OPV2-1SMe 5069 10 1 1b 
243 133-5 cis-OPV2-1SMe 3374 10 1 2 

N/A 244 133-5 cis-OPV2-1SMe 3559 10 2 3 

C9 
247 135-2 cis-OPV2-1SMe 4508 10 1 3 
248 135-2 cis-OPV2-1SMe 2252 10 1 4 
249 135-2 cis-OPV2-1SMe 3650 10 1 4c 

N/A 250 135-2 cis-OPV2-1SMe 6766 10 2 5 
a First 10 µM deposition, preceded by two 100 nM depositions. 
b First 10 µM deposition, preceded by two 1 µM depositions. 
c Pure DCM was deposited between the previous dataset and this one.  
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Table 5.5. Details of L-cis-OPV2-2SMe datasets analyzed in this work. Datasets were grouped 
according to MCBJ sample and trial number before clustering, as indicated by the first column.  

Trial 
Combination ID# 

Dataset 
ID# 

Sample 
ID# Molecule # of 

Traces 
Concentration 

(µM) 
Trial 

# 
Deposition 

# 

C10 
277 128-2 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 5897 10 3 2 
278 128-2 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 1502 10 3 3 
279 128-2 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 3281 10 3 4 

C11 
280 128-2 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 2662 10 4 4 
281 128-2 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 2647 10 4 5 

C12 
284 133-4 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 1848 10 1 1 
285 133-4 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 2503 10 1 2 

C13 

286 133-4 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 3986 10 3 2 
287 133-4 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 4123 10 3 3 
288 133-4 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 1730 10 3 4 
289 133-4 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 2773 10 3 5 

C14 
290a 133-4 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 1136 10 4 5 
291a 133-4 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 3155 10 4 6 

C15 
296 120-5 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 5616 10 1 1 
297 120-5 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 3454 10 1 2 

C16 
298 120-5 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 4012 10 2 2 
299 120-5 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 4338 10 2 3 

C17 
300 120-5 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 1220 10 3 3 
301 120-5 L-cis-OPV2-2SMe 4236 10 3 4 

a The piezo pushing speed was set to 30 µm/s for these two datasets instead of our standard choice of 60 µm/s.  
 
Section 5.6.2: Comment on cis-OPV2-1SMe Datasets 
 

Whereas for the other five molecules, the raw 1D conductance histograms for each dataset look 
quite similar to the examples shown in Figure 5.3, for cis-OPV2-1SMe some datasets display a 
broader and flatter feature without a clear peak (see additional examples in Figure 5.8). It is thus 
possible that we are experimentally measuring a broader mixture of binding conformations for 
cis-OPV2-1SMe than for the other OPV2 molecules, and this possibility is an important caveat to 
keep in mind in this chapter. However, we also note that the main plateau clusters identified by 
segment clustering in these flatter cis-OPV2-1SMe distributions agree well with both the clusters 
identified in the peaked cis-OPV2-1SMe distributions and the location of those raw data peaks 
themselves (Section 5.6.3). Therefore, we suggest that the feature identified by segment clustering 
in the cis-OPV2-1SMe datasets represents molecular transport in this molecule, and is suitable for 
comparison to the featured identified for the other OPV2 constructs. This was the assumption 
under which the main analysis and interpretation in this chapter was conducted.  
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Figure 5.8. Overlaid raw 1D histograms for three different cis-OPV2-1SMe datasets. Whereas the 
example dataset shown in Figure 5.3a (ID #250, included here as well) shows a subtle peak at 
~10-3.6 G0, some of the other datasets for this molecule instead have a much broader and flatter 
feature with no obvious peak. Dataset ID numbers refer to Table 5.4.  
 
Section 5.6.3: Detailed Segment Clustering Results 
 

Segment clustering was applied to each dataset (or dataset combination) from Table 5.2, Table 
5.3, Table 5.4, and Table 5.5 in the same manner described in Section 3.3. In each case, a single 
“main plateau cluster” corresponding to relatively flat trace segments concentrated in the vicinity 
of the conductance peak in the raw 1D conductance histogram was unambiguously identified. Due 
to the short length of these molecular features (as well as some of them being quite weak), the 
minimum valley size defined in Section 3.3.3.4 needed to be lowered to 0.25% (or slightly lower 
in a few cases) to identify these clusters.  

As in Section 3.3.4.1, peak conductance values for each of the 12 clustering outputs for each 
analyzed dataset were determined by performing unrestricted Gaussian fits to the histogram of 
conductance points for all trace segments assigned to each main plateau cluster. Figure 5.9a 
summarizes these peak conductance values for each clustered dataset, with the points representing 
the median from among the 12 different values for each dataset and the error bars representing the 
range of the middle 8 out of 12 values.  

While a Gaussian shape fit the distribution of conductances for each main plateau cluster 
reasonably well, many of these distributions displayed meaningful deviations from the fit, 
sometimes including small satellite peaks. Therefore, to account for the possibility that Gaussian 
fits may not be the best choice for summarizing the conductance distribution for each main plateau 
cluster, I also looked at the median of each distribution. As shown in Figure 5.9b, the results of 
using conductance medians are almost identical to those from using Gaussian fits, confirming that 
these peaks are providing a reasonable summary of the identified clusters.   
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Figure 5.9. Detailed summary of the central conductances of the main plateau cluster for each 
dataset in the OPV2 series. (a) Summary of the peak conductance values each cluster determined 
using unrestricted Gaussian fits. Each point represents the median from among the 12 clustering 
outputs produced for each dataset and the error bars represent the range of the middle 8 of those 
12 values. The ID numbers correspond to Table 5.2, Table 5.3, Table 5.4, and Table 5.5, and the 
points are color-coded by molecule following the scheme from Figure 5.2. (b) The same as (a), but 
using median conductance values rather than Gaussian fits to determine the “peak” conductance 
value for each main plateau cluster.  
 
Section 5.6.4: Apparent Molecular Lengths 
 

To compare the apparent lengths of the different molecular features, for each identified main 
plateau cluster I calculated the median value of the end points of all segments in that cluster. Box 
plots summarizing the set of such end point medians for all 12 clustering outputs for all datasets 
collected for a given molecule are shown in Figure 5.10.  

While there is a fair amount of variation between datasets that makes precise length-
measurements difficult, the distributions in Figure 5.10 clearly show systematically longer lengths 
for the trans and saturated molecules than for the cis molecules, as well as no obvious differences 
within each of those groups. In particular, the junction lengths of the single-linker cis and trans 
molecules are very similar to those of their double-linker analogues. This suggests that the single-
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linker molecules are forming direct Au-π linkages on one side rather than creating stacked two-
molecule bridges, which would be expected to appear significantly longer than the double-linker 
junctions.244  

When comparing the distributions in Figure 5.10 to the expected lengths of each molecule, it 
is important to note that: 1) a snap-back distance of ~0.5 nm should be added to the apparent 
lengths (Section 2.4.2.3); and 2) some molecules likely break off before full extension, so the 
median end point can be expected to underestimate the fully-extended molecular junction length.  

One potential reason for the significant variation in the median end points for each molecule 
is that there may be systematic errors in the attenuation ratio used to convert piezo movements into 
inter-electrode distance, as discussed above in Section 2.4.2.4 and Section 2.5.2.  

 

 
Figure 5.10. Box plots summarizing the set of median segment end points from the set of all main 
plateau clusters identified for each OPV2 molecule. The red line represents the median of each 
distribution, the blue box represents the inter-quartile range, and the whiskers extend to the farthest 
points not considered outliers. Outliers (red crosses) are defined as points farther than 1.5 times 
the interquartile range from the bottom or top of the box.  
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
 

In this dissertation, I have explored several topics and questions related to quantum transport 
through single-molecule metal/molecule/metal junctions. All of this work has revolved around the 
custom mechanically controlled break junction (MCBJ) experimental platform in LabMontiTM that 
we use to characterize single molecule junctions. In Chapter 2, I explained in detail how this set-
up is able to control the junction nanogap with high precision while simultaneously making 
sensitive conductance measurements, and I also described work I have done to further characterize 
and improve the accuracy of these measurements. However, despite the significant capabilities of 
this set-up, it remains challenging to interpret experimental results when so many properties of the 
nanoscopic system—electrode geometry, molecular conformation, etc.—cannot be directly 
controlled or observed. To make this MCBJ platform even more powerful in the future, an 
important goal is to add complimentary data channels such as the ones mentioned in Section 1.4.3. 
While such additional measurements still will not directly probe many of the details of nanoscale 
junction geometry, the extra information they do provide will help us infer those details and 
compare to theoretical calculations. In addition, having access to multiple types of data collected 
simultaneously should increase the power of analysis approaches such as clustering by providing 
more dimensions along which to differentiate subtly different molecular features.  

In Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, I introduced the central challenges of analyzing break junction 
data, described the standard analysis methods used in the field, and explained why there is still a 
need for further development of sophisticated analysis and visualization tools in this context. I then 
introduced one such new tool, segment clustering, in Section 3.3. I demonstrated that segment 
clustering provides a unique perspective compared to previous clustering tools for single-molecule 
data because it treats linear pieces of traces as the fundamental clustering unit, which in many 
respects is a better match for the inherent structure of this type of data. I illustrated the power and 
utility of this new approach not only through the two case studies included in Section 3.3, but also 
by using segment clustering to reliably extract peak conductance values for the molecules in both 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. However, all of these uses focused on the ability of segment clustering 
to consistently identify “main plateau clusters” in molecular datasets. The potential meaning 
contained in other types of clusters, or in the number of different clusters each trace passes through, 
thus remain as open questions to be investigated in the future. In addition, as explained in Section 
1.4.4, it would be quite useful for the field to perform a comparison/benchmarking of different 
published single-molecule transport clustering methods in a variety of contexts in order to 
determine their relative strengths and weaknesses and where opportunities for further development 
remain.  

In Section 3.4, I introduced a second analysis strategy for single-molecule transport data, which 
unlike either segment clustering or most other advanced analysis methods presented in the 
literature is not based on a clustering algorithm. Instead, my new strategy uses the concept of two-
dimensional spatial correlations to identify trace history information that is not captured by 
standard histogram plots. As demonstrated in Section 3.4, tools based on this framework have 
proved adept at locating rare yet meaningful trace behaviors that clustering algorithms are 
generally not optimized to find. In the specific case study investigated in Section 3.4, these tools 
were used to discover that molecular signatures are often present in seemingly-empty datasets, 
which helps inform our conception of the nanoscale junction environment. More generally, 
however, the grid-based correlation analysis strategy presented in Section 3.4 is exciting because 
it represents an entirely new framework for thinking about breaking trace analysis that is quite 
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distinct from other approaches. Applying the tools based on this new framework to other types of 
features and datasets, or even developing new tools within this framework, could thus provide 
further exciting discoveries in the future.  

In Chapter 4 I investigated the impact on single-molecule conductance of several effects related 
to energy-level alignment, one of the most important considerations for charge transport across 
metal/organic interfaces. Focusing in particular on the effect of small chemical substituents, I 
discovered that physical links between substituent electron withdrawing/donating character, 
vacuum level shifts, and image charge renormalization of the transport levels all conspire to 
significantly reduce the conductance tunability in a broad class of molecular constructs. This result 
is important because it helps explain conductance trends within and between molecular series, and 
also because a deep understanding of the physical origin of these links could enable the design of 
new molecular structures that break those links, allowing for increased conductance tunability. 
Indeed, based on the findings from this project, I have helped supervise two undergraduate 
students, Dawson Pursell and Ian Winski, on computational chemistry explorations to do just that 
by identifying molecular designs that do not produce an anticorrelation between gas-phase 
ionization energy and image charge induced renormalization of the ionization energy. Therefore, 
an exciting future direction for this project will be experimentally testing the structures they are 
discovering, which has the potential to both enable much larger substituent-based conductance 
tunability than has been achieved before, and to provide further evidence in support of the models 
employed in Chapter 4.  

In Chapter 5, I used a series of OPV2 molecules to explore the interaction between cis/trans 
backbone geometry and metal/molecule electronic coupling efficiency. This type of investigation 
is important because, when molecules are designed for single-molecule junctions, the backbone 
and the linkers are often treated to first approximation as independent structural components that 
can be varied independently. However, in this case, I found evidence that the cis and trans 
backbone conformations cause different orientations of the -SMe linker groups, resulting in 
significant variation in coupling efficiency and hence conductance. This finding shows that even 
in relatively simple designs, interactions between conceptually different pieces of the molecular 
structure must be considered in order to accurately predict transport properties. In relation to future 
studies, this result will help the full impact of -SMe (or other conformationally flexible) linkers to 
be considered during the design stage, and may further motivate the development of more-selective 
or consistent linker groups such as multidentate ones.  

Given the relentless drive to make technological devices ever smaller, along with the wealth 
of knowledge that exists on how to synthesize and tune a near-infinite variety of organic molecules, 
it seems inevitable that molecular-based electronics will one day make their way into useful 
applications, whether as single-molecule junctions, self-assembled monolayers, or some other 
form. It is my hope that the new tools and insights presented in this dissertation will help, in a 
small but meaningful way, to usher in this new world of molecular circuitry and the many benefits 
it promises to enable.    
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